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1. Introduction

Neutrophils are first responders of antimicrobial host defense and sterile inflammation,
and therefore, play important roles during health and disease. Almost 16 years after the first
description of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) as an alternative mode of pathogen killing, it has
become clear that NETs also largely contribute to sterile forms of inflammation [1]. Indeed, NETs
contribute to all forms of thrombosis, microparticle-induced inflammation, autoimmune vasculitis,
auto-inflammatory disorders, and secondary inflammation due to ischemic, toxic, or traumatic tissue
injury [1]. Recently, NETs have also been found to be an essential component of the multi-organ
complications of COVID-19 [2].

In this Special Issue in Cells, we selected a series of articles that highlight the role of neutrophils
and NETs in various sterile and non-sterile, acute and chronic inflammatory conditions affecting both
human and animal health. We hope that this Special Issue will instigate novel research questions in the
minds of our readers and will be instrumental in the further development of the field.

2. Neutrophils and NETs in Infection

Neutrophils play crucial roles in innate and adaptive immune responses. They control the
invading pathogens, e.g., bacteria, fungi, and viruses, via multiple mechanisms, e.g., phagocytosis
and NET formation. Phagocytosis of pathogens kills by exposing them to intracellular bactericidal
compounds, whereas NET formation results in trapping and killing pathogens outside the cell.

In this Special Issue, Manda-Handzlik and Demkow discuss the emerging role of NETs in
central nervous system infections [3]. They suggested netting neutrophils as the main causative
factor for disruption of the blood–brain barrier integrity, subsequently leading to neuroinflammation
and cell death [3]. Likewise, Appelgren et al. found the presence of NETs to strongly correlate
with the presence of pleocytosis and neutrophil-stimulating cytokines/chemokines in cerebrospinal
fluid samples collected from pediatric and adult patients with Lyme neuroborreliosis, Lyme disease,
tick-borne encephalitis, enteroviral meningitis, and other viral infections [4].

Infection by Plasmodium during malaria results in the formation of the insoluble crystalline
pigment hemozoin by digestion of hemoglobin in red blood cells. Rupture of red blood cells releases
hemozoin crystals into the circulation from where it is usually cleared by neutrophils. A wide
range of crystalline particles have been demonstrated to induce NETs formation [5–7]. In this issue,
Lautenschlager et al. demonstrate that engulfment of hemozoin crystals by neutrophils is regulated by
crystal–platelet interactions as well as plasma proteins such as fibrinogen, where the latter inhibits
crystal uptake and clearance from the extracellular space [8]. Surprisingly, unlike many other crystalline
particles, the ingestion of hemozoin crystals by neutrophils does not induce NETs formation [8]. Next,
Estúa-Acosta et al. challenge the idea that the eye is an immune-privileged organ and provide evidence
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of NETs and their implication in pathophysiology in infectious keratitis, the leading cause of monocular
blindness as well as non-infectious eye diseases [9]. Meanwhile, Magán-Fernández et al. summarize
the current knowledge about the role of NETs in the pathogenesis of periodontitis [10]. Infection of
the periodontium starts with the accumulation of a complex bacterial biofilm that induces dysbiosis
between the gingival microbiome and the immune response of the host, which involves impaired
NET formation and/or elimination [10]. Furthermore, the formation of biofilms promotes the efficient
growth of pathogenic bacteria and fungi by providing optimal local environmental conditions and
increased protection against the immune system [11]. The functional properties of the biofilm are
regulated by a cell-to-cell communication system, called quorum sensing, which involves numerous
quorum sensing-related molecules [11]. In this issue, Zawrotniak et al. define one quorum sensing
molecule of Candida albicans, i.e., farnesol, that is capable of inducing NET formation, a process sensing
the infection to the host immune system early and to limit spreading of the fungal infection [12].

The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV)-2 infection, named
COVID-19, is characterized by neutrophilia and increased neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio [13]. In this
issue, we propose that continuous infiltration of neutrophils and NETs formation to the site of infection
and at sites of organ injury drive necroinflammation and contribute to organ failure such as acute
respiratory distress syndrome. NETs also contribute to cytokine storm and sepsis development as well
as to the formation of endothelial injury and microvascular thrombosis during COVID-19 [14].

3. Neutrophils and NETs in Sterile Inflammation

Besides infections, neutrophils and NETs also play a critical role in the development of sterile
inflammation in several chronic inflammatory conditions. In this issue, Manda-Handzlik and Demkow
discuss the contribution of NETs in different pathological conditions affecting the central nervous
system, e.g., trauma, neurodegeneration, and autoimmune diseases [3]. Estúa-Acosta et al. discuss
the contribution of NETs in eye physiology, e.g., eye rheum formation as well as pathophysiological
conditions, e.g., dry eye disease, corneal injuries like alkali burn, uveitis, diabetic retinopathy,
and age-related macular degeneration [9]. Interestingly, the same mechanism was found to be
responsible for uveitis in large animals. Fingerhut et al. demonstrate the presence of NETs in the
vitreous body fluids derived from the eyes of horses with recurrent uveitis [15].

Furthermore, Bonaventura et al. emphasize the pathogenic roles of NETs in the initiation
and progression of cardiovascular diseases e.g., acute myocardial infarction, diabetes, and obesity
involving activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome and thrombosis [16]. They also highlight the need
for standardized nomenclature and standardized techniques for NET assessment and novel therapies
targeting NETs [16]. Neutrophils and NETs also contribute to the development of liver diseases [17,18].
In this issue, Zhou et al. decipher the molecular mechanisms of neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis in
murine chronic liver injury. They demonstrate that the cannabinoid receptor 1 mediates neutrophil
chemotaxis and NETosis via the Gαi/o/ROS/p38 MAPK signaling pathway in liver inflammation [19].
Above and beyond, cancer cells have been shown to induce NETs formation to support metastasis [20].
Decker et al., in this issue, evaluated the correlation between NETosis and disease progression during
head and neck cancer [21]. They observe neutrophils from head and neck cancer patients and show
increased NETosis in patients at an early stage compared to that of late-stage or healthy controls.
Therefore, elevated NETosis can be used as a biomarker for the prognosis of the disease [21]. Consistent
with this, Fousert et al. also propose NETs as promising biomarkers for autoimmune diseases since
they contribute to the development of autoimmunity by breaking self-tolerance [22]. They further
conclude that therapeutics targeted at neutrophils and NETs will be beneficial for the treatment of
inflammatory autoimmune diseases [22].

4. Perspective

It is becoming evident that studying NETs reveals novel insights into the pathogenesis of many
diseases. Whether or not NETs can also be a potential therapeutic target remains unclear at this
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point. Animal studies have demonstrated that inhibiting certain signaling pathways can prevent NETs
formation, can enhance NETs clearance, or at least, cleave the externalized chromatin, which accounts
for many of the pathogenic effects of NETs. However, whether such interventions will prove efficacious
and safe in human disease settings remains to be demonstrated. The first clinical trials are testing
the effects of nebulized Dornase, a recombinant form of DNAse I that cleaves extracellular NETs
chromatin, in mechanically ventilated patients with severe COVID-19 (NCT04432987, NCT04359654,
NCT04402970) or severe trauma (NCT03368092) as an attempt to reduce NETs-related respiratory
failure. Positive data of such trials may encourage clinical trials with NETs-targeting interventions also
in other clinical domains. We hope that the readers of this Cells issue enjoy the scientific content and
feel inspired to continue research in this evolving domain for a better understanding of disease and
hopefully also, for better treatment options for NETs-related disorders in the future.
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Abstract: Under normal conditions, neutrophils are restricted from trafficking into the brain
parenchyma and cerebrospinal fluid by the presence of the brain–blood barrier (BBB). Yet, infiltration
of the central nervous system (CNS) by neutrophils is a well-known phenomenon in the course of
different pathological conditions, e.g., infection, trauma or neurodegeneration. Different studies have
shown that neutrophil products, i.e., free oxygen radicals and proteolytic enzymes, play an important
role in the pathogenesis of BBB damage. It was recently observed that accumulating granulocytes may
release neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), which damage the BBB and directly injure surrounding
neurons. In this review, we discuss the emerging role of NETs in various pathological conditions
affecting the CNS.

Keywords: neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs); Alzheimer’s disease; multiple sclerosis; ischemic
stroke; meningitis; central nervous system; brain; neurons; brain–blood barrier; neutrophils

1. Neutrophils in the Central Nervous System (CNS)

Neutrophils, crucial cells of innate immunity, are scarce in the central nervous system (CNS) under
normal conditions. They are restricted from trafficking into the brain parenchyma and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) by the presence of the brain–blood barrier (BBB). Tight junctions between brain endothelial
cells ensure barrier integrity and high selectivity [1–3]. Yet, the infiltration of the CNS by neutrophils
in various pathological conditions, e.g., infection, trauma, brain ischemia, neurodegeneration or
autoimmunity, is a well-known phenomenon. Different studies have shown that neutrophil products,
i.e., free oxygen radicals and proteolytic enzymes including matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9), play
an important role in the pathogenesis of BBB damage [4,5]. It was recently observed that accumulating
granulocytes may also release extracellular web-like structures composed of DNA and proteins called
neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), which damage the BBB and account for subsequent injury of
surrounding neurons and other cells of the brain [1,6].

2. Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs) in Physiology and Pathology

Although the term “NETs” was coined, and their biological relevance was discovered, by the
Zychlinsky group in 2004 [7], it is worth noting that an atypical form of neutrophil death following
stimulation with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate was identified almost a decade earlier by Takei et al. [8].
Current consensus is that NET release is a highly variable phenomenon, either accompanied by cell
survival or ultimately eliciting lytic cell death [9]. Furthermore, the NET backbone can be composed
of DNA of nuclear, mitochondrial or both origins [9,10]. An abundance of studies has revealed a
broad spectrum of NET targets—including bacteria, parasites, fungi and viruses [11]. Currently, it
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is widely accepted that the major role of NETs is to entrap and immobilize pathogens, preventing
an infection from spreading [7], but much more controversy has arisen around the pathogen-killing
properties of NETs [12]. Regardless of the direct effect of NETs on pathogens’ viability, the release of
these structures constitutes an efficient antimicrobial strategy. However, it should be underlined that an
overabundance of lytic, cytotoxic proteins (including histones, neutrophil elastase (NE) and defensins)
and autoantigens (such as DNA, histones, myeloperoxidase (MPO) and proteinase 3) in NETs may
have dramatic consequences for the host. The disturbance between NET formation and clearance has
thus been implicated in a number of various diseases, both systemic and limited to a certain organ or
tissue. For example, excessive formation of NETs contributes to the pathogenesis of psoriasis, systemic
lupus erythematosus, diabetes, cystic fibrosis, and cancer [13–17]. As mentioned above, it has been
also recognized that NETs can be implicated in brain disorders and other pathological conditions
affecting the CNS. In this review, we summarize the current state-of-the-art regarding the role of NETs
in neurological pathologies.

3. NETs in Ischemic Stroke

Acute brain injury, including ischemic stroke, always initiates local inflammation in the CNS. A
key hallmark of neuroinflammation is damage of the BBB and transmigration of immune cells into the
brain, leading to neuronal death. Animal studies proved that ischemic areas of the brain are infiltrated
by neutrophils within a few hours after the onset of experimental ischemia [18–21]. Neutrophils
are attracted by chemical mediators and damage-associated molecular patterns arising from sterile
inflammation invoked by ischemia–reperfusion. Locally produced interleukin (IL)-1 plays a crucial
role in this process. IL-1 is responsible for the recruitment and transmigration of neutrophils across
damaged BBB [6] (Figure 1). Further activation of these cells in inflamed tissues of the brain is connected
with profound changes of their phenotype and release of decondensed DNA threads decorated with
extracellular proteases [6]. Accordingly, Perez-Puig et al. described the presence of citrullinated
histone 3, a hallmark of NET formation, in the ischemic brain after 24 h ischemia [22]. Positive staining
for citrullinated histone 3 was observed in neutrophils expressing typical features of cells undergoing
NET release (decondensation of nuclear chromatin) [22]. Neutrophils with characteristic phenotypic
changes were found in the lumen of capillaries, in perivascular spaces, in the brain parenchyma nearby
blood vessels, and surrounding pericytes, suggesting that NETs might contribute to the damage of the
BBB. Additional examination of brain tissue from patients who died from stroke revealed co-localization
of MPO and NE in neutrophils found in perivascular spaces [22]. Other authors described the presence
of decondensed DNA released from neutrophils in the inflammatory brain lesions of experimental
animals [23].

On the one hand, local NETs formation is believed to protect injured brain from further bacterial
attack. On the other hand, the inflammatory milieu exerts direct neurotoxic effects. Allen et al. observed
that transmigrated neutrophils co-locate with neurons [6]. A number of highly significant associations
were found between neuronal loss after ischemic stroke and neutrophil transmigration. Allen et al. [6]
showed in vitro that transmigrated neutrophils cultured with neurons for 3 h significantly decreased
neuronal viability. This effect was not abrogated by DNase treatment of conditioned medium from
transmigrated granulocytes; thus, a decrease of neuronal viability was not attributable to extracellular
DNA. Furthermore, the inhibition of neutrophil-derived extracellular proteases associated with
NETs significantly decreased neutrophil-mediated neurotoxicity. Interestingly, the key neutrophilic
proteases, cathepsin-G, NE, proteinase-3 and MMP-9, seem to collectively attack neurons as shown in
experiments when a mixture of their inhibitors, but not any single specific inhibitor, nearly completely
reversed the neutrophil-dependent neurotoxic effect [6]. Altogether, these authors identified a novel
neuroinflammatory mechanism: the development of rapid neurotoxicity of neutrophils initiated by
IL-1–induced cerebrovascular transmigration. Consistently, Allen et al. proved that rapidly developed
(30 min) neutrophil-dependent neurotoxicity is mediated by neutrophil-derived proteases released
upon degranulation or associated with NETs. Accordingly, these authors proposed a new therapeutic
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strategy against neuronal death in the course of brain injury, based on blockade of IL-1. Such an
approach is believed to protect the brain from NET-dependent neurotoxicity [6].

Figure 1. Proposed contribution of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) to central nervous system
diseases. Depending on the underlying disease, various factors (cytokines, amyloid β plaques,
reactive oxygen species (ROS), monosodium urate (MSU) crystals and others) activate granulocytes to
release NETs. Intravascular NETs activate the coagulation cascade and enhance formation of thrombi,
and also carry cytotoxic proteins that directly damage the brain–blood barrier (BBB). Extravasated
granulocytes release NETs within perivascular spaces, as well as within brain parenchyma. NETs
exert neurotoxic effects and activate microglia, which further enhances NET release. BM—basement
membrane, PR3—proteinase 3, MMP-9—matrix metalloproteinase 9, TNF-α—tumor necrosis factor
α, IL—interleukin, NE—neutrophil elastase, MPO—myeloperoxidase, NADPH—the reduced form
of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate. This figure contains elements available at Servier
Medical Art repository, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.

Further, it was proven that in the course of brain ischemia, web-like structures formed inside and
around capillaries enhance thrombus formation (Figure 1). We can hypothesize that histones are crucial
thrombogenic components of NETs because it was shown that extracellular histones are potent stimuli
for thrombin generation in vitro [24,25]. Examination of thrombi retrieved from the brain circulation
of ischemic stroke patients revealed the presence of DNA and citrullinated histone 3 scaffold [22,26,27].
This secondary thrombosis further contributes to the prolongation of the period of ischemia. It is
believed that NET formation may be responsible for the no-reflow phenomenon, closing the time
window for thrombolytic therapy [22]. This result suggests that intravascular decondensed DNA fibers
may play a previously unanticipated role in the resistance to fibrinolytic therapy. Recanalization in
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patients with acute ischemic stroke is achieved only in less than a half of the patients who receive
tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) within hours of the onset of symptoms. In accord with these
observations, t-PA resistance may be attributed to the formation of NET scaffolds enclosing platelets
and activating the intrinsic coagulation pathway. Therefore, it has been speculated that NETs promote
secondary microthrombosis [22]. It was reported that older thrombi are rich in citrullinated histone 3
and positive for NE, the key hallmarks of NETs, compared to fresh thrombi [28]. These observations
may help to devise novel approaches to widen the therapeutic window for fibrinolysis in order to
prevent permanent neurological damage of patients with stroke. This conclusion corresponds with the
findings that DNase 1 improved the therapeutic efficacy of t-PA [28]. Given the low-cost and safety of
DNase 1, which is already FDA-approved for cystic fibrosis therapy, it could, in combination with
fibrinolytic therapy, significantly improve the outcome of ischemic stroke patients [28].

Finally NETs are believed to account for the development of stroke-induced systemic
immunosuppression [5,29]. Activated granulocytes releasing NETs decrease the T lymphocyte
activation threshold in vitro [30]. Even though NETs play a role in the upregulation of CD25 and CD69,
and the phosphorylation of the TCR-associated signaling kinase ZAP70, these effects are not associated
with the proliferation of CD4+ T cells [30]. Further studies are warranted to discern alternative links
between NETs and systemic immunosuppression in the course of ischemic stroke [5].

4. Neurodegeneration

Chronic neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD)
and the prion-associated diseases (PAS) are not typically assigned to neuroinflammatory conditions,
however some specialists consistently highlight the links between these disorders and the local innate
immune response [1]. For example, Zenaro et al. provided evidence that netting neutrophils contribute
to the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [31]. AD is a neurodegenerative disease characterized
by progressive cognitive impairment and memory loss. The most consistent neuropathological feature
of an AD brain is the presence of neuritic plaques consisting of amyloid-β and neurofibrillary tangles
formed by aggregates of hyperphosphorylated tau-protein. A convincing body of evidence supports
the inflammatory background of AD and several subpopulations of blood-derived white blood cells,
including neutrophils, have been found in the brains of these patients [32–35]. Recent studies by Prof.
Constantin’s group highlighted that neutrophils transmigrated into brain parenchyma accumulate in
close proximity to amyloid-β plaques, as amyloid-β triggers neutrophils’ adhesion to the endothelium
and provides a stop signal to crawling cells [31]. Both intravascular adhesion and migration of
neutrophils inside the parenchyma in the areas with amyloid-β plaques are controlled by LFA-1
integrin. Strikingly, neutrophils inside the cortical vessels and brain parenchyma released NETs both
in transgenic mouse models of AD as well as in individuals with AD. This observation suggested that
neuronal injury and damage to the BBB in AD can be at least partially caused by the detrimental effect
of NETs on the vessel wall and surrounding tissues. Same authors, in a comprehensive review paper,
proposed plausible explanations for the role of NETs in AD pathology [36]. Pietronigro et al. provided
evidence for the presence of NETs in the brain capillaries and tissue of AD mice. These results point to
the fact that local NET formation may contribute to local BBB damage and loss of neurons in AD [36].
Importantly, endothelial cortical cells in AD subjects are characterized by increased expression of
adhesion molecules and production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor
(TNF-α), IL-8 and IL-1β [37,38]. Adhesion of granulocytes to activated vasculature may stimulate
neutrophils to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and favour the release of NETs, presumably with
the contribution of activated platelets via intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-2 and the lymphocyte
function-associated antigen (LFA)-1 interaction. As previously described, intravascular NETs promote
thrombosis, which further exacerbates brain microvessel pathology [36]. Furthermore, intravascular
NETs can cause direct toxic effects to the endothelium due to the release of proteolytic proteins, such
as NE, metalloproteinases (MMPs) and cathepsin G (Figure 1). NE and MMPs are implicated in the
disruption of junctional complexes and endothelial cell retraction. NE itself increases endothelial cell
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permeability, whilst MPO and histones induce endothelial cell death [39–41]. Above all, histones have
been identified as major NET-associated proteins that induce cell death [24]. Altogether, NETs may
represent an important player involved in the loss of BBB integrity. On the other hand, activated
glial cells within the parenchyma initiate a vicious cycle, encompassing neutrophils crawling towards
amyloid-β plaques. It is suggested that mediators produced by microglial cells and astrocytes, such as
ROS, TNFα, IL-1β and IL-8, can easily activate neutrophils to form NETs, which in turn further activate
glial cells [36,42]. What is more, amyloid-β activates NADPH oxidase, a key enzyme participating
in NET release [43]. Amyloid-β plaques in line with netting neutrophils are postulated to constitute
another feedback loop amplifying neuroinflammation [36]. NET constituents can be harmful to neural
cells within brain parenchyma, as they proteolytically cleave extracellular matrix proteins, activate
inflammasome pathways and the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway [36,44–46].

Although NET release seems to provide a sound explanation for many aspects of AD
neuroinflammation, the role of NETs in this disease has been recently acknowledged and requires
further rooting in experimental data before NETs can be used as a target of AD therapy. It would also
be interesting to identify whether NETs induce the generation of autoantibodies in AD and whether
they could constitute an AD biomarker [36].

5. Autoimmune Diseases

As early as in the very first report on the phenomenon of NET release, it was recognized
that NETs expose intracellular antigens and may contribute to the development of autoimmune
diseases [7]. Indeed, NETs have been implicated in numerous autoimmune conditions, including
systemic autoimmune diseases that may affect the central and peripheral nervous system, as well as
neural antigen-specific autoimmunity [11]. For example, elevated levels of circulating NET formation
markers were identified in multiple sclerosis (MS). MS is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder
with a strong autoinflammatory background, characterized by spatiotemporally separated multifocal
demyelination and perivascular inflammation within the CNS [47]. Early studies on circulating NET
markers in MS patients argued against a key role of NETs in the pathogenesis of this disease, since
only a subset of relapsing remitting MS patients exhibited significant formation of NETs in vivo [48].
Intriguingly, although the level of MPO-DNA complexes did not correlate with disease activity in MS
patients, they were more abundant in males than in females, suggesting that the variability in NET
release may account for sex-specific differences in MS pathogenesis. NETs were not detected in CSF
samples of MS patients, which corresponds with previous reports pointing to the absence of neutrophils
within the CNS of MS patients. Yet, it was suggested that cytotoxic components of NETs may contribute
to BBB damage in this disease [48] (Figure 1). The putative role of neutrophils and NETs in MS
pathogenesis is further supported by data from experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE),
a model for MS [49,50]. As an example, it has been well documented that NETs activate inflammatory
T helper 17 (Th17) cells to produce their signature, neutrophil-recruiting cytokine, interleukin-17
(IL-17) [51,52]. Notably, interfering with neutrophil–IL-17 interactions significantly reduces severity
and delays the onset of EAE [53]. Similarly, the IL-17 level is elevated in CSF in MS patients and
correlates with neutrophil expansion in CSF as well as with damage to the BBB [54]. Furthermore,
EAE is alleviated and BBB function is re-established by depleting NET-associated proteins such as
MPO and NE [55,56]. Rodent models of autoimmune CNS disorders provide data that corresponds
well with observations in humans. Strikingly, the increased plasma levels of NE in MS patients are
associated with clinical disability and lesion burden [57]. All aforementioned premises constitute a solid
background for the proposed contribution of NET release to MS pathogenesis, but the functional link
between these two phenomena is still far from being elucidated [58]. Accordingly, current studies focus
on an in-depth analysis of the role of NETs and their constituents in MS-related inflammation [58,59].

NETs have been also implicated in neuropsychiatric manifestations of SLE. Tay et al. suggested a
model of cognitive dysfunction in SLE that assumes that neutrophil activation, transmigration and
subsequent intrathecal NET release could be a consequence of cerebral endothelium activation by
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anti-NR2A/B (anti-N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor subunit NR2A/B) autoantibodies. As a consequence,
NETs formed within the brain parenchyma promote neuronal cell death, leading to cognitive impairment
in SLE patients [60].

Finally, it should be noted that although previous research has focused primarily on NET formation
within the CNS, these structures were also identified in histological material from peripheral nerves of
patients with other systemic autoimmune diseases [61].

6. CNS Infections

CNS infections, such as meningitis or encephalitis, can be caused by various pathogens including
bacteria, viruses, parasites and fungi. These devastating conditions, resulting from a local failure of
the immune response mechanism, may ultimately lead to irreversible brain damage. Although the
contribution of neutrophils to brain infections has been investigated for decades, the discovery of NETs
provided new insights in the field by identification of a new player with a previously unanticipated
role in these disorders. Nevertheless, a clear role of NETs in the infected CSF compartment and
in brain tissue is still far from being elucidated. Lumbar puncture followed by the examination of
CSF from patients with bacterial meningitis reveals massive transmigration of neutrophils across
the BBB [62]. Other authors observed intensive infiltration of neutrophils in leptomeningitis and
intraparenchymal vasculitis [63–65]. Recent literature reports that NETs are formed in the CSF of
patients with pneumococcal meningitis, but not in viral meningitis, CNS borreliosis and subarachnoid
haemorrhage [65,66]. In vitro culture of human neutrophils with bacteria isolated from meningitis
patients (S. pneumoniae, N. meningitidis, L. monocytogenes, S. aureus, E. coli, A. baumanii, S. oralis, S. capitis
and S. epidermidis) revealed that all except L. monocytogenes induced NETs [66]. Shotgun proteomic
analysis of the CSF from patients with meningitis confirmed the presence of NET-related proteins,
such as MPO, NE, proteinase-3 (PR3), cathelicidin LL-37, MMP-9, heparin binding protein (HBP),
neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL), and histones [66]. Mohanty et al. also detected the
presence of NETs in the CSF from rats with pneumococcal meningitis [66]. In order to shed light on the
role of NETs in the pathogenesis of meningitis, these authors performed a set of experiments using
a rat meningitis and an in vitro model, attempting to degrade NETs with DNase I. They discovered
that DNase I significantly cleared bacteria in affected organs (lungs, brain, spleen) and decreased
bacterial viability in the presence of neutrophils in vitro. The eradication of bacteria from the brain of
DNase-treated rats correlated with the decrease of IL-1β levels. This effect was abrogated by inhibitors
of phagocytosis, NADPH oxidase and MPO, confirming the role of phagocytosis and oxidative stress
as bactericidal mechanisms in meningitis. Accordingly, NETs participate in the detrimental response
to S. pneumonia infection, promoting pneumococcal survival in the brain by protecting them from
phagocytosis and killing by bactericidal factors. Previously Beiter et al. also observed that pneumococci
are entrapped but not killed by NETs [67]. These observations correspond with the findings of the
clinical study performed by Tillet et al., who noted a 26% decline in mortality from pneumococcal
meningitis after addition of DNase to penicillin therapy [68]. Studies detailing the NET-evading
mechanisms proved that pneumococci can produce nucleases or modify the cell surface to avoid
NET-mediated killing and to further disseminate to other organs [67,69,70]. Another strain of bacteria
with the ability to survive in NETs is methicillin-resistant S. aureus [71]. Studies by Mohanty et al. [66]
highlighted the complex interplay between various inflammatory mechanisms, including NETs, during
pneumococcal meningitis.

In the course of bacterial sepsis, the presence of NETs has been demonstrated in the blood.
As described previously, circulating NETs activate the coagulation system, increasing viscosity and
changing the rheological properties of the blood [72]. Accordingly, changes in CSF hydrodynamics, as
a consequence of NET generation in the CSF compartment, may hinder CSF circulation leading to the
development of oedema and increased intracranial pressure [73].

Further study addressing the major role of NETs and NET-degrading DNAses in meningitis was
undertaken by de Buhr et al. [65]. These authors demonstrated the presence of NETs in S. suis meningitis
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despite the activity of both host and bacterial DNases in the CSF of infected piglets. Furthermore,
de Buhr et al. used an in vitro model of S. suis-infected human choroid plexus epithelial cells to examine
NET formation and degradation. They found that transmigrated granulocytes vigorously released
NETs in the “CSF compartment” to entrap S. suis bacteria. These web-like structures were not degraded
by two pathogen DNases: SsnA and EndAsuis, previously shown to degrade NETs in vitro [74,75].
In line with these observations, the authors identified two host antimicrobial proteins: human and
porcine cathelicidins (respectively, LL-37 and PR-39), which may stabilize NETs and protect them
from degradation.

Like many other mechanisms of the immune response, NETs can be both detrimental and
protective. Aforementioned studies by de Buhr et al. and Mohanty et al. highlight the diverging
effects of NET release in CNS [65,66]. Remarkably, some pathogens become entrapped in NETs to
prevent an infection from spreading [65], while others benefit from spatial support provided by these
three-dimensional structures and easily become disseminated [66].

Besides meningitis, NETs exert a detrimental effect on BBB integrity and toxicity towards neurons
in other infectious diseases affecting CNS. For example, NETs have been proposed to contribute to
the loss of BBB integrity in the course of cerebral malaria [76]. Infected red blood cells rupture and
release precipitated uric acid (monosodium urate, MSU) crystals, which constitute a potent inducer
of NETs [77,78] (Figure 1). Importantly, circulating NETs entrapping parasites were identified in the
vasculature of children infected with Plasmodium falciparum [79]. As mentioned before, NET fibers may
provide a scaffold for the activation of the coagulation cascade, which on one hand protects endothelial
cells from damage by MSU crystals, but on the other hand reduces blood flow to end organs, or, in the
worst-case scenario, completely abrogates perfusion or triggers disseminated intravascular coagulation.
Concurrent processes of NET release and thrombus formation result in the production of inflammatory
factors, which compromise BBB integrity and lead to the development of cerebral malaria, being the
most severe neurological complication of malaria infection [76,80].

7. Peripheral Diseases with Infiltration of Central Nervous System by Neutrophils

Several lines of evidence have indicated that peripheral (e.g., cancer outside the CNS) or systemic
diseases, such as sepsis, may result in neuroinflammation and accumulation of myeloid cells in the
CNS [81–84]. Furthermore, diseases primary affecting organs other than the brain, might present with
neurological manifestations. For example, cancer patients with a tumor localized outside the CNS,
are often characterized by fatigue, tremors, gait disorders, visual disturbances, motor and sensory
deficits, as well as cognitive dysfunction, developing prior to cancer diagnosis/therapy [84–86]. Yet,
exact mechanisms of CNS-mediated cancer symptoms have not been well understood so far. The
importance of the aforementioned observations has been recently underscored by Burfeind et al.,
who identified neutrophils as key role players promoting neuroinflammation and the occurrence of
neurological symptoms in a murine model of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) [84]. The
authors demonstrated that myeloid cells (with neutrophils as the predominant type of infiltrating cells)
were recruited to the brain early in the course of malignancy and this was mediated by the chemokine
receptor type 2 (CCR2)/C-C motif chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2) axis. Granulocytes accumulated in the
velum interpositum, meninges adjacent to regions regulating behavior, appetite and body composition,
degranulated and released NETs identified as threads co-locating MPO and citrullinated histone 3.
Furthermore, disturbance of CCR2–CCL2 signaling attenuated neutrophil accumulation and alleviated
CNS-driven disorders, such as anorexia and muscle catabolism, observed in mice inoculated with
cancer cells [84]. Although the exact role of NET release as a mechanism contributing to neurological
disorders in PDAC has not been investigated, future studies are warranted to shed new light on
these issues.
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8. May NETs Play a Role in the Development of Brain Tumors?

The CNS is a frequent site for different kinds of primary tumors and metastases from distant
organs (i.e., lung cancer, breast cancer and melanoma). The most common primary CNS malignancies
encompass a wide spectrum of over 150 histologically, molecularly and clinically distinct conditions,
including gliomas and non-glial tumors (meningiomas, medulloblastomas) [87]. The brain tumor
microenvironment (TME), crucial for the growth and progression of a tumor, is composed of extracellular
matrix components, various mediators and cells: endothelial cells, pericytes, fibroblasts and immune
cells including neutrophils [88]. TME is a critical regulator of cancer progression and the response
to therapy, thus it may exert a pro-or anti-tumorigenic effect [89]. The observations of both human
and animal brain tumors showed that neutrophils are crucial players in TME. These cells are able
to cross the BBB and brain-tumor barrier (BTB) to infiltrate the tumor [90,91]. They are attracted
to the TME by numerous chemotactic factors, such as IL-8, TNF and CCL2, released by malignant
or surrounding cells [92]. Tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs) in the brain release mediators that
further attract new populations of neutrophils. These cells have been shown to become activated and
to modulate tumor cell motility, migration and invasion [88,93]. For example, TANs show enhanced
NADPH (reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate) oxidase activity, which leads to the
production of ROS, especially hydrogen peroxide, which are cytotoxic to tumor cells [94]. Notably,
depending on the environmental setting, NET generation may sharply rely on the function of active
NADPH oxidase [95,96]. Even though there is no direct experimental evidence on the link between
NETs and CNS malignancies, consistent with numerous studies highlighting the prominent role of
NETs in tumor growth and metastasis formation in all kind of malignancies, it can be anticipated that
NETs in the brain mediate the same effects. Some preliminary evidence indicates that NET-related
proteins such as elastase, proteinase-3 and cathepsin G enable invasion of brain tumors by degradation
of the extracellular matrix structures [97,98]. Furthermore, the presence of extracellular citrullinated
H3 was confirmed in the circulation of cancer patients, including 129 patients with brain tumors. In
the case of many other tumors, it was proved that NETs prepare the metastatic niche by entrapping
circulating tumor cells [99]. Additionally, NETs promote adhesion of tumor cells to distant organ sites
and the presence of NETs in the capillaries of the liver enables the formation of micrometastases in
this organ [100,101]. These lines of evidence can indirectly support the hypothesis that NETs may
confer similar effects for both primary brain tumors and metastases. A number of highly significant
associations were found between neutrophils and the response to therapy of brain malignancies [91,102].
Furthermore, numerous reports point to the negative prognostic value of neutrophil presence and their
participation in neuroinflammation in the milieu of brain tumors [91,93,102–105]. As noted above,
current evidence only indirectly points to the participation of NETs in the biology of primary and
secondary brain tumors, and we must acknowledge that this issue has not been thoroughly studied
yet. Accordingly, further intensive studies are warranted in order to explore this issue and to open
new possibilities for therapeutic interventions in those detrimental conditions.

9. Conclusions

An increasing body of evidence suggests that NET formation in the CNS might be a common
phenomenon, occurring in many brain disorders of various origin. In the present paper, we aimed
to describe the role of NETs across a variety of brain disorders driven by a complex of interacting
mechanisms. We consider NETs as an element of disease-specific mechanisms; however, in parallel,
we have revealed the underlying unity of mechanisms across different brain diseases. A universal,
over-arching machinery gives rise to the disruption of BBB integrity and the increase of its permeability,
microcirculatory disturbances, vascular leakage, thrombosis, release of proinflammatory cytokines,
oxidative stress, neuronal injury and death as well as neuroinflammation. Netting neutrophils have
the capacity to actively participate in these cellular and molecular cascades, leading to inflammation
and cell death by releasing metalloproteinases, proteases, cytokines, extracellular histones, DNA and
ROS. The essentially similar pathogenic mechanisms can diversify over time depending on the initial
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insult, nature and location of the injury. Further efforts will hopefully address the question of whether
this newly recognized relationship between the CNS disorders and NET formation can influence
future diagnostic strategies and open novel therapeutic avenues for individuals suffering from the
aforementioned conditions.
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Abstract: Neutrophils operate as part of the innate defence in the skin and may eliminate the Borrelia
spirochaete via phagocytosis, oxidative bursts, and hydrolytic enzymes. However, their importance
in Lyme neuroborreliosis (LNB) is unclear. Neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation, which is
associated with the production of reactive oxygen species, involves the extrusion of the neutrophil
DNA to form traps that incapacitate bacteria and immobilise viruses. Meanwhile, NET formation
has recently been studied in pneumococcal meningitis, the role of NETs in other central nervous
system (CNS) infections has previously not been studied. Here, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples
from clinically well-characterised children (N = 111) and adults (N = 64) with LNB and other CNS
infections were analysed for NETs (DNA/myeloperoxidase complexes) and elastase activity. NETs
were detected more frequently in the children than the adults (p = 0.01). NET presence was associated
with higher CSF levels of CXCL1 (p < 0.001), CXCL6 (p = 0.007), CXCL8 (p = 0.003), CXCL10 (p < 0.001),
MMP-9 (p = 0.002), TNF (p = 0.02), IL-6 (p < 0.001), and IL-17A (p = 0.03). NETs were associated with
fever (p = 0.002) and correlated with polynuclear pleocytosis (rs = 0.53, p < 0.0001). We show that
neutrophil activation and active NET formation occur in the CSF samples of children and adults with
CNS infections, mainly caused by Borrelia and neurotropic viruses. The role of NETs in the early
phase of viral/bacterial CNS infections warrants further investigation.

Keywords: neutrophil extracellular traps; cerebrospinal fluid; adults; children; central nervous
system; infection; chemokines; cytokines; borrelia; virus
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1. Introduction

Lyme neuroborreliosis (LNB), which is caused by a complex of Gram-negative spirochaetes called
Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato and transmitted to humans by the Ixodes ricinus tick, is the most serious
manifestation of Lyme disease (LD) [1]. Borrelia constitutes a common cause of bacterial infection of the
central nervous system (CNS) among children and adults in Sweden [2–5] and Finland [6]. According
to the diagnostic criteria for LNB [7], mononuclear pleocytosis must be present in the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF), and this is an indicator of an active infection. Despite being a bacterial CNS infection, LNB
is characterised by a distinct mononuclear predominance in the CSF. The reason for the relatively low
proportion of polynuclear cells, such as neutrophils, not only in the CSF [8] but also in the skin of
patients with erythema migrans [9]—the earliest manifestation of a borrelia infection—remains unclear.
However, as the neutrophils may be present at an early stage prior to lumbar puncture or skin biopsy,
they might be overlooked.

Neutrophils are an essential component of the innate immune system, in that they limit locally
the pathogen load through phagocytosis and the production of hydrolytic enzymes and chemokines,
thereby orchestrating the subsequent adaptive immune response against the bacteria [10]. Beyond this,
neutrophils create extracellular traps (NETs), which consist of the neutrophil’s own DNA in the form of
de-condensed chromatin, histones, peptides including neutrophil elastase (NE), and myeloperoxidase
(MPO). Thus, they entrap extracellular pathogens, causing bacterial death, in a process that was first
described in 2004 and termed ‘NETosis’ [11–13]. NETs are capable of binding both Gram-negative
and Gram-positive bacteria, and their activities not only result in bacterial death but also prevent
further spread of the infection and maintain homeostasis at the point of entry, even in unexpected
body compartments [14–16]. NETs can also ensnare and immobilise viruses, thereby preventing viral
entry into cells and spreading [17].

The activities and roles of NETs are mostly unknown in the context of LD and human CNS
infections overall. Nevertheless, NETs have been detected in the skin samples of Borrelia-infected,
tick-bitten mice and have been shown to entrap and kill the spirochaetes despite a tick saliva-mediated
decrease in the production of reactive oxygen species by the neutrophils [18]. In addition, NETs were
detected in the CSF in a porcine model of Streptococcus suis meningitis [19] and in a human study of
acute bacterial meningitis caused by pneumococci, in which the NETs were shown to play a harmful
role in hinder the clearance of bacteria from the rat brain. However, in the same study, NETs were not
detected in the CSF samples of patients with LNB (N = 3) and acute viral meningitis (N = 4) [20].

Neutrophils and their activation products are important early during infection, and they most
likely affect the course and outcome of many diseases. With LNB, children tend to seek medical care
earlier than adults owing to their having higher frequencies of meningeal symptoms and facial nerve
palsy [3,4,21]. Therefore, we systematically evaluated whether NETs could be detected (using two
different assays) in the CSF samples of children and adults with LNB, as well as in CSF samples from
other infections and disorders affecting the CNS. NETs play a complex role in inflammation, although
in general they are more stable than cytokines/chemokines and are thus more suitable for analyses of
innate immune activation, especially in the sensitive environment of the CNS [22].

2. Patients and Methods

2.1. Paediatric Patients

The clinical characteristics of the children are shown in Table 1. CSF samples from 111
well-characterised children (64 girls, 47 boys; median age, 10 years; interquartile range [IQR], 5–15
years) with definitive or possible LNB (N = 28), tick-borne encephalitis (TBE; N = 3), enteroviral
meningitis (EVM; N = 7), other viral infection (OVI, N = 4), and other non-infectious disorders
with neurological or CNS symptoms without pleocytosis (N = 69; as described in Table 1) were
obtained by lumbar puncture prospectively during the period 2010–2014 as part of a multi-centre
study evaluating children with suspected LNB in Sweden, as previously reported [23]. LNB was
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diagnosed according to European guidelines [7]. Definite LNB (N = 20) was defined as the presence
of: (i) symptoms attributable to LNB, (ii) mononuclear pleocytosis in the CSF, and (iii) intrathecally
produced anti-Borrelia antibodies. All the children in the ‘possible LNB’ group (N = 8) had symptoms
that were attributable to LNB and pleocytosis in the CSF but had neither detectable intrathecally
produced anti-Borrelia antibodies nor clinical signs or laboratory evidence of other infections. These
children all responded well to antibiotic treatment. Definite and possible LNB (N = 28) were referred
to collectively as ‘LNB patients’. All samples were drawn before the initiation of antibiotic treatment,
and the CSF samples for evaluation of NETs were frozen at −70 ◦C until analysis. All the children were
evaluated for intrathecal anti-Borrelia antibody production (Borrelia burgdorferi-specific IgG and/or
IgM), using the flagella antigen-based, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA, for serum and
CSF) in the IDEIA Lyme Neuroborreliosis Kit (Oxoid Ltd., Hampshire, UK) [24]. An index >0.3 was
considered as positive, indicating intrathecal production of anti-Borrelia antibodies according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Pleocytosis in the CSF was defined as ≥5 × 106 cells/L. The children were
followed for assessment of recovery 2 months after admittance to hospital.

Table 1. Characteristics of paediatric patients.

On Admission
LNB

(N = 28)
TBE

(N = 3)
EVM

(N = 7)
OVI

(N = 4)
Other Disorder

(N = 69)

Age Median (range) 10 (3–15) 10 (3–15) 10 (4–15) 4 (1–14) 13 (0–19)
Sex Female, N (%) 14 (50) 0 2 (30) 3 (75) 44 (64)
Duration of
symptoms <1 week, N (%) 16 (59) 1 (50) 5 (83) 1 (100) 9 (22)

1–4 weeks, N (%) 9 (33) 1 (50) 1 (17) 0 11 (27)
1–2 months, N (%) 1 (4) 0 0 0 5 (12)
>2 months, N (%) 1 (4) 0 0 0 16 (39)

Clinical features Facial nerve palsy, N (%) 22 (79) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (25) 17 (25)
Meningeal
symptoms ¤, N (%) 22 (79) 2 (67) 7 (100) 1(25) 50 (72)

Fever >38 ◦C, N (%) 13 (46) 2 (67) 7 (100) 2 (50) 7 (10)
Fatigue, N (%) 23 (82) 3 (100) 6 (86) 4 (100) 38 (55)

Laboratory
findings

Pleocytosis *, median
(range) 157 (20–486) 100 (0–130) 156 (20–634) 0 (0–6) 0 (0–74)

CSF mono, median
(range) 149 (8–484) 77 (0–116) 86 (16–610) 6 0 (0–40)

CSF poly, median (range) 4 (0–30) 14 (0–28) 24 (4–164) 0 0 (0–34)
Recovery at
follow-up:
2 months Yes, N (%) 25 (89) 2 (67) 7 (100) 2 (50) 45 (65)

CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; LNB, Lyme neuroborreliosis; LD, Lyme disease; TBE, tick-borne encephalitis; EVM,
enteroviral meningitis; OVI, other viral infection; Other disorders (Demyelinating polyneuropathy, Idiopathic
peripheral facial nerve palsy, Idiopathic intracranial hypertension, Epilepsy, Head trauma, Myasthenia, Infantile
spasm, Autoimmune encephalitis, Guillan-Barré syndrome, Narcolepsy, Optic neuritis, Fatigue, Microcephaly,
Mycoplasma infection, Voice hallucinations, Periodic fever aphthous stomatitis pharyngitis cervical adenitis
(PFAPA), Papillary oedema, Multiple sclerosis). * ≥5 × 106 cells /L; ¤ Meningeal symptoms: Headache, Neck pain,
Neck stiffness.

2.2. Adult Patients

The clinical characteristics of the adult patients are shown in Table 2. CSF samples from 64
well-characterised adults (36 women, 28 men; median age, 55 years; IQR, 43–63 years) with LNB
(N = 32), unspecified LD (N = 6), TBE (N = 3), other viral meningitides (OVM, N = 2), and other
non-infectious disorders with neurological or CNS symptoms (N = 21; as described in Table 2) were
prospectively collected by lumbar puncture as part of the clinical routine for patients who were being
evaluated for suspected tick-borne CNS infection at Åland Central Hospital (Mariehamn, Finland) [7].
Definite LNB (N = 29) was defined as the presence of: (i) symptoms attributable to LNB; (ii) mononuclear
pleocytosis in the CSF; and (iii) intrathecally produced anti-Borrelia antibodies. In addition, the level
of CSF-CXCL13 was high (>100 pg/mL) in all the patients, supporting the diagnosis [25]. Patients in
the possible LNB group (N = 3) had symptoms attributable to LNB and mononuclear pleocytosis in
the CSF, and they showed neither clinical signs nor laboratory evidence of other infections. Increased
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levels of CSF-CXCL13 supported the diagnosis. The patients with definite and possible LNB ( N = 31)
were collectively referred to as the ‘LNB patients’. Unspecified LD is a common manifestation in
the highly Borrelia-endemic Åland Islands (personal communication, the Åland Borrelia Research
Group, Åland Islands), where a large proportion of the population has anti-Borrelia antibodies in the
serum and in the CSF due to previous exposure. Unspecified LD is defined as the presence of: (i) new
symptoms suggestive of LD (headache, radiating pain, myalgia, arthralgia and fatigue); (ii) significantly
increased anti-Borrelia antibody levels in the serum; (iii) a clear effect of antibiotic treatment for B.
burgdorferi on current symptoms; (iv) a lack of pleocytosis and no increase in CSF-CXCL13; and (v)
neither clinical signs nor laboratory evidence of other infections. Pleocytosis in the CSF was defined
as ≥5 × 106 cells/L. The CSF samples from adults were handled in the same manner as those from
the children, i.e., frozen at −70 ◦C until analysis. CSF samples were analysed for anti-Borrelia IgG
antibodies using the recomBead Luminex-based assay (Mikrogen, Germany). An index >0.3 was
considered as positive, indicating intrathecal production of anti-Borrelia antibodies, in line with the
manufacturer’s instructions. The adult patients were followed for the assessment of recovery 3 weeks
and 6 months after admittance to hospital.

Table 2. Characteristics of adult patients.

On Admission
LNB

(N = 32)
LD Unspec.

(N = 6)
TBE

(N = 3)
OVM

(N = 2)

Other
Disorders
(N = 21)

Age Median (range) 58 (18–82) 52 (30–80) 50 (46–57) 60 (50–69) 51 (24–88)
Sex Female, N (%) 15 (47) 6 (100) 1 (33) 1 (50) 13 (62)
Duration of
symptoms <1 week, N (%) 4 (13) 0 (0) 0 0 1 (5)

1–4 weeks, N (%) 7 (23) 1 (20) 3 (100) 1 (50) 1 (5)
1–2 months, N (%) 10 (31) 1 (20) 0 0 1 (5)
>2 months, N (%) 11 (34) 3 (60) 0 1 (50) 18 (86)

Clinical features Facial nerve palsy, N (%) 5 (16) 1 (17) 0 0 0
Meningeal
symptoms ¤, N (%) 15 (47) 3 (50) 2 (67) 2 (100) 10 (48)

Fever >38 ◦C, N (%) 3 (9) 0 3 (100) 1 (50) 3 (14)
Fatigue, N (%) 17 (53) 5 (83) 3 (100) 1 (50) 9 (43)
Radiating pain, N (%) 22 (69) 2 (33) 0 1 (50) 9 (43)

Laboratory
findings

Pleocytosis *, median
(range) 43 (6–390) 5 (4–5) 82 (51–131) 33 (18–47) 6 (0–292)

CSF mono, median
(range) 67 (5–355) NA 62 (49–118) 26 (6–45) 54 (17–91) &

CSF poly, median (range) 3 (0–45) NA 13 (2–20) 7 (2–12) 106 (10–202) &

Recovery at
follow-up:
3 weeks Yes, N (%) 12 (38) 3 (50) 0 1 (50) 4 (20)
6 months Yes, N (%) 24 (77) 6 (100) 2 (67) 1 (50) 8 (42)

CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; LNB, Lyme neuroborreliosis; LD, Lyme disease; TBE, tick-borne encephalitis; OVM, other
viral meningitis; Other disorders (Guillan-Barré syndrome, Spinal disk hernia, Trigeminal neuralgia, Sinusitis,
Hypermobility syndrome, Depression, Chronic fatigue syndrome, Benign intracranial hypertension, Dementia,
Recurrent iridocyclitis, Cerebral ischemia, Subarachnoidal haemorrhage, Chronic musculoskeletal pain, Meningeal
inflammation of unknown origin). NA, not analysed. * ≥5 × 106/L; & Based on 2 samples (cell count <10 × 106 not
diff in mono/poly); ¤ Meningeal symptoms: Headache, Neck pain, Neck stiffness.

2.3. NET Remnant Assay (NETs)

Phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA)-induced NETs were
used to create the standard curve for the ELISA. To induce NETs, neutrophils were isolated through
Percoll density centrifugation, as described previously [26]. The neutrophils were re-suspended in
culture media [RPMI 1640 plus 2% foetal bovine serum (FBS)], seeded onto a 12-well plate at 1.5 × 106

cells per well, and stimulated with 20 nM PMA for 3 h. The wells were then washed twice with culture
medium before incubation with 20 U/mL of the restriction enzyme AluI (New England Biolabs Inc.,
Ipswich, MA, USA) at 37 ◦C for 20 min to cleave the NETs. The samples were centrifuged at 300× g for
5 min and NET-rich supernatants were pooled, aliquoted, and stored at −80 ◦C.
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The NET remnant ELISA was performed as previously described [27], although with PBS plus
0.05% Tween 20 used as the blocking and washing solution. A 96-well Nunc MediSorp immunoplate
was coated with a monoclonal mouse anti-human MPO antibody (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA, USA) at 4 ◦C
overnight. Blocking solution was added for 1 h at room temperature before incubation with standards
(PMA-induced NETs), CSF samples, and a peroxidase-labelled anti-DNA antibody (detection antibody
of the Human Cell Death Detection ELISAPLUS; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany)
for 2 h. Standards and samples were run in duplicate. For the standard curve, an 8-point dilution
series with 2-fold dilutions of the PMA-induced NETs was used, and two plasma samples (high and
low values) served as positive controls. After incubation, a substrate for peroxidase (ABTS; Roche
Diagnostics) was added for 40 min before the plate was read at 405 nm in a VersaMax ELISA microplate
reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). All the samples were interpolated from the standard
curve using the sigmoidal 4-parameter logistic regression equation and reported as arbitrary units
(a.u.). Non-detectable samples were given the value of 0 a.u. Analysis of NETs in the 175 CSF samples,
which originated from the 111 children and 64 adults, was performed at the Division of Drug Research,
Linköping University (Linköping, Sweden) [28].

2.4. Neutrophil Elastase (NE) Activity Assay

To confirm NET formation, 28 representative CSF samples (from 26 children and 2 adults) were
also analysed for NE activity at the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (Erlangen,
Germany). For measurement of NE activity in the CSF, 100 μL of CSF were added to 100 μL PBS plus
25 μL of 1 M fluorogenic substrate MeOSuc-AAPV-AMC (sc-201163; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) plus
25 μL of 3.3 mM sivelestat (S7198; Sigma-Aldrich) or PBS in black 96-well plates (137101; ThermoFischer
Scientific), as previously described [28]. Fluorescence readings were acquired on a TECAN Infinite 200
Pro using the filter set (excitation 360 nm, emission 465 nm) after 51 h of incubation at 37 ◦C. Assays
were performed with technical duplicates and the results are expressed as mean fluorescence intensity
(m.f.i.).

2.5. Cytokine and Chemokine Assays

CSF samples from 13 NET remnant-positive children (54% girls; mean age, 9 years; IQR, 5–13 years)
and 25 age- and sex-matched NET remnant-negative children (52% girls; mean age, 9 years; IQR,
4.5–12 years) were analysed for chemokines and cytokines using two different magnetic Luminex®

assays (both from R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK). The Human Magnetic Luminex® assay was used to
measure the levels of CXCL1, CXCL6, CXCL8 (IL-8), CXCL10, and MMP-9, whereas a high-sensitivity
assay (Luminex® Performance Assay) was used for the quantification of TNF, IL-6, and IL-17A.
The m.f.i. value of the respective analyte was obtained using FLEXMAP 3D (Luminex Inc., Austin, TX,
USA), and the Bio-Plex Manager ver. 6.2 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) was
used for data analysis. One of the 11 NET-positive samples was not available for the high-sensitivity
assay. The samples were run in two different dilutions at a minimum, and the concordance between
dilutions was checked carefully when concentrations had to be determined from different dilutions.
Concentrations above the range of quantification were assigned the value of the expected concentration
of the highest standard. An m.f.i. value below the lowest standard concentration was assigned a value
of 0. The cytokines and chemokines were selected based on their associations with neutrophils and/or
NETosis [29–32].

2.6. Statistics

Data were analysed using the GraphPad Prism ver. 8.01 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San
Diego, CA, USA). Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test was used to compare discrete variables in 2 × 2
contingency tables. D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality tests were used to determine whether
or not the data for continuous variables had a Gaussian distribution. For a non-Gaussian distribution of
the data, the Mann–Whitney U-test was applied in comparisons between two groups with independent
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observations. The Kruskal–Wallis test was used for comparisons of more than two groups and if the
Kruskal–Wallis test result was significant, Dunn’s post hoc test was performed. For correlation analyses,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs) was employed. In all the analyses, a p-value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

2.7. Ethics

The study protocol was approved by the Regional Ethics Review Board in Uppsala (Dnr 2010/106,
children) and the local Ethics Committee of the Åland Health Care, Finland (2/2010, 1/2011, adults).

3. Results

3.1. CSF-NETs in Relation to Patient Diagnoses

NETs were detected in the CSF samples of significantly more children than adults (p = 0.01); in
14 (13%) children, whereof 7 (6%) with LNB, 4 (4%) with EVM, 2 (2%) with TBE, and 1 (1%) with
idiopathic peripheral facial nerve palsy (IPFP) without pleocytosis (belonged to the OVI group). Only
one adult patient, with meningitis and mononuclear pleocytosis caused by Varicella zoster virus (VZV),
had detectable NETs (5 a.u.). The range of NETs levels were as follows: NET-positive patients with
LNB, 2–18 a.u. (IQR, 3.2–12.7); NET-positive patients with EVM, 38–2643 a.u. (IQR, 56–2023); in the
two NET-positive patients with TBE, 39–74 a.u.; and in the single NET-positive patient with IPFP, the
level was 17 a.u. The proportions of NET-positive patients in the LNB (25%), TBE (67%), EVM (57%),
and OVI (25%) groups did not differ significantly. Higher levels of NETs were observed among patients
with fever (p = 0.002). The NETs levels correlated significantly with the total white blood cell counts in
the CSF samples (rs = 0.43, p < 0.001) (Figure 1A), and with polynuclear pleocytosis (rs = 0.53, p < 0.0001)
(Figure 1B) as well as mononuclear pleocytosis (rs = 0.41, p < 0.0001) (Figure 1C), although not with
age, gender or duration of symptoms. However, when the 14 NET-positive children were analysed
separately, the levels of NETs were shown to correlate with polynuclear but not with mononuclear
pleocytosis (rs = 0.58, p = 0.03 and rs = −0.10, p = 0.72, respectively) (Figure 1D,E). Children with EVM
displayed a significantly shorter disease duration than the children with LNB (p = 0.03); and the number
of polynuclear cells in CSF among paediatric patients showed an inverse significant correlation with
the duration of neurological symptoms (data available for 77 of the 111 cases; rs = −0.45, p < 0.0001).

Figure 1. Correlations between cell counts in the CSF and NET remnants: (A–C) (N = 111 children)
and (D–E) (N = 14 children). Correlation between NET remnants and elastase activity: (F) (N = 28;
13 NET-positive and 15 NET-negative cases).
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3.2. CSF-NE Activity

NE activity was detected in 13/13 NET-positive children but was not detected in the NET-positive
adult patient (overall concordance between methods: 93%). The levels of NETs and NE activity
correlated significantly (rs = 0.81, p < 0.0001) (Figure 1F).

3.3. NETs in Relation to Clinical Outcome in Children

As we only found one NET-positive adult patient, we focused on evaluating NETs in relation
to the disease prognosis for children (Table 1). The vast majority of the LNB cases (25/28; 89%) had
recovered at the two-month follow-up. Two of the non-recovered children were NET-negative and one
had low levels of NETs (2 a.u.). Accordingly, the occurrence of NETs in the CSF was not associated with
recovery among the children with LNB (p = 0.72). All seven children with EVM were fully recovered
at the two-month follow-up, four of whom were NET-positive. Among the three patients with TBE,
one of the two patients who recovered was NET-positive, as was the patient who did not recover. Two
of the four OVI cases had recovered at follow-up, whereas none had detectable NETs in the CSF. Only
two patients in the group with other neurological and non-neurological disorders with CNS symptoms
were NET-positive, and they had not recovered at follow-up.

3.4. Cytokines and Chemokines

All eight cytokines/chemokines were detected in at least one sample among the NET-positive
(N = 13) and NET-negative (N = 24 or 25) CSF samples, respectively. The total number of samples
within the range of quantification is shown in Table 3. The levels of all the cytokines/chemokines
were significantly higher among children with NETs: IL-6 (p < 0.001), CXCL8 (p = 0.003), IL-17A
(p = 0.03), TNF (p = 0.02), MMP-9 (p = 0.002), CXCL1 (p < 0.001), CXCL6 (p = 0.007) and CXCL10
(p < 0.001) (Figure 2A–H) and fever (N = 16); IL-6 (p < 0.001), CXCL8 (p = 0.001), IL-17A (p = 0.028),
TNF (p < 0.001), MMP-9 (p = 0.009), CXCL1 (p = 0.002), CXCL6 (p = 0.002), and CXCL10 (p = 0.001).
Furthermore, all the cytokines/chemokines, with the exception of IL-17A, were detected at significantly
higher levels in the CSF samples from children with pleocytosis (N = 24) (p < 0.001). A strong and
significant correlation was noted between the CSF levels of IL-6, CXCL8, TNF, MMP-9, CXCL1, CXCL6,
CXCL10 and NETs, NE, and total CSF cell count, as well as mononuclear and polynuclear pleocytosis,
respectively (Table 3). The levels of IL-6, CXCL8, TNF, MMP-9, CXCL1 and CXCL10 in the CSF samples
obtained from the different patient groups, respectively, are shown in Figure 3A–H. All the cytokines,
with the exception of IL-17A, were present at significantly higher levels in the patients with EVM
compared to the patients with “other neurological and non-neurological disorders”. Furthermore,
all the cytokines/chemokines, with the exceptions of CXCL1, CXCL6, and IL-17A, were detected at
higher levels in the patients with LNB, as compared to the patients with “other neurological and
non-neurological disorders”. CXCL6 was the only cytokine that was detected at significantly different
levels when comparing the LNB group with the EVM patient group.
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Table 3. Spearman’s correlation between cytokines, chemokines, cells and NETs in CSF.

NETs
(Remnants)

NETs
(Elastase) † Cells (Total)

Polynuclear
Cells

Mononuclear
Cells

Analyte Quantified * rs p-Value rs p-Value rs p-Value rs p-Value rs p-Value

CXCL1 21/38 0.61 <0.001 0.76 <0.001 0.52 0.006 0.69 <0.001 0.48 0.02
CXCL6 14/38 0.52 0.007 0.65 0.002 0.72 <0.001 0.74 <0.001 0.67 <0.001
CXCL8 38/38 0.53 0.006 0.64 0.003 0.60 <0.001 0.65 <0.001 0.57 0.002
CXCL10 32/38 0.56 0.002 0.66 0.002 0.79 <0.001 0.81 <0.001 0.76 <0.001
MMP9 25/38 0.53 0.006 N/A n.s. 0.70 <0.001 0.65 <0.001 0.68 <0.001
TNF 22/37 N/A n.s. N/A n.s. 0.81 <0.001 0.65 <0.001 0.80 <0.001
IL-6 28/37 0.70 <0.001 0.81 <0.001 0.63 <0.001 0.73 <0.001 0.59 <0.001

IL-17A 4/37 N/A n.s. N/A n.s. N/A n.s. 0.46 0.03 N/A n.s.

* Samples within range of quantification (N)/total number of samples analysed (N). All samples outside the range of
quantification were below the range of quantification, except for CXCL10; † Data on NETs by elastase assay was only
available in 26 samples (CXCL1, CXCL6, CXCL8, CXCL10, MMP9) or 25 samples (TNF, IL-6 and IL-17A); p-values
have been multiplied by the number of analytes (i.e. 8) to adjust for multiple testing. Grey shading indicates
rs ≥ 0.70. n.s. = non-significant, N/A = Not applicable.

Figure 2. Concentrations of chemokines (A–D), MMP9 (E) and cytokines (F–H) in the CSF samples
from the NET remnant-positive and NET remnant-negative children. Whiskers indicate the min-max
values. The p-values are derived from the Mann–Whitney U-test. CXCL10 concentrations above
the range of quantification (>30 ng/mL, N = 5) were assigned a value of 30 ng/mL (upper range of
quantification is indicated by a dashed line). NETs: neutrophil extracellular traps.
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Figure 3. Concentrations of chemokines (A–D), MMP9 (E) and cytokines (F–H) in the CSF samples
from the different patient groups. Whiskers indicate the min-max values. CXCL10 concentrations
above the range of quantification (>30 ng/mL, N = 5) were assigned a value of 30 ng/mL (upper range
of quantification is indicated by a dashed line). Only one child (rotavirus infection, no pleocytosis)
belonged to the OVI group and is not included in the figure. LNB. Lyme neuroborreliosis; TBE,
tick-borne encephalitis; EVM, enteroviral meningitis; Other, other non-infectious neurological and
non-neurological disorders with CNS symptoms. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

4. Discussion

In recent years, interest in NETs has shifted from their roles in innate immune defence to
their pathogenic importance in several clinical conditions, such as autoimmune diseases, cancer,
cardio-vascular morbidity, and most recently, in infections [14,33]. In the present study, we present,
for the first time, evidence of NETs in the CSF of patients with LNB with meningeal inflammation,
consisting of both mononuclear and polynuclear pleocytosis, as well as in patients with viral infections
of the CNS. NETs are defined as complexes of DNA and MPO, although NE constitutes an additional
NET component [34]. All but two of the CSF samples with detectable NETs displayed NE activity also,
supporting the actual presence of NETs in the samples (concordance between methods: 93%).

The levels of NETs showed strong variability between the different patient groups, ranging from 2
to 2000 a.u. Interestingly, the highest levels of NETs were detected in children with EVM and TBE,
who also had the highest median levels of polynuclear cells. Children with EVM also had the highest
median levels of NETs/neutrophil-associated cytokines and chemokines in their CSF samples (among
the 38 patients in whom cytokines and chemokines were analysed). In addition, the levels of NETs
correlated significantly with the numbers of polynuclear cells, i.e., including neutrophils, which were
absent in the paediatric controls (Other disorders) and were overall present at lower levels in the adult
patients with longer disease duration, which might explain the absence of NETs in these samples.
The only adult who possessed detectable NETs had VZV meningitis with a symptom duration of
several weeks and few polynuclear cells in the CSF.

The median pleocytosis values were comparable among children with LNB and EVM, although
the proportion of polynuclear cells was higher in the latter group. This may be due to the fact that all
the patients with EVM had meningeal signs and, consequently, a significantly shorter disease duration
before admittance to hospital, as compared to the patients with LNB. In line with this, the numbers of
polynuclear cells in the CSF were found to be inversely correlated with the duration of symptoms.
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The finding of neutrophil activation in both LNB and EVM is intriguing, since these infections
have similarities with respect to both clinical presentation and CSF cellular profile, which may include
neutrophil predominance in the early phase [35]. Several studies have de facto shown the presence
of neutrophil-activating cytokines and chemokines in the CSF samples of patients with LNB [36–39]
and EVM [40,41], and the production of neutrophil chemo-attractants, such as CXCL1, CXCL8 and
CXCL10 after in vitro stimulation of neuronal cells in response to B. burgdorferi spirochaetes [42]. Thus,
there appears to be a prerequisite for neutrophil recruitment into the CNS in infections caused by
B. burgdorferi and enterovirus. To clarify further the presence of neutrophils in these CNS infections, we
analysed several potent neutrophil-activating cytokines and chemokines in the NET-positive samples.
The results showed increased levels of almost all the measured cytokines/chemokines, and these levels
strongly correlated with both poly- and mononuclear pleocytosis.

The chemokine CXCL10, also called interferon (IFN) γ-inducible protein 10 (IP-10), is produced
by innate immune cells, such as neutrophils, and it stimulates chemotaxis of mononuclear cells into the
CNS in response to meningitis/encephalitis caused by, for instance, enterovirus [43], B. burgdorferi [44],
and TBE virus [45]. Furthermore, IP-10 has been proposed as a potential discriminator between
bacterial and viral CNS infections [41]. Interestingly, CXCL10 was particularly increased in the EVM
group, in which the proportion of polynuclear cells was highest. We also found especially increased
levels of the fever-inducing cytokines TNF and IL-6 [46] in the EVM group, in which all the patients
reported having fever. The chemokines CXCL1, CXCL6 and CXCL8 bind to the CXC-receptor 2
on neutrophils [47], activating them and enabling their entry into the CNS during infections [48].
The highest levels of these cytokines were, as expected, detected in the EVM patients. IL-17A, which is
produced by Th17 cells, is a potent activator of neutrophils through stimulation of CXCL1 and CXCL8.
Its pathogenic role in the CNS has been studied in LNB [36] and in other bacterial as well as viral CNS
infections [49].

The paucity of NETs in the CSF of the adult patients in general, and in the adult LNB patients in
particular, might be attributable to a delay between innate immune activation and CSF analysis through
lumbar puncture, since the adult patients had longer duration of symptoms at admittance. While the
reason for the modest neutrophil activation in LNB is unknown, it might involve an inhibitory effect of
the spirochaetes on early pathogen recognition and elimination. Indeed, outer surface proteins (Osp),
which are major virulence factors expressed on the surface of B. burgdorferi in the early phase of LD, are
required for the spirochaetes to establish infection. OspB have been shown to inhibit the phagocytosis
and oxidative burst of human neutrophils and may interfere with complement activation [50]. OspC is
known to protect Borrelia sp. from phagocytosis by mononuclear phagocytes, and also to some extent
by neutrophils [51].

Since extracellular traps are not produced exclusively by neutrophils, being also produced by
mononuclear cells, termed monocyte or macrophage extracellular traps (METs) [52,53], we calculated
the proportions of polynuclear and mononuclear cells in the NET-positive samples. It proved to
be specifically the polynuclear cells, rather than the cause of the pleocytosis (i.e., the diagnosis),
that correlated with the levels of NETs. Moreover, the NET levels and NE activity showed a high
degree of correlation. Therefore, we conclude that the NET structures detected were primarily of
neutrophil origin. Despite measuring the NET components with two different methods, we cannot
affirm unambiguously that the presence of these components is exclusively the result of NET formation,
which is always a limitation when one is not studying the actual cellular processes. To investigate this
aspect further, cells from the CSF need to be monitored in detail.

We are unable to draw firm conclusions regarding the levels of NETs in relation to disease
recovery in any of the patient groups, except in the paediatric LNB group, in which the occurrence
of NETs at admission was shown not to be associated with poor clinical outcome at the two-month
follow-up. The strengths of the present study are that it is hypothesis driven and has a systematic
design, in addition to having well-characterised patients and concordant results. However, the uneven
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distribution of patients in the different groups and the heterogeneity within the group of other disorders
are limitations that made comparisons of the results between patients more difficult.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrate the presence of NETs in the CSF samples collected from patients with LNB and
viral CNS infections and show that NETs strongly correlate with the presence of pleocytosis and
neutrophil-stimulating cytokines/chemokines in the CSF. Further studies of human neutrophils and
their activation products are warranted, so as to elucidate their pathogenic and prognostic roles in
acute bacterial and viral infections of the CNS.
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Abstract: Hemozoin is an insoluble crystalline pigment produced by the malaria parasite Plasmodia
upon digesting host hemoglobin inside red blood cells. Red blood cell rupture releases hemozoin
crystals into the circulation from where they are cleared by phagocytes such as neutrophils.
We speculated that plasma proteins would affect the ability of neutrophils to clear hemozoin
crystals. To test this, we cultured human blood neutrophils with hemozoin ex vivo and found that
neutrophils ingested hemozoin (0.1–1 μm crystal size) in a dose-dependent manner into phagosomes
and vesicles/vacuoles, resulting in morphological changes including nuclear enlargement, and vesicle
formation, but not cell membrane rupture or release of neutrophil extracellular traps. The presence
of human plasma significantly inhibited the ability of neutrophils to ingest hemozoin crystals.
Platelet-poor plasma further inhibited the uptake of hemozoin by neutrophils. Selective exposure to
fibrinogen completely replicated the plasma effect. Taken together, neutrophils cleared hemozoin
crystals from the extracellular space via endocytosis into phagosomes and vesicles without inducing
the release of neutrophil extracellular traps. However, human plasma components such as fibrinogen
limited hemozoin clearance, whereas the presence of platelets augmented this process. These factors
may influence the pro-inflammatory potential of hemozoin crystals in malaria.

Keywords: hemozoin; neutrophils; plasma; fibrinogen; platelet; malaria

1. Introduction

Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by the Plasmodium parasite [1]. Globally, approximately
216 million cases of malaria were reported in 2016 with an estimate of 445,000 deaths [1]. Upon parasite
(called sporozoite) transmission to humans through the bites of infected mosquitoes, the parasites
distribute via the bloodstream to the liver. Within the liver, each sporozoite multiplies into thousands of
merozoites that reach back into the bloodstream, where they infect red blood cells for further replication.
Parasite replication occurs in a cyclic fashion within red blood cells. During this erythrocytic cycle,
the parasite degrades hemoglobin into amino acids and heme inside the digestive vacuole, where
the heme monomer is further oxidized into a toxic inert biocrystalline form called malarial pigment
or hemozoin (HZ) [2–4]. Upon red blood cell rupture, HZ as well as other parasite toxins including
Plasmodium DNA and glycosylphosphatidylinositol are released into circulation and recognized by
pattern recognition receptors expressed on phagocytes and other immune cells in the blood and
tissues [5]. This erythrocytic cycle is responsible for most of the pathological symptoms of malaria
such as fever through the induction of a pro-inflammatory pyrogenic immune response [6].

Among the phagocytes, neutrophils are the first line of defense to respond to pathogens by
generating reactive oxygen species, and antimicrobial peptides and proteases, or by neutrophil
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extracellular trap (NET) formation [7,8]. Studies have linked neutrophil activation and circulating NETs
to the pathogenesis of malaria, including parasite sequestration in the microvasculature and endothelial
dysfunction, resulting in impaired tissue perfusion and organ dysfunction [9–11]. A previous report
demonstrated the presence of NETs in children with uncomplicated falciparum malaria with parasites
trapped within NETs [12] and in malaria patients with severe disease [13,14]. However, there is a
paucity of data on the direct interaction of HZ crystals and neutrophils, but the severity of malaria is
associated with the clearance capacity of circulating HZ crystals by neutrophils [15]. HZ can interact
with serum/plasma molecules such as proteins, lipids, and DNA, even before they encounter immune
cells [16,17]. Whether human plasma can affect the HZ crystal clearing capacity by neutrophils is
currently not known. We hypothesized that human plasma proteins would impair the ability of
neutrophils to internalize HZ crystals.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Isolation of Human Blood Neutrophils

Blood from human healthy individuals was collected in S-Monovette with lithium heparin
(Sarstedt, Germany), and plasma was separated and neutrophils were isolated using standard dextran
sedimentation followed by Ficoll–Hypaque density centrifugation procedures [18]. Neutrophils were
suspended in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium (0.5 × 105 cells/200 μL or 2.5 × 105

cells/mL) and seeded into 96-well or 24-well plates in a 5% carbon dioxide atmosphere at 37 ◦C
for 30 min before stimulation. The study to obtain whole blood samples from healthy volunteers
was approved by the local Ethical Review Board of the Medical Faculty at the Hospital of the
Ludwig-Maximilians-University (LMU) Munich. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

2.2. Fluorescence Microscopy of Hemozoin Uptake

Human blood neutrophils were cultured ex vivo in the presence or absence of synthetic HZ
(50 and 100 μg/mL, Invivogen, San Diego, CA, USA) in RPMI medium with or without 10%, 30%,
or 50% human plasma in 8-well chamber slides (7.5 × 105 cells/well, Nunc Lab-Tek, Sigma-Aldrich,
Germany) for 1, 2, and 18 h. After incubation, cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min
at room temperature, washed twice with Dulbecco’s Phosphate-Buffered Saline (D-PBS), and stained
with phalloidin green for 40 min (165 nM, Sigma-Aldrich, indicates actin filaments). After membrane
staining, cells were mounted with 4′,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich, indicates cell
nuclei). The uptake of HZ by neutrophils was visualized using a Leica TL Light-emitting diodes (LED)
fluorescence or confocal microscope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany).

2.3. Uptake of Hemozoin in Neutrophils Using Flow Cytometry

Human blood neutrophils were cultured ex vivo in 96-well plates (0.5 × 105 cells/200 μL) in the
presence or absence of HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) or silica crystals (200 μg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in
RPMI medium without or with 10%, 30%, or 50% human plasma for 1, 2, and 18 h. In some experiments,
cytochalasin D (10 μM, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to block phagocytosis of HZ crystals. To look at
the effect of plasma proteins, HZ crystals were pre-incubated with or without fibrinogen (0.5 mg/mL,
Sigma-Aldrich), albumin (3.25 mg/mL, Bethyl Labs, Montgomery, AL, USA), or Ringer’s solution
(30%, negative control, Fresenius Kabi, Germany) for 30 min prior to stimulation with neutrophils.
After stimulation, culture supernatants were collected and stored at −20 ◦C until further use, and cells
harvested to quantify the percentage of cells that had internalized HZ crystals (HZ crystal+ neutrophils)
were determined by flow cytometry using the BD FACSCalibur flow cytometer and FlowJo v7 software
(Tree Star, Ashland, OR, USA).

To confirm intracellular uptake of HZ by neutrophils, human neutrophils were cultured with
or without HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) in RPMI medium for 2 h and then stained with the pHrodo red
acetoxymethyl (AM) intracellular pH indicator (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) for flow cytometry
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analysis as per the manufacturer’s protocol. An increase in the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of
pHrodo red indicates an intracellular pH drop following HZ uptake.

2.4. Preparation and Stimulation of Neutrophils with Platelet-Poor Plasma

Human blood was drawn and standard dextran sedimentation performed to remove red blood
cells. The top layer was removed and transferred into a 15 mL FALCON tube prior to centrifugation at
1500 g for 15 min. Using a new transfer pipette, the top layer was transferred into a new 15 mL FALCON
tube and centrifuged at 1500 g for 15 min. After centrifugation, the top 3

4 of plasma was removed using
a transfer pipette and transferred into a new 15 mL FALCON tube. Isolated human blood neutrophils
were then cultured in the presence or absence of synthetic HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) in RPMI medium
with or without 10%, 30%, or 50% human platelet-poor plasma for 2 h. After stimulation, neutrophils
were either stained for fluorescence microscopy or harvested for flow cytometry to determine the
percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils.

2.5. Morphological and Ultrastructural Analysis by Electron Microscopy

Blood neutrophils from healthy individuals were isolated and cultured (6.4 × 105 cell/mL) ex vivo
in the presence or absence of HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) in RPMI medium with or without 30% human
plasma for 2 h, and processed for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).

For SEM, the samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2
at 4 ◦C for 24 h. Afterwards, the samples were adhered to poly-l-lysine-coated glass slides, dehydrated
with increasing concentrations of ethanol (30% to 100%), followed by critical point drying in carbon
dioxide to remove any water trace. Samples were then mounted on a stub and coated with gold.
The analysis was carried out on a FEI Scios SEM (Hillsboro, OR, USA).

For TEM, the samples were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer
(pH 7.2) at 4 ◦C for 24 h. Post-fixation was performed using a solution of 1% osmium tetroxide, 0.8%
potassium ferrocyanide, and 10.0 mM CaCl2 in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 1 h. Afterwards, samples
were dehydrated in an increasing acetone gradient (30% to 100%) and embedded in Polybed 812 resin.
Ultrathin sections were obtained, mounted on copper grids, and stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate. Analysis was performed on a JEOL JM 1400 TEM (Jeol, Tokyo, Japan).

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 7.0 software (GraphPad, San Diego,
CA, USA). Data were compared either by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test to calculate
significance between three or more groups, or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s comparison post-hoc
test was carried out when using two parameters with multiple groups. Data are presented as mean ±
SD. Differences were considered significant if p < 0.05. ns indicates not significant. Sample sizes are
indicated in each corresponding figure legend.

3. Results

3.1. Neutrophils Took up Hemozoin Crystals under Serum/Plasma-Free Condition

HZ is thermally stable and insoluble, and can be visualized as a crystalline purple-black pigment,
which is birefringent under polarized light (Figure S1A). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) illustrated
that HZ crystals had a size of 0.1–1 μm and were quite uniform in shape (Figure S1B) compared to
other crystalline particles, including crystals of monosodium urate, calcium oxalate, and cholesterol, as
well as asbestos fibers [19,20].

To investigate the capacity of neutrophils to internalize HZ, we cultured human blood neutrophils
in the presence or absence of HZ crystals in RPMI medium for 2 h, and performed fluorescence
microscopy using the actin stain phalloidin (green) and the nuclear marker DAPI (blue). As illustrated
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in Figure 1A,A’, the uptake of HZ resulted in morphological changes in neutrophils, in particular in
size/shape, as indicated by phalloidin, and in deformed nuclei/granules, as indicated by DAPI. Flow
cytometry analysis revealed that neutrophils increased in size and granularity following uptake of HZ,
as shown by an increase in side scatter (SSC) (Figure 1B). The percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils
increased in a dose-dependent manner but independent of the exposure time (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Neutrophils phagocytose large amounts of hemozoin (HZ) crystals. Human blood neutrophils
were isolated from healthy volunteers and cultured in the presence or absence of hemozoin (HZ, 50
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and 100 μg/mL) in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium for up to 18 h, and fluorescence
microscopy or flow cytometry were performed. (A,A’) Neutrophils were stained with phalloidin (green)
and 4′,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol (DAPI) (blue) for fluorescence microscopy (200× magnification (A))
and confocal microscopy (1000× magnification (A’)). (B) Representative images of the gating strategy
to demonstrate the size of neutrophils (side scatter (SSC)-forward scatter (FSC)) and to quantify the
percentage of neutrophils that had internalized HZ. (C) Percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils after 1, 2,
and 18 h (n = 5–6 duplicates from 2–3 donors, two-way ANOVA). (D) Neutrophils were stained with
the pH-sensitive dye pHrodo red and cultured with or without HZ. Quantification of HZ uptake in
neutrophils was indicated by an increased mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of pHrodo red using flow
cytometry (n = 4 duplicates from 2 donors). (E) Percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils in the absence or
presence of cytochalasin D (CytoD) (n = 4 duplicates from 2 donors, one-way ANOVA). Data are mean ±
SD and representative of two independent experiments. *** p < 0.001; ns, not significant.

Next, to confirm the internalization of HZ, human neutrophils were cultured in the presence
or absence of HZ in RPMI medium, and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of the pH-sensitive
dye pHrodo red was determined via flow cytometry. As shown in Figure 1D, the uptake of HZ
was associated with an increase in the MFI of pHrodo red in HZ-treated neutrophils compared to
medium control after 2 h. Blocking HZ uptake with the inhibitor of actin polymerization cytochalasin
D significantly reduced the percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils, although not completely, compared
to untreated HZ crystal+ neutrophils (Figure 1E). Taken together, our data showed that neutrophils
internalized HZ crystals partially via phagocytosis and partially via other uptake mechanisms.

3.2. Hemozoin Uptake Caused Nuclei Enlargement and Vesicle Formation but not NET Release

To characterize the internalization process of HZ and the morphological abnormalities in more
detail, we performed SEM and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of human neutrophils in the
presence or absence of HZ. Untreated neutrophils appeared round in shape with an even surface
(Figure 2A, medium). After intracellular uptake of HZ, neutrophils increased in size and became
activated, as illustrated by their rough membrane surface (Figure 2A’,A”). Neutrophils were also
surrounded by clusters/aggregates of HZ crystals (white arrows) (Figure 2A’,A”). Under normal
conditions (medium), neutrophils showed numerous dense granules and lysosomes in the cytoplasm
(Figure 2B). The multi-lobed nucleus with the highly condensed heterochromatin (dark) was neatly
marginalized to the edge of the nucleus, indicating intact cells (Figure 2B). However, internalization of
HZ resulted in nuclei enlargement and loss of nucleus-associated heterochromatin, but the release
of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) was not observed (Figure 2B’,B”). In addition, we observed
that neutrophils ingested large HZ masses (Figure 2C, red arrows) into phagosomes (Figure 2C’,C”,
as indicated by white arrow head). The uptake of HZ also resulted in nuclei enlargement with
breakdown of the nuclear membrane (as indicated by #), the appearance of intracellular endosomes
and lysosomes, and the release of extracellular vesicles (Figure 2D”, indicated by black arrows) as well
as in the formation of vesicles/vacuoles to internalize smaller and single HZ crystals (Figure 2C”,D,D’,
indicated by *). Thus, the intracellular uptake of HZ occurred via endocytosis into phagosomes and
vesicles/vacuoles, which caused morphological changes in neutrophils without inducing cell membrane
rupture or release of NETs.

3.3. Human Plasma Impaired Hemozoin Uptake in Neutrophils

Recent studies reported that HZ crystals can interact with blood molecules such as proteins, lipids,
and DNA in malaria [16,17]. However, the effect of protein-coated HZ on the ability of neutrophils to
internalize these crystals is currently not known. Indeed, ex vivo cell culture experiments with medium
might produce artificial results because the uptake of HZ in malaria occurs at a plasma concentration of
around 50%. To investigate this, we cultured neutrophils with or without increasing amounts of human
plasma from healthy individuals in the presence or absence of HZ for 2 and 18 h. Flow cytometric
analysis revealed that neutrophils cultured without plasma (w/o plasma) took up large amounts of HZ
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after 2 h, whereas in the presence of human plasma (10–50%) the ability of neutrophils to recognize
and internalize HZ was significantly inhibited (Figure 3A), even upon exposure up to 18 h (Figure 3B).
In contrast, human plasma had no effect on the capacity of neutrophils to take up silica particles of the
same size (Figure 3C). Morphologically, the presence of human plasma did not change the appearance
of neutrophils (Figures 2A and 3D–F). Those few neutrophils that had taken up HZ in the presence of
plasma were activated, as indicated by their rough membrane surface (Figure 3D’,D”), and occasionally
showed nuclei enlargement and loss of nuclear heterochromatin (Figure 3E’, indicated by #). Taken
together, the data indicated that plasma altered the ability of neutrophils to recognize HZ as a danger
signal, a vital mechanism during host defense.

Figure 2. Hemozoin uptake induces nuclei enlargement, and intra- and extracellular vesicle formation
in neutrophils but not neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation. Human neutrophils were isolated
from healthy volunteers and cultured in the presence or absence of HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) in RPMI
medium for 2 h. (A–C) After stimulation, neutrophils were prepared for scanning and transmission
electron microscopy (SEM and TEM, respectively). (A) SEM images of unstimulated neutrophils
((A) medium) and HZ-activated neutrophils, as indicated by a rough membrane surface and HZ
clusters around neutrophils (white arrows) (A’,A”). (B) TEM images of unstimulated neutrophils
(medium) showed dense nuclear hetero- and euchromatin, numerous granules, and few vesicles (B).
Internalization of HZ led to loss of heterochromatin and nuclei enlargement (TEM, B’,B”). (C,D)
TEM images of HZ-activated neutrophils showed large HZ aggregates (C, red arrows), HZ inside
phagosomes (C’ and C”, indicated by white arrow heads), granules/endosomes (C”,D,D”), formation
of vesicles/vacuoles (C”,D,D’, indicated by *), loss of heterochromatin (C,C”,D,D’,D”, indicated by
#), breakdown of the nuclear membrane (C’), and release of extracellular vesicles (D”, indicated by
black arrows).
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Figure 3. Human plasma impaired hemozoin but not silica uptake in neutrophils. Human neutrophils
were isolated from healthy volunteers and cultured in the presence or absence of HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL)
or with different amounts of human plasma for 2 and 18 h. (A,B) Percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils
was determined using flow cytometry after 2 h (A) and 18 h (B) (n = 3 donors). (C) Neutrophils
stimulated with or without silica crystals and/or human plasma for 2 h. The percentage of neutrophils
that had taken up silica was determined by flow cytometry (n = 3 donors). Data are mean ± SD and
representative of two independent experiments. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; ns, not significant
using two-way ANOVA. w/o indicates without. (D) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
neutrophils treated with 30% plasma and/or HZ of 2 h. (E,F) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of neutrophils treated with 30% serum and/or HZ of 2 h. TEM images showed HZ-activated
neutrophils with normal morphology and occasionally loss of nuclear heterochromatin (E’, indicated
by #), and extracellular and intracellular HZ (F’,F”, indicated by red arrows). ### p < 0.001.
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3.4. Fibrinogen Altered the Uptake of Hemozoin by Human Neutrophils

In malaria, a variety of serum/plasma proteins bind to HZ crystals such as serum amyloid A,
gelsolin, fibrinogen, albumin, and the lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-binding protein [16]. Among these,
fibrinogen levels have also been shown to increase in children with malaria infection [21]. To test
whether fibrinogen can influence the uptake of HZ in neutrophils, we pre-incubated HZ with or
without fibrinogen prior to stimulation with neutrophils. Flow cytometric analysis revealed that
fibrinogen significantly diminished the percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils compared to HZ-treated
neutrophils only under the plasma-free condition (Figure 4A). However, in the presence of 10% and
30% human plasma, fibrinogen had no additional effect on the uptake of HZ by after 2 h of stimulation
(Figure 4B,C, respectively). Unlike fibrinogen, albumin and Ringer’s solution (negative control) did
not affect HZ uptake under the plasma-free condition (Figure 4D), suggesting that fibrinogen coating
of HZ crystals inhibits the ability of neutrophils to internalize these crystals.

Figure 4. Fibrinogen impaired uptake of hemozoin by human neutrophils. Human neutrophils from
healthy volunteers were cultured in the presence or absence of HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) and/or with
human plasma and/or fibrinogen for 2 h. (A–C) The percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils incubated
in the absence or presence of fibrinogen without (w/o) plasma (A) or with 10% (B) and 30% (B) human
plasma determined by flow cytometry (n = 3 donors). (D) Neutrophils were cultured in the presence or
absence of HZ with or without albumin or Ringer’s solution in RPMI medium, and the percentage of
HZ crystal+ neutrophils determined by flow cytometry after 2 h (n = 3 donors). Data are mean ± SD
and representative of two independent experiments. ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; ns, not significant using
one-way ANOVA. ### p < 0.001.

3.5. Removal of Platelets from Plasma Further Impaired HZ Uptake by Human Neutrophils

To investigate whether platelets play a role during neutrophil HZ uptake, we cultured human
neutrophils with plasma or platelet-poor plasma in the presence of HZ for 2 h. Fluorescence microscopy
revealed that neutrophils internalized very few HZ crystals in human platelet-poor plasma (Figure 5A).
This observation was in line with a significant decrease in the percentage of HZ crystal+ neutrophils in
the presence of platelet-poor plasma compared with plasma only when cultured with 50 μg/mL HZ
(Figure 5B) and 100 μg/mL HZ (Figure 5C). We also observed that the platelets in plasma accumulated
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around HZ and formed aggregates as illustrated by the positive actin staining for phalloidin and
negative staining for the nuclear dye DAPI (Figure 5D). These data suggest that the uptake of HZ by
neutrophils may depend on HZ-related platelet interaction.

Figure 5. Platelet-poor plasma impaired hemozoin uptake by neutrophils. Human blood neutrophils
were isolated from healthy volunteers and cultured with 10%, 30%, or 50% of platelet-poor plasma
or plasma in the presence of HZ (50 and 100 μg/mL) for 2 h, and fluorescence microscopy or flow
cytometry was performed. (A) Neutrophils cultured in platelet-poor plasma with HZ were stained
with phalloidin (green) and DAPI (blue) for fluorescence microscopy. Images are shown as a merge of
phalloidin and DAPI with bright field (BF) (200×magnification). (B,C) The percentage of neutrophils
that had internalized HZ at concentrations of 50 μg/mL (B) and 100 μg/mL (C) in the presence of
platelet-poor plasma or plasma were determined by flow cytometry (n = 3 donors). (D) Human
plasma containing platelets was incubated with 50 μg/mL HZ and stained for phalloidin (green)
for fluorescence microscopy (630× magnification). Data are mean ± SD and representative of two
independent experiments. *** p < 0.001; ns, not significant using two-way ANOVA. (E) Schematic
of ex vivo neutrophil culture experiments with plasma or platelet-poor plasma in the presence of
HZ. (F) Schematic illustrating that during malaria HZ crystals bind to plasma proteins, which was
associated with a diminished endocytotic capacity of neutrophils. Despite the impaired HZ uptake,
those few neutrophils that did ingest HZ crystals relied on HZ-induced platelet activation.
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4. Discussion

We hypothesized that human plasma would alter the ability of neutrophils to internalize
malaria-related HZ crystals. Indeed, our ex vivo data revealed that the HZ internalization by
neutrophils occurred via endocytosis into phagosomes as well as into vesicles/vacuoles (Figure 5E).
Interestingly, plasma proteins including fibrinogen impaired this uptake process, whereas the presence
of platelets enhanced it. These findings highlight the importance of factors regulating neutrophil
endocytosis in vivo that are frequently ignored in ex vivo studies.

Neutrophils play an important role in the pathogenesis of malaria via processes including
Plasmodium parasite killing and NET formation [11,12]. Recent reports have shown that heme, a
known malaria danger-associated molecular pattern released during parasite egress, robustly induces
NETs but not infected red blood cells, merozoites, and digestive vacuoles containing HZ, in tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-α-primed human neutrophils [14]. We found that human blood neutrophils
internalized HZ in phagosomes and vesicles/vacuoles, which triggered morphological abnormalities
without leading to cell membrane rupture and NET release. This suggests that although HZ does not
directly induce NETs [14], they are known to significantly contribute to immune activation in other
immune cells [5]. In contrast, very small nanoparticles (10 to 40 nm in size) and larger crystalline
particles such as monosodium urate, calcium phosphate, cholesterol, and calcium oxalate crystals can
induce mixed lineage kinase domain-like protein (MLKL)-driven neutrophil necroptosis and NET
formation [19,22]. However, it is possible that neutrophils such as monocytes and macrophages remain
viable after ingestion of HZ crystals, and that lysosome formation and acidification is normal [23],
although HZ degradation might be impaired due to the inability of the lysosome to depolymerize
HZ crystals. Thus, HZ can reside in these cells for long periods of time, but repeated phagocytosis
or oxidative burst for further Plasmodium parasite killing is impaired [4,23–25], suggesting a state of
sequestration of activated neutrophils [26]. Unresponsiveness of neutrophils in malaria accounts for
increased susceptibility toward bacterial co-infections [27,28].

The process of endocytosis is characterized by polymerization of actin filaments and fusion of
phagosomes with lysosomes to form phagolysosomes in macrophages [29] and human monocytes [30].
Unlike macrophages and monocytes, neutrophils do not form classical phagolysosomes and instead
contain a large number of preformed granules that can rapidly fuse with phagosomes upon
internalization of pathogens or larger amounts of particles [31]. Our data showed that human
neutrophils ingested larger HZ crystal masses via direct uptake (phagocytosis) into phagolysosomes,
whereas single and smaller HZ crystals might be internalized into vesicles/vacuoles via a different
endocytotic uptake mechanism known as pinocytosis, due to the small size of HZ (0.1–1 μm). Previous
studies have shown that pinocytosis does not require actin-dependent engulfment of small particles,
for instance, zymosan, nanoparticles, or latex beads, by neutrophils [32], macrophages and endothelial
cells [33], and non-phagocytic cells [34]. However, further studies are needed to confirm the clearance
of HZ by neutrophils via pinocytosis.

The role of HZ-binding proteins in the recognition, immune modulation and physiological
clearance of HZ in neutrophils remains to be elucidated. We report for the first time that human
plasma from healthy individuals, specifically fibrinogen, impairs the ability of neutrophils to ingest
HZ but not silica crystals ex vivo. This is in line with previous reports showing that blood proteins
such as apolipoprotein E, serum amyloid A, LPS binding protein, complement factor H, albumin,
and fibrinogen that were found to be elevated in malaria individuals are able to bind to HZ [16,17].
Hence, HZ-binding proteins alter the recognition of HZ as a danger signal for neutrophil clearance.
The in vivo relevance of these findings remains to be proven, as the hematin-core crystal in HZ may
remain shielded from serum proteins by the surrounding membranes/lipids [26,27].

It is known that circulating neutrophils and platelets interact during infection including malaria,
inflammation, and thrombosis, and that they can modulate each other’s functions [35,36]. In malaria
patients, circulating platelets and platelet-bound neutrophils are reduced, hence these complexes are
either lost, the neutrophils migrate to tissues, or they form NETs [13]. Our ex vivo data showed that the
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ability of neutrophils to clear HZ crystals even further decreases in platelet-poor plasma compared to
normal human plasma. This may imply that neutrophils require platelets for HZ clearance. Previous
reports have shown that activated platelets can initiate or amplify various neutrophil responses
including phagocytosis, production of oxygen radicals, and NET formation. Such responses are
initiated either by a direct contact or by the release of soluble mediators such as chemokine (C-C
motif) ligand 5 (CCL5) and platelet factor 4 [37,38]. In addition, platelet interactions enhance the
phagocytic capacity of neutrophils towards various bacteria in vitro [39–41]. Conversely, neutrophils
can also release soluble mediators such as cathepsin G and elastase that augment platelet responses by
activation of protease-activated receptors on platelets [42–44]. However, further studies are needed to
investigate the crosstalk between HZ-mediated platelet activation and HZ crystal uptake by neutrophil.

Limitations of our study are that we lack access to plasma from malaria-infected patients to
investigate the impact of malaria-related plasma proteins on the phagocytic capacity of neutrophils
to ingest HZ. As mentioned above, many plasma proteins that can bind to HZ have been identified
in malaria patients [16], and it is possible that besides fibrinogen, other plasma proteins may alter
the uptake of HZ by neutrophils. Furthermore, the role of HZ in modulation of host innate and
inflammatory responses has been investigated using different HZ preparation protocols. HZ can be
synthesized from hematin (sHZ) or natural HZ (nHZ), or digestive vacuoles containing hemozoin
can be purified from infected red blood cells in culture [27]. We used synthetic HZ and not nHZ or
digestive vacuoles of Plasmodia for our ex vivo cell culture experiments. Although sHZ and nHZ
crystals are similar in size, and capable of inducing the same level of inflammation, sHZ with a smaller
or larger crystal size may differently affect the function of neutrophils.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we found that the engulfment of HZ crystals by neutrophils via endocytosis relies on
crystal–platelet interaction, whereas plasma proteins such as fibrinogen inhibit HZ crystal uptake and
clearance from the extracellular space. HZ ingestion does not trigger the release of NETs, as reported for
many other crystalline microparticles (Figure 5F). These data raise the question of how malaria-related
thrombozytopenia may affect HZ-driven manifestations and outcomes during malaria infection.
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Abstract: Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) have been the subject of research in the field of
innate immunity since their first description more than a decade ago. Neutrophils are the first cells
recruited at sites of inflammation, where they perform their specific functions, including the release
of NETs, which consist of web-like structures composed of granule proteins bound to decondensed
chromatin fibres. This process has aroused interest, as it contributes to understanding how pathogenic
microorganisms are contained, but they are also associated with pathophysiological processes of
a wide range of diseases. Currently, there are growing reports of new molecules involved in the
formation and release of NETs. However, whether the release of NETs contributes to eye diseases
remains unclear. For this reason, the overall aim of this review is to gather current data of recent
research in the ophthalmology field, where there is still much to discover.

Keywords: neutrophils extracellular traps; ophthalmology; diseases

1. Introduction

Neutrophils are the main effector cells of an acute inflammation. Their anti-inflammatory
role is due to their specialised functions [1]. More than a decade ago, it was posited that, upon
activation, neutrophils release extracellular structures composed of granular and nuclear constituents
that neutralise bacteria. Since then, these fibrous networks have been called neutrophils extracellular
traps (NETs) [2]. As this phenomenon was originally considered a particular form of cell death,
different from necrosis or apoptosis, the process was labelled “NETosis” [3]. Recently, this concept has
changed due to reports of two forms of NETosis: suicidal and vital [4]. The controversy continues
as to whether a NETs release is a physiological host defence process or whether it is a consequence
of cellular rupture [5]. It is important to be aware that robust effector functions may also lead to
tissue damage [6]. The function of NETs is to offer a physical barrier that foils infectious spreading
and raise the extracellular compartment of the concentration of antimicrobial substances [7]. Current
research of NETs is expanding worldwide, and new research has uncovered new pathways in terms of
understanding the mechanism for activating and releasing NETs. In the present review, we discuss the
role of NETs in pathological responses, focusing specifically on eye diseases.

2. Structure of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps

Although the overall composition of NETs remains unknown, it has been described that the main
components of NETs structures are nuclear DNA and histones. Also, proteins contained in different
neutrophil granules like bactericidal enzymes, such as neutrophil elastase (NE), myeloperoxidase
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(MPO), lactotransferrin (LTF), gelatinase, cathepsin G (CG), leukocyte proteinase 3 (PR3), calprotectin,
cathelicidins, defensins, and actin, among many others, conform NETs [8].

NET scaffolds are composed of DNA fibres that are 15–17 nm in diameter and globular domains
with diameters of 25–50 nm [9]. NETs can be studied using different techniques. In recent years,
several strategies have been developed to identify NETs in vitro. Fluorescent microscopy is a versatile
method that utilises different fluorescent-conjugated antibodies to specifically detect proteins, in
combination with cell-membrane selective DNA-intercalating probes. Although there are some
software programs that attempt to analyse NETs, but this technique is still observer-dependent, which
is its main limitation. [10]. Another technique to study the release of NETs combines fluorescent
microscopy and flow cytometry, also called multispectral imaging flow cytometry (MIFC) [11]. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) has been useful to identify NETs. However, remnants of fibrin, fibronectin,
and collagen can mimic NETs, revealing that SEM has limitations when NETs are analysed in tissue [12].
In order to quantify NETs, several methods have been described [11,13–16]. Each method offers
alternatives for quantifying the release of NETs. So far, however, there is no single method for
quantifying NETs.

3. Releasing of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps

The first description of NETs was performed with several stimuli, such as phorbol 12-myristate
13-acetate (PMA), bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and interleukin-8 (IL-8) [4,17]. Since then, a substantial
number of inducers have been described, including harmful agents such as bacteria, fungi, protozoa and
viruses, as well as their components [18]. In recent years, an increased number of activators have been
proposed to induce the release of NETs, such as high-glucose medium, complement-derived peptides,
autoantibodies, cigarette smoke, urate crystals, calcium ionophore, and activated platelets [4,19–21]. The
mechanism by which neutrophils release NETs is not completely understood. It seems that the NETs
releasing pathway depends on the stimuli. Recently, de Bont and colleagues reported that LPS, PMA, and
the calcium ionophore A23187 promote NETs releasing through different pathways [22]. Another interesting
study has mentioned that diverse stimuli for releasing NETs are heterogeneous in terms of both protein
composition and post-translational modifications by means of proteomic approaches. This suggests that
NETs induced in different conditions may have different biological effects [23].

4. Suicidal and Vital NETosis

Suicidal NETosis is the first and most studied model. Several stimuli can promote this process,
but the best studied are those stimulated through PMA. In this context, it should be noted that this
mechanism is dependent on reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation [4,5,24]. It persists for 2–4 h and
consists of a specific neutrophil lysis, which begins with chromatin decondensation, followed by nuclear
membrane disintegration and a mixture of DNA material and cytoplasmic components, including
neutrophil granule contents. This leads to plasmatic membrane dissolution and cell death [24]. It has
been reported that there are two different mechanisms of vital NETosis, depending on the origin of
DNA release—nuclear or mitochondrial DNA. The former is a ROS-independent generation process;
this mechanism has been described as occurring with staphylococcus aureus stimulation, and it
has been observed that NETs release is through a vesicular-dependent manner and is very rapid
(5–60 min) [25]. Meanwhile, in the latter process, NETs that are released contain only mitochondrial
DNA [26]. In this non-cell death mechanism, the NETs release is preserved, as well as the phagocyte
neutrophil capability. This seems to represent a response against microorganism aggression [6,26].

5. Neutrophil Extracellular Traps Pathways and Involved Molecules

The mechanism by which NETs are released is still controversial and is being studied by various
research groups. Since their first description to date, we know that more than 30 components of the
neutrophil granules are involved, and fibres are composed of DNA and histones. Thus, NETosis
processes have been described as aforementioned. We also know that, on one hand, they contribute to
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inflammatory resolution processes, but on the other, they can contribute within the pathophysiological
mechanism of diseases, although the exact molecular and biochemical mechanisms involved in NETs
release are not completely understood.

The NETosis process has been described by several authors as dynamic, beginning with
the disappearance of the nuclear structure and followed by a rupture of the nuclear envelope.
Then, the components of the nucleus portion are commingled with the cytoplasm. Finally, the rupture
of the neutrophil membrane occurs, although we know that the latter does not occur with certain
stimuli. Independent of the stimulus, the NET release process is independent of transcription [27].
The release of NETs is evolutionarily conserved within the animal and plant kingdoms and has been
described in different species [4].

It has been described that suicidal NETosis model depends on the protein kinase C activity (PCK)
as the key modulator of this pathway, which is also NADPH oxidase 2 (Nox 2) dependent [5]. This
pathway initiates with the recognition of any stimulus that activates receptors, which induces the
activation of signal-related kinases, such as PKC, p38, PI3K, Src, Raf/MERK/Erk, Akt, and Ark [28–31].
All of them are well-known and important kinases for Nox2-dependent NETs formation [30,32]. Further
downstream, the multimeric complex of NADPH oxidase assembles at the phagosomal membrane
and generates ROS. With ROS generation, cytosolic calcium increases, acting as a cofactor for peptidyl
arginase deaminase 4 (PAD4). PAD4 is an enzyme that endorses deamination of histones, and therefore,
favours chromatin decondensation [24]. However, there is evidence suggesting that physiological
stimuli induce PAD4-dependent ROS-independent NETosis [33].

At the same time, while neutrophil elastase (NE) and myeloperoxidase (MPO) translocate from
cytoplasm to the nucleus [34,35], MPO binds to chromatin and synergises with NE decondensing
chromatin [34]. Subsequently, Nox2 complex produces ROS that work as second messengers, promoting
nuclear membrane disintegration. This oxidative activation is important because NE binds to F- actin
filaments in the cytoplasm and must degrade them in order to enter the nucleus [35]. This process
allows nuclear content mixtures into the cytoplasm, ultimately loosing the plasmatic membrane and
then discharging the neutrophil contents as extracellular traps [6,24,36]. Interestingly, pharmacological
inhibition of NADPH oxidase or ROS scavengers block NETs formation with certain stimuli [32].
Moreover, neutrophils from patients’ chronic granulomatous disease, a primary immunodeficiency
with mutations in NADPH oxidase subunits, lose their ability to release NETs in response to mitogens
and some microbes, genetically confirming the relevance of ROS [37]. In contrast, there are some
NETs stimuli, such as immune complexes, ionomycin and nicotine, that have been proposed to trigger
NETosis independently of NADPH oxidase, depending instead on mitochondrial ROS [38].

Vital NETosis, in contrast to suicidal NETosis, is a live cell process at the time of releasing NETs.
Neutrophils can release part of or the entire nucleus without breaching the cell membrane, resulting in
an anuclear cytoplasm that is still able to move and phagocytose bacteria [4]. Thus, in this type of
NETosis, neutrophils preserve some of their functions.

In this process, several molecules are involved, including MPO and NE. PAD4 is a nuclear enzyme
that performs the citrullination of histones through the change of arginine for citrulline, making the
overall charge of the histones less positive, particularly in histone H3 (H3Cit) [39]. This results in a
lower affinity for the negatively charged DNA, thereby stimulating chromatin decondensation and
eventually releasing NETs [22]. Although it has been described that PAD4 activation concludes in
DNA decondensation, NE is sufficient for nuclei decondensation in vitro. However, the mechanism
that disassembles the nuclear envelope in neutrophils is still unknown [34].

The mechanisms that regulate PAD4 activation in the NETs releasing process are not yet fully
understood. There are still many controversies about the role of PAD4 activity in the release of NETs.
For example, it has been described that when calcium ionophore is used, PAD4 is activated and a
release of NETs occurs [22,38,40]. In contrast, neutrophil activation with PMA is a potent signal for
releasing NETs in a PAD4-independent manner [41–43]. Moreover, it has recently been demonstrated
that PAD4 activity is necessary to NET formation in a bacterial presence [44].
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In this regard, Konig and Andrade have described two mechanisms that are different from NETosis:
leukotoxic hypercitrullination (LTH) and defective mitophagy. Both have been erroneously classified
as “NETosis” [40]. These authors showed evidence that PAD4 activation is independent of PMA.
Actually, when PMA is used as an activator, all protein citrullination including H3Cit is abolished.
Moreover, LTH is a NADPH oxidase-independent phenomenon and not necessarily bactericidal; in this
process, NET-like structures (NLS) are released [40]. There are several features that distinguish LTH
from NETosis—(1) NLS are triggered by prominent and sustained calcium influx and are inhibited
by chelation of extracellular calcium [45], (2) NLS are generated independently of NADPH oxidase
activity [45], (3) NLS require PAD4 activity and are suppressed by PAD inhibitors [41,46], (4) NLS
undergo rapid formation (within minutes) [41], and (5) in LTH, protein citrullination is not limited to
histones and transcription factors but encompasses proteins across all molecular weights [47]. On the
other hand, defective mitophagy has not been associated with protein citrullination [40,48]. This has
been explained as a compensatory mechanism for defect mithophagy. This mechanism is enhanced in
neutrophils by inflammatory signals such LPS or C5a after priming with GM-CSF [26].

NETs and Disease

Despite NETs possessing antimicrobial activities and aiding in the resolution of inflammation [43],
they also are pathologic in multiple diseases, such as autoimmune diseases [49], including
arthritis [50,51], systemic lupus erythematosus [52–55], antiphospholipid antibody syndrome [56,57],
small vessel vasculitis [58], and psoriasis [59–62]. In cancer, neutrophils affect health through
multiple mechanisms, and evidence for the role of NETs have been found [63–69] and continue to
emerge [38]. In the cardiovascular system, NETs have played a role in atherothrombosis and venous
thrombosis [70–72]. Another important disease in which NETs have relevance in its pathophysiology
is sepsis. In this process, it has been demonstrated that a release of NETs increases the risk of venous
thromboembolism (VTE). It has also been shown that a high percentage of NETs correlates with a high
risk to present sepsis [73]. Moreover, the presence of NETs has induced multiple organ damage in an
experimental sepsis model [74]. In lung diseases, NETs have an important role in chronic inflammation,
including cystic fibrosis [75,76] and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [21,77–79].

6. Eye Diseases

As we have discussed earlier, the release of NETs is an aspect of damage seen in a wide variety of
diseases. For a long time, it was considered that the eye was an immune-privilege organ without any
immune response. Nevertheless, this idea is not entirely true. Several works have described that ocular
immune privilege provides the eye with immune protection against inflammation in order to minimise
the risk to vision [80], and the focus was on the ocular privilege associated with Treg response. On the
other hand, we know that different diseases have an immune response, and the eye has a series of
mechanisms that defend against infections, but it is also true that there are pathologies that are not yet
known to regulate this.

In recent years, there has been evidence of NETs and their implication within pathophysiology in
ocular diseases.

7. Cornea and Ocular Surface

The cornea is the transparent and avascular dome-shaped tissue of the eye. It represents a
physical immune barrier, and together with the tear film, provides the anterior ocular refractive surface.
Its transparency is due to the composition and physiology of its cellular constituents [81].

Eye rheum is a medial angle accumulated discharge, independent of any disease. Its composition
consists mainly of leukocytes, neutrophils, and their related proteins. Aggregated neutrophil
extracellular traps (aggNETs) have also been measured in the eye rheum, and it has been concluded
that their presence prevents the spreading of inflammation because they degrade inflammatory
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mediators [82,83]. However, it has been found that chronic accumulation of aggNETs contributes to
inflammation and tissue damage.

7.1. Dry Eye Disease

Dry eye disease (DED) is defined as a multifactorial disease of the ocular surface, characterised by a
loss of homeostasis of the tear film and accompanied by ocular symptoms, in which tear film instability
and hyperosmolarity occurs. Ocular surface inflammation, damage and neurosensory abnormalities
play etiological roles [84]. The dynamic turnover of the corneal epithelium is increased in DED. This is
regulated by apoptosis, which stimulates the immune system, leading to the extracellular DNA (eDNA)
release and NETosis. It has been suggested that, in healthy eyes, the eDNA is cleared by nucleases
contained in tears, but in patients with DED (mainly in severe cases), it has been found to be nuclease
deficient. This permits the tear gathering of eDNA and NETs to trigger and perpetrate inflammation
of the ocular surface [85]. This theory was supported by Tibrewal and colleagues, who reported the
presence of excessive amounts of eDNA in the tear fluid of patients with DED associated with a release
of NETs, which was higher in patients with worse DED, which in turn is associated with hyperosmolar
stress and the deprivation of nucleases [86]. Therefore, a high amount of NETs is expected to be found
on the ocular surface in patients with DED. The outcomes of these studies were supported by Mun
and colleagues, through a pilot clinical trial of recombinant human deoxyribonuclease I (0.1% DNase)
eye drops in patients with DED. After comparing the use of DNase versus placebo eye drops in 41
patients four times a day for eight weeks, they demonstrated a significant reduction in symptomatic
and clinical severity of DED. In relation to the mechanisms previously described, this result could
possibly be explained due to degradation of the NETs [87].

Ocular sicca in chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) has also been related to NETosis. GVHD
is a complication that takes place in patients after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, and ocular
GVHD (oGVHD) is a particular clinical manifestation of chronic GVHD. Clinical signs and symptoms
of oGVHD are related to eyelid disease and tear deficiency. However, it is not considered merely
as a specific form of tear deficiency or dry eye. In fact, oGVHD has different pathophysiology and
treatment than DED, but it is associated with a dysregulated immunity response. Through the analysis
of ocular surface washing from patients with oGVHD, An and colleagues demonstrated an increase in
associated NET-cytokines levels, such as MPO and IL-8, among others, which are well-known to be
chronic inflammation contributors. Also, they showed therapeutic effects of sub-anticoagulant dose
heparin (100 IU/mL) eye drops through the destabilisation and clearance of NETs from the ocular
surface [88], demonstrating the essential role of NETs in oGVHD.

7.2. Infectious Keratitis

The leading cause of monocular blindness worldwide is corneal disease, and infectious keratitis is
among the leading causes of corneal opacities. This pathology is more common among marginalised
populations. The prognosis and clinical outcome of this ocular pathology is determined by the proper
identification of the causative microorganism, as well as effective management.

In comparison with other tissues, the late immune response against infectious microbes could
be significant because of corneal avascularity. The epidemiology of infectious keratitis is related to
the population studied. While in developed countries it is associated with bacterial ulcers, mainly
due to contact lens use, in developing countries, fungi are common causative agents [89]. Several
keratitis cases in contact lens wearers are often caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a Gramm negative
bacterium with a harmful evolution that can cause permanent vision loss. The immune reaction
against Pseudomonas is dominated by neutrophil response, but the infiltration pattern changes upon
the Pseudomonas strain [90,91]. When Shan and colleagues tested the ability of Pseudomonas strains to
release NETs and their vulnerability to be NET-captured, they found that even cytotoxic strains are
better inductors of NETs and are less sensitive to be NET-captured [90]. Since the first description of
NETs made by Brinkmann in 2004, the antimicrobial properties of NETs were described and explained
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through degradation of virulence factors and bacteria killing [2]. Current data has explained some NET
evasion mechanisms in keratitis are caused by Pseudomonas strains. Pseudomonas employs virulence
factors, like the type-3 secretion system (T3SS). T3SS also forms biofilms through Psl exopolysaccharide
and favours bacterium NET escape. The inefficacy of neutrophils to penetrate Pseudomonas biofilm leads
to the production and release of NETs as an attempt to avoid bacteria spreading [92]. The shedding of
outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) contributes to avoid Pseudomonas linking to NETs; thus, the shedding
of OMVs as a possible therapeutic target should be considered [93].

Mycotic keratitis is usually developed from corneal injury due to agricultural work or, less
frequently, in contact lens users. Ulcers caused by fungi have worse outcomes than bacterial
ulcers [93]. Although neutrophils can clear conidia fungi forms by phagocytosis, the hyphae of fungi
are too large to be cleared by this mechanism, and NET release has been reported as a capture and
kill neutrophil machinery in yeast and hyphal forms. Jin and colleagues studied the relationship
between the quantification of NETs and the prognosis of fungal keratitis in vivo. They studied and
measured DNA-releasing neutrophils in 14 patients with clinical and final diagnostic biopsy of fungal
keratitis, in which the culture was positive for Fusarium sp., Aspergylus sp., Candida, and Alternaria sp.
They demonstrated the existence of NETs in different stages from day 2 to day 22, suggesting their
role in the entire stage of this infectious pathology, but they did not find any relationship between the
number of NETs and the size of the ulcer. However, they did identify a close relationship between the
patient response to therapy and the quantity of NETs [93].

8. Corneal Injuries and Repair

Due to its location, the cornea is susceptible to possible injuries like abrasions, burns, infections,
and de-epithelisation. Depending on the damage, those stimuli can trigger the corneal wound healing
process, impacting on the tissue transparency and, in some cases, producing permanent impairment of
vision [94]. As previously studied, the exacerbated production of NETs offers the basis for the progress
and preservation of inflammation. We have previously reported that NET release is presented in a
rabbit corneal alkali burn, and intracameral injection of human amniotic mesenchymal stem cells
(hAM-MSC) was able to significantly inhibit NET release. hAM-MSC were also able to reduce the
number of inflammatory cells and infiltrated neutrophil, as well as neovascularisation and corneal
opacity. These effects are attributable to their immunosuppressive molecules [95].

9. Uveitis

Uveitis refers to a group of eye diseases that are defined by intraocular inflammation, specifically
affecting the uveal tract, which compromises the iris, ciliary body, and choroid [96]. It also includes
other inflammation of adjacent intraocular structures, such as the retina, vitreous, and optic nerve
and, depending on the severity, can generate imminently harmful ocular injuries [97]. Uveitis can
be acute, chronic, or recurrent, infectious or non-infectious, granulomatous or non-granulomatous,
and unilateral or bilateral [98,99].

The main non-infectious causes of uveitis are acute anterior uveitis, Behçet’s disease (BD),
Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada (VKH), and juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA), among others. Interestingly, it
has been described that in non-infectious uveitis, the immune response is the main responsible cause [100].

The main infectious aetiologies of uveitis include pathogens like the herpes virus, Toxoplasma gondii,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and Treponema pallidum [99], among others. To date, it is estimated that
uveitis is responsible for about 10% of legal blindness in the United States per year. The socioeconomic
impact of uveitis lies in the main affected age group being the young and middle working-age
population; thus, the patients are usually economically active [101,102].

BD is a systemic vasculitis that affects arteries or veins [103]. Clinical features consist of
recurrent oral and genital ulcers associated with inflammatory manifestations with skin, eyes, joints,
gastrointestinal, and central nervous system involvement. It is histologically diagnosed by an intense
neutrophilic infiltrate. There are reports that describe an inappropriate hyperactivity of neutrophils
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by cytokines and other molecules that produce increased volumes of superoxide anion via NADPH
oxidase (Nox2) [103,104]. Clinical criteria for ocular BD diagnosis include anterior and posterior ocular
segment involvement: uveitis, hypopyon iritis and retinitis. The wide range of ocular BD features
include mild to severe clinical conditions. The most common anterior segment BD manifestation is
bilateral non-granulomatous anterior uveitis, usually associated with transient hypopyon, that responds
to topical steroid treatments. Posterior segment presentation includes retinitis, vitritis, and retinal
vasculitis, which can provoke complications such as cystoid macular oedema and retinal ischaemia,
with subsequent retinal neovascularization [105]. In a study conducted by Safi and colleagues, it was
described that patients with BD had vasculitis as a result of a high release of NETs. It is also mentioned
that 58% of patients had ocular manifestations, such as anterior uveitis, posterior uveitis, and panuveitis,
among others [106], suggesting an active role of NETs release in BD aetiopathogenesis. In another
study conducted by Perazzio and colleagues, they studied how the neutrophils from patients with
severe BD showed up before and after PMA stimulation, with an increase in their oxidative burst
activity via a CD40-dependent phosphoinositide 3-kinase/NF-κB pathway. This was compared with
cells from patients with mild manifestations of BD [107]. This provided the basis for this team to
study the effect of the soluble CD40 ligand (sCD40L), a member of the TNF family, in relation to the
release of NETs. This soluble form of CD40 is related to the antigen-presenting cell process, T-cell
activation, and platelet aggregation [107,108]. Current data has shown a rise of sCD40L serum levels
in BD patients. Recently, Perazzio and colleagues demonstrated a significant increase of NET release
and reactive oxygen species production after neutrophil stimulation with sCD40L and a decrease by
blocking this molecule [107]. This indicates an active function of this molecule as a possible target for
the treatment for BD or other related NET releasing pathologies.

Although increased NET release has been studied in systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid
arthritis, there are no current studies of NET release and its association with ocular manifestations of
these diseases [50,53]. We consider BD as ocular symptoms that are required criteria for the diagnoses.

10. Vitreoretinal Pathologies

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the main causes of avoidable bilateral blindness
worldwide [109–111]. It has been considered as a microvascular complication related to diabetes
mellitus, and its diagnosis and classification is based on visible vascular lesions on the retina. There are
two main stages—non-proliferative DR (NPDR) and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR). In the
first stage of PDR, microaneurysms, retinal haemorrhages, and vascular tortuosity are present in the
ophthalmoscopical examination, while in the second stage, frank neovascularization is found [111].
An important additional categorisation in DR is diabetic macular oedema (DME), which is a fluid
accumulation into the neural retina that leads to abnormal retinal thickening and often cystoid
oedema of the macula [111]. It is one of the major complications of DR [112]. The hallmark of
DR pathophysiology lies in the compromised integrity of blood–retinal barrier (BRB). It has been
described that long-term hyperglycaemia promotes an increase in vascular capillary permeability,
letting neutrophils pass through it, infiltrating choroid and retina and therefore enabling retinopathy
progression, which is caused by this chronic inflammation condition [113,114].

Within the pathophysiology of DR there are reports of pro-inflammatory molecules, as well as
growth factors involved in the exacerbation of the disease. Several inflammatory cytokines, such
as IL-1ß, IL-6, IL-8, tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
(MCP-1), have been reported as elevated in vitreous samples from NPDR patients [115]. In contrast,
another study of patients with PDR described elevated levels of pro inflammatory cytokines, IL-1ß, IL-6,
IL8, and CCL2. However, they reported that IL-10 was similar to that obtained in the controls [116].

Some important factors such as endothelin 1 (EDN1, also called ET-1), vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF), and TNF-α have been involved in the inflammatory reactivity and neovascularisation
of PDR. By another hand, in patients with DME, it has been found that the levels of angiopoietin-2
(ANg2), an important modulator of angiogenesis of VEGF, is elevated in comparison to controls [111].
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In recent years, the use of therapy based on intravitreal injection of anti-vascular endothelial growth
factor (anti-VEGF) drugs has become the first line of treatment for PDR [112]. In order to describe
another therapy, experiments in vitro have demonstrated that corticosteroids also modulate vascular
permeability by suppressing the production of VEGF mRNA, VEGF-mediated protein expression, and
VEGF receptor in human cell cultures, macrophages, and endothelial cells [112].

As aforementioned, DME is the major complication in PDR; thus, treatment alternatives have
been investigated. Intravitreal steroid administration has shown to be an alternative to anti-VEGF
drugs in treatment of naïve eyes affected by DME. This reduced the frequency of anti-VEGF intravitreal
injections in patients with coronary diseases, for whom anti-VEGF agents are contraindicated [112,117].

Certain studies associated NET release as a factor involved in the pathogenesis of DR. Wang and
colleagues showed that neutrophils from diabetic patients, especially in PDR, are able to promote
spontaneous release of NETs and that neutrophils of healthy controls are able to release NETs when they
are stimulated by high glucose levels. They also studied the association between high glucose-induced
NETosis and NADPH oxidase-derived ROS pathways [113].

Although it has been studied and reported that high glucose medium can increase NET release in vivo
and in vitro [118], it has even been reported that levels of NET markers are independent factors for diabetic
retinopathy [119]; yet, the molecular mechanisms that stimulate its release has not been clearly elucidated.

The existence of NETosis has been reported in ocular inflammation induced by proinflammatory
cytokines in a mouse model and in samples obtained via standard pars plana vitrectomy of diabetic
patients with PDR. In the same study, they confirmed the presence of NETs, and these authors proved
in their mouse model that NETs can be degraded with DNase I, which has been reported to help in
clinical NETs association when used as eye drops [86].

Barliya and colleagues have demonstrated the existence of NET release in a mouse model and
human samples. They injected two well-known inflammatory cytokines, IL-8 and TNF-α, into murine
eyes as NET inductors. NETosis was measured by considering specific marker staining for MPO, NE,
and H3Cit. They found aggregate neutrophils in anterior and posterior chambers with NET staining
markers. Their results confirmed eDNA through the inhibition of H3Cit staining when DNAase
treatment was applied. In the same study, the authors analysed vitreous human samples of diabetic
patients with proliferative retinopathy that underwent vitrectomy and correlated NET release with
the severity of the disease. As expected, they reported that those patients with worse clinical features
showed a higher release of NETs [120].

11. Age Macular Degeneration

Age macular degeneration (AMD) is an acquired central retina degeneration and the leading cause
of irreversible visual impairment in elderly people. Within its aetiology, environmental factors are
well-described as triggers for the disease in both of its forms: dry or atrophic and exudative or neovascular
“wet” AMD. The latter is less frequent but the most serious because it causes severe visual loss [121].

The pathogenesis of neovascular AMD is multifactorial; however, it is well-known that the hallmark
of macular oedema is the breakdown of the blood retinal barrier (BRB), which leads to vascular leakage.
This condition is common in retinal diseases, such as diabetic retinopathy, cystoid macular oedema,
ischaemic retinal vein occlusion and some forms of posterior uveitis [122]. The breakdown of the
BRB facilitates immune cell infiltration, as previous reports show [123]. Although the molecular
mechanisms are not well-understood, it has been reported in histopathological studies of AMD eyes that
the presence of “drusen”, lipoproteinaceous undigested products of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
exist between the RPE and Bruch’s membrane, as well as basal laminar deposits, which are remarkably
related to choroidal neovascularisation [124]. Histological reports of these infiltrates have proven
the existence of complement molecules like C3, C5b-9, and the membrane attack complex (MAC),
as well as macrophages that, due to TNF stimulation, initiate VEGF production by RPE [121,125].
The retina is susceptible to these factors and produces inflammatory cytokines such as VEGF and tissue
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factors that induce fibrin growth, which act as a platform for Choroidal Neovascularisation (CNV)
development [121].

Furthermore, it is known that VEGF not only contributes to vascular dysfunctions, but acts as
a pro-inflammatory molecule, as long as it endorses the expression of inflammatory cytokines like
IL-8 [126], a biomarker of NET release, and promotes ROS production derived from NADPH oxidase
in turn [115]. VEGF is also a regulator of angiogenesis and a main contributor of macular oedema
development either in AMD or DR. While the molecular pathogenesis of these pathologies is different,
they have a background of inflammatory microenvironment in common [111,127].

Although there is no current data of NETosis related to AMD, as previously mentioned, there is a
study on a diabetic rat model where the existence of NETs was demonstrated in eye tissues, specifically
vitreous body and retina. Their presence was justified by peripheral neutrophils that had infiltrated
when BRB broke. In the same study, authors reported a reduction in NETs release after anti-VEGF
therapy [113]. As shown, the research field on AMD is promising.

12. Future Perspectives

The overall aim of this review has been to condense current data of NETs related to healthy eyes
and ocular diseases. As demonstrated, the better the understanding of molecular processes during
inflammation, the better the assessment of intervention pathways to control it.

Future work concerns taking a deeper approach of NET release mechanisms and molecules
involved, in order to obtain new proposals that help with the diagnosis, prognosis and management of
ocular pathologies.

A better understanding of NETosis triggers during diseases may aid in discovering new therapeutic
potential interventions based on ocular molecular components. Therapeutic interventions centred on
clearing NETs as well as inhibiting their signalling molecules could yield innovative targets to work with.

Molecule systems involved in NET release production should be a focus of future research.
Assessment of those molecular changes implicated in the NET release process will provide new insights
into the pathogenesis and therefore the potential management of a wide range of diseases.

A schematic summary is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Neutrophil extracellular traps in eye. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are involved in
several diseases in eye. NETs are associated with the pathophysiological mechanism, contributing
to the exacerbation of the disease in some cases, such as diabetic retinopathy, in corneal diseases for
instance, dry eye disease (DED), another disease is uveitis. However, a benefit of the NETs in eye,
we can see it in the eye rheum, in which the NETs prevent the spread of inflammation. AggNETS:
Aggregated neutrophil extracellular traps; eDNA: extracellular DNA; DED: Dry eye disease. Created
with: biorender.com.
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Abstract: Neutrophils are key cells of the immune system and have a decisive role in fighting foreign
pathogens in infectious diseases. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) consist of a mesh of DNA
enclosing antimicrobial peptides and histones that are released into extracellular space following
neutrophil response to a wide range of stimuli, such as pathogens, host-derived mediators and
drugs. Neutrophils can remain functional after NET formation and are important for periodontal
homeostasis. Periodontitis is an inflammatory multifactorial disease caused by a dysbiosis state
between the gingival microbiome and the immune response of the host. The pathogenesis of
periodontitis includes an immune-inflammatory component in which impaired NET formation
and/or elimination can be involved, contributing to an exacerbated inflammatory reaction and to the
destruction of gingival tissue. In this review, we summarize the current knowledge about the role of
NETs in the pathogenesis of periodontitis.

Keywords: innate immunity; periodontitis; neutrophil functions; neutrophil extracellular traps

1. Periodontitis

Periodontitis is a chronic inflammatory disease that affects the tooth-supporting tissues and
exhibits a wide range of clinical, microbiological and immunological manifestations. It is associated
with, and caused by, a multifaceted dynamic interaction among specific infectious agents, host immune
responses, hazardous environmental exposure and genetic propensity [1]. The process of developing
the disease starts with the accumulation of a complex bacterial biofilm. The composition of this biofilm
has been estimated in approximately 700 species [2]. This biofilm creates a coat for the dental root and
its structure is capable of protecting against antimicrobial substances. In healthy subjects, there is a
homeostasis between the periodontium and the host response. However, when the plaque biofilm
persists in a susceptible host it generates an inflammatory reaction that causes a dysbiosis, where
periodontal pathogens thrive [3]. This leads to a chronic inflammatory state, which consequentially
causes the destruction of the connective tissue. The process can progress to destroying surrounding
support tissues—gingiva, cementum, periodontal ligament and alveolar bone—and eventually end in
the loss of the affected teeth [4].

As a result of gingivitis, the bacteria penetrate the sulcus between the gum and the tooth, and
then attack the gum attachment to progress deeper along the root. During this migration, toxins
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produced by bacteria and consequent inflammatory reactions will irreversibly destroy the attachment
and the tooth-supporting tissues. This leads to the formation of periodontal pockets, which are located
between the deep periodontal tissues and the tooth and are considered to be the main clinical feature
of periodontitis [5].

The frequency and severity of periodontitis increases with age, with incidence peaking around the
age of 60 [6]. Periodontitis is considered the main cause of tooth loss in people older than 40, having a
higher prevalence than caries [7]. A high prevalence of periodontitis has been reported, with more
than 47% of adults (more than 60 million) in the USA affected, and the prevalence continues to grow
every year [8,9].

Periodontal inflammation is characterized by a chronic inflammatory infiltrate of varying intensity.
This infiltrate is mainly composed of lymphocytes, plasma cells and macrophages distributed in patches
on the lamina propria, frequently surrounding vascular structures [10]. Neutrophils are abundant in
the periodontal inflammatory-immune response infiltrate and are considered a first-line cell defense
mechanism against bacterial invasion [11]. However, in a susceptible host in which neutrophils
do not properly contribute to the restraint of the invading bacteria, the homeostasis between the
biofilm and the host response is altered, leading to an increase in tissue destruction [12,13]. Due to
this immune-inflammatory component, periodontitis has been related to several systemic diseases,
including rheumatoid arthritis (RA) [14]. Previous studies have indicated that neutrophils derived
from patients with periodontitis are hyperactive and have an increased activity and production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in response to a microbial invasion [15].

2. Periodontal Neutrophils

Neutrophils are the most abundant cell type of the granulocyte family (95%) and represent 50%
to 70% of the blood leukocytes [11], approximately (1–2) × 1011 neutrophils are produced daily and
released from the bone marrow into the bloodstream [16]. Peripheral blood neutrophils are eventually
recruited from the bloodstream into the site of the infection. Naturally present in the oral cavity,
neutrophils attach to the endothelial cells through the interaction with selectin and integrin receptors;
by extravasation they abandon the bloodstream and migrate from the periodontal sulcus into the
oral cavity. In case of infection, neutrophils are the first of the immune cells to arrive at the site
through periodontal tissues and into gingival crevices as part of normal immune control. Although
neutrophils are one of the predominant immune cells present in the oral cavity, T cells in periodontal
tissue constitute the prevalent immune cell type [17]. Additionally, oral neutrophils have been found
to show different chemotactic and antimicrobial functions than circulating neutrophils [18,19].

Mutations in genes affecting neutrophil differentiation and egression from the bone marrow
have been related to periodontitis. Severe periodontitis has been described in patients with Severe
Congenital Neutropenia due to mutations in the neutrophil elastase (NE) ELA2/ELANE or the
HAX1 gene (hematopoietic cell-specific Lyn substrate) 1-associated gene X1 [20]. Patients with
warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, immunodeficiency and myelokathexis (WHIM) syndrome have
been reported to present with severe periodontitis [21,22]. WHIM is an autosomal dominant
immunodeficiency caused by mutations in the CXCR4 chemokine receptor leading to defects in
neutrophil exiting from the bone marrow.

Different neutrophil defects have been described affecting all stages of neutrophil recruitment and
extravasation to periodontal tissue: tethering, rolling, adhesion and endothelial transmigration [23,24].
Most notably, leukocyte adhesion deficiency-I (LAD-I) immunodeficiency, which alters neutrophil
extravasation into tissues, presents with periodontitis [25]. LAD-I results from mutation in the
CD18 gene [26] preventing normal integrin dimerization and leukocyte adhesion and extravasation.
Endothelial cell-derived developmental endothelial locus-1 (DEL-1) inhibits neutrophil adhesion to
the endothelial cells [27] thereby restraining neutrophil transmigration; consequently, both DEL-1
upregulation and deficiency have been related to periodontitis [28].
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Periodontitis is associated with reduced neutrophil chemotaxis. Dysfunctional neutrophil
chemotaxis may predispose patients with periodontitis to disease by increasing tissue transit times,
thereby exacerbating neutrophil-mediated collateral host tissue damage [29]. The absence of tissue
neutrophils due to defective recruitment and extravasation [23] can also lead to persistent periodontal
inflammation and bone loss [30,31]. Both an excessive presence or absence of neutrophils in the tissue
can lead to periodontitis, indicating how important neutrophil balance is in periodontal homeostasis.
A comprehensive understanding of defective neutrophil behavior in periodontitis would help in the
development of new therapeutic approaches.

3. Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs)

3.1. NET Formation

Neutrophils contribute to host defense at sites of tissue injury by patroling through the circulatory
system [32]. The function of eliminating invading pathogens in periodontal tissues is mediated through
ROS production, phagocytosis, extracellular and intracellular degranulation [11] and most recently
neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) production. Brinkmann first described NETs as bactericidal traps,
disarming and promoting the elimination of extracellular bacteria [33]. The formation of NETs involves
the extrusion of nuclear chromatin into the extracellular space through the rupture of the nuclear
and plasma membranes, and this extruded chromatin is embedded with cytoplasmic granule-derived
proteins [34]. The term NETosis has been used in the past years to describe the combination of NET
formation and neutrophil death [35]. However, concerns have been raised and the use of this term
has been discouraged in some reports, and other terms such as “NET formation” or “NETotic cell
death” have been proposed [36,37]. NETs are web-like structures of decondensed nuclear chromatin
fibers combined with various antimicrobial compounds, including histones and antimicrobial peptides
(AMPs) from azurophilic granules, specific granules and tertiary granules (gelatinase) released out
of the neutrophil after activation. These AMPs were found to be effective not only against bacterial
species but also against viruses, fungi and other microorganisms [38,39].

Many stimuli have been revealed to induce NET formation, such as viruses, fungi, parasites and
host-derived components, such as cytokines and activated platelets [40]. Three main forms of NET
formation have been identified. The classical form of NET formation is defined as a programmed cell
death, different from necrosis and apoptosis, characterized by disruption of the nuclear membrane
that lasts from two to four hours, which gives neutrophils the ability to fight pathogens beyond
their lifespan. NET formation starts with the recognition of several stimuli (e.g., bacteria, fungi,
viruses) through neutrophil receptors (such as toll-like receptors (TLRs), IgG-Fc receptors and cytokine
receptors) [41]. Then, the mobilization of stored calcium ions from the endoplasmic reticulum would
also be crucial for the process, the calcium being necessary for the citrullination of the histones and
for the activation of protein-arginine deiminase 4 (PAD4) and the release of ROS [42]. The histone
deamination by PAD4 is known as a major event in the decondensation of chromatin and the release
of NET. ROS play an essential part in promoting the breakdown of the nuclear membrane. NE and
deferoxamine are involved in the further decondensation of the nuclear chromatin phenomenon [43].
In addition, NE and myeloperoxidase are dismissed from azurophilic granules and then translocate
into the nucleus. Then the nuclear chromatin is extruded into the extracellular space; suicidal NETosis
can be recognized microscopically by the presence of disrupted neutrophils in the tissue (Figure 1).
NET extrusion from cell death would cause damage of periodontal tissues through an autoimmune
phenomenon [44]. However, in 2012, Pilsczek et al. offered another mechanism and stated that the
neutrophils formed NETs during highly developed infection with Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus),
but the neutrophils are still viable, and have the normal function of vital neutrophils in terms of
phagocytosis and other purposes. NET formation involves the use of vesicles that carry the chromatin
without extracellular release of DNA [45]. This phenomenon is very rapid; it takes place between 5 and
60 min after stimulation and does not involve NADPH oxidase. In this second form, called vital NET
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formation, neutrophils create NETs but there is no breakdown of the plasma or nuclear membranes [46].
More recently, NET formation from mitochondrial DNA in viable neutrophils has been described [47];
mitochondrial DNA is released instead of nuclear DNA. Mitochondrial NET formation is not related to
cell death but is dependent on ROS formation [47]. Mitochondrial NETs are identified in neutrophils
within 15 min when stimulated with C5a or lipopolysaccharide (LPS). These findings are not in line
with those of Brinkmann et al., who stated that NET formation leads inexorably to the death of the
neutrophil [48]; moreover, it is not clear whether the mitochondrial DNA content would be enough for
the amount of DNA detected in the traps [40]. The mechanisms that result in the formation of NETs
through the release of mitochondrial DNA or through viable cells are still unknown. Interestingly,
mitochondrial NETs may be a faster antimicrobial mechanism, which allows cells to remain viable and
to prevent the extrusion of phagocytosed bacteria [49], an event that to our knowledge has not yet
been studied in relation with periodontitis.

 

Figure 1. Transmission electron microscopy micrograph from a gingival tissue sample with periodontitis.
An emptied disrupted neutrophil alongside an intact one are shown. Scale bar, 2¦Ìm.

3.2. Microbicidal Effects of NETs

Since 2004, many studies have highlighted the ability of NETs to participate in destroying infectious
agents, such as bacteria, parasites, fungi and more recently viruses. Bacteria are powerful stimuli
that activate the release of NETs [50]. NETs can trap microorganisms and slow their spread from the
initial site of infection, probably through the electrostatic interactions between cationic components of
NETs and the anionic surface of the pathogen [48]. NETs can also inactivate the virulence factors of
pathogenic microorganisms; whose function is to modify and destroy the host cells. This had already
been confirmed in the first evidence on NETs, where extracellular NE as a component of NETs actively
targeted bacterial virulence factors of Shigella spp., such as the adhesin IcsA protein and the invasion
plasmid antigen B. The antimicrobial activity of NETs depends on the structure of the NETs, as it
provides a high local concentration of proteins with anti-infectious activity in the direct proximity of
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the trapped pathogen [33]. These proteins’ proteases include enzymes such as antimicrobial peptides
and lysozyme. Histones, the most abundant proteins of NETs, also possess a strong ability to kill
microorganisms. NETs are involved in the elimination of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
Among Gram-positive bacteria, S. aureus can be destroyed by a mechanism dependent on peroxidase
activity of the NET’s MPO [51]. NETs can also kill Gram-negative bacteria, including Shigella flexneri,
Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium [34].

3.3. Microorganisms’ Strategies to Escape the Action of NETs

Identifying strategies to escape NETs in various microorganisms highlights the long coexistence
of neutrophils and infectious agents in evolution, as well as the importance of this mechanism
for combating infections [50]. Among these strategies, some bacteria produce DNases and other
extracellular nucleases in order to destroy the DNA backbone of NETs and therefore evade
this mechanism. This has been demonstrated with S. aureus [52] and Streptococcus pneumonia
(S. Pneumonia) [53]. DNase production has been reported by a wide range of periodontal bacterial
species and this expression appeared to be a trait in species that have been classically considered
as periodontal pathogens, such as species from red (Porphyromonas gingivalis (P. gingivalis) and
Tannerella forsythia (T. forsythia)), orange (Fusobacterium nucleatum (F. nucleatum), Prevotella intermedia
(P. intermedia) and Prevotella nigrescens (P. nigrescens)) and yellow (Streptococcus gordonii (S. gordonii))
microbial complexes. As P. gingivalis is one of the most important periodontal pathogens, the DNase
expression of six different strains was analyzed, showing all of them had different degrees of DNase
activity [54]. P. gingivalis is a potent inducer of NET formation that is mediated by gingipains, but
its proteolytical activity has shown to inactivate the bactericidal components of NETs through the
activation of protease-activated receptor-2 [55]. Several mutant and wild-type strains of P. gingivalis
have been analyzed and their results showed that mutant strains induced a characteristic NET
formation [56]. P. intermedia has also shown a strong nuclease activity when compared with other
periodontal bacterial species, suggesting that this species could have a major role in the biofilm
ability to evade the action of NETs. In the same study, another major periodontal pathogen such as
Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (A. actinomycetemcomitans) showed no DNase activity [57].

3.4. Removal of NETs

Many investigations about the removal of NETs have been published recently. While the
investigations appreciated that the removal of NETs is essential for tissue homeostasis, the processes
involved and time required in removing NETs are not well understood. In 2010, it was reported that
NETs produced in vitro were stable for over 90 h. DNase 1 is one of the mechanisms responsible for
NET degradation, and the presence of DNase 1 inhibitors or anti-NET antibodies that also blocked the
access of the enzyme would be responsible for the removal of impaired NETs in cases of autoimmune
diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus [58]. NETs are degraded by macrophages through
lysosomic action. However, the whole specific nuclease pathway involved in this process remains
difficult to find. A key to this process is that the mechanism of NET removal is similar to that of
apoptosis, whereby macrophages do not release pro-inflammatory cytokines [59]. Recently it has been
reported that NET degradation is increased in treated periodontitis patients, what indicates that NET
degradation contributes to a decreased pro-inflammatory state [60,61].

4. NETs and Periodontitis

4.1. NETs in Periodontitis Studies

In Table 1, we summarize the articles to date that have studied the role of NETs in periodontitis.
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With regard to previous results published by our group, we were able to characterize NETs in
tissue samples with periodontitis and gingivitis using immunofluorescence, immunohistochemistry
and electron microscopy analysis (Figure 2). The comparison of periodontitis and gingivitis showed
that NET composition changed, and the general expression of citrullinated histone H3 was found to be
higher in gingivitis. These findings suggested that the potential role of NETs in periodontitis may be
associated with early and more acute phases of the inflammatory process [63].

Figure 2. Micrographs from gingivitis (A,C) and periodontitis (B,D) gingival tissue samples.
Immunostaining of citrullinated histone H3 (A,B) and MPO (C,D) are shown. Although citrullinated
histone H3 expression did not differ between gingivitis and periodontitis (A,B), a higher MPO expression
in gingivitis compared to periodontitis was found. This suggested that NET formation might be more
associated with gingivitis. Scale bar, 50 μm.

Previous investigations (see Table 1) showed that periodontitis led to an increased formation of
ROS and NETs. In addition, interferon alpha (IFN-α) was found in significant amounts in periodontitis
patients. This mediator is very important for stimulating NET formation and the periodontal pocket
provides ideal O2 levels and pH for ROS formation [75]. Thus, for all the previous reasons this provides
a friendly environment for ROS formation. Investigations suggest that the loss of bone and progression
of disease depend on the nature of the inflammatory response of the patient and the type of pathogen.

4.2. Microbial Agents Alter NET Formation

Lipopolysaccharide is a key component of Gram-negative bacterial cell walls, where it maintains
the structural integrity, stability and negative charge of the bacteria. LPS does not have the capacity to
directly induce neutrophils to release NETs; however, there is a growing belief that LPS can activate
platelets, which subsequently initiate NET release. It has recently been discovered that TLR4 is present
on platelets, which is indicative of platelets having the capacity to recognize and respond to LPS from
Gram-negative bacteria [76]. Early studies identified P. gingivalis, Agregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans
and Tannerella forsythia as causative agents in periodontal disease and found them to be involved in
NET-related processes [77]. NET formation is dependent on the activation of protease-activated receptor
2 (PAR2) by P. gingivalis-derived proteases. P. gingivalis is found in the oral cavity, where it is implicated
in periodontal disease. Furthermore, a novel role has also been demonstrated for proteases as bacterial
virulence factors antagonizing the antibacterial activity of NETs [55]. Additionally, the suggested
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generation of NETs in the periodontium leads to increased inflammation and can be considered another
virulence strategy used by P. gingivalis. The presentation of intracellular self-antigens modified by
gingipains may have immunological consequences, as the excessive presentation of cryptic antigens
creates a developed part of systemic diseases associated with periodontitis [78]. Hirschfeld et al.
indicated that some bacteria (Propionibacterium acnes, Veillonella parvula and Streptococcus gordonii) led to
an enhancement of NET-derived DNA production, via NADPH oxidase-independent mechanisms [71].
It was previously mentioned in this review that NET formation depends strongly on the formation
of ROS for its release. Periodontal bacteria produce DNases that reduce NET release levels, and
pathogen colonization might increase in the periodontal tissue. Most aggressive pathogens release
DNase, disseminating NET contents that lead to the liberation of their antimicrobial components in the
surrounding tissue, resulting in a harmful effect on periodontal tissue [54].

As neutrophils are the major and first immune cell to reach the infected area, they are involved in
the initial steps of the inflammatory response. Therefore, neutrophils are a determinant component of
the immune response in periodontal status [15]. It is reasonable to assume that NET production or
effectiveness in periodontitis may be reduced, a reduction in the effectiveness of the NET function
would allow easier bacterial infiltration of periodontal tissues, leading to more inflammatory response
in the infected area and resulting in tissue destruction. The digestion of NETs via DNase leads to the
liberation of NET-associated antimicrobial peptides, which in turn leads to more tissue destruction [44].

4.3. Defective Neutrophils and Impaired NET Formation in Periodontitis

Previous evidence has already shown that neutrophils show hyperactivity to bacterial species
found in subgingival plaque and an upregulated ROS release [15,79]. Neutrophils in healthy periodontal
tissue are moved towards dental biofilms, in which they are stimulated by oral bacteria and their
components to form NETs. The migrated oral neutrophil is a viable cell with a hyperactive phenotype,
as evidenced by the increased adhesion and internalization of microbes and 13 times more NET
formation capacity than the circulating neutrophils [18]. In 2017, Hirschfeld et al. suggested that the
variability in neutrophils, such as deficiencies in the number or abnormal function of neutrophils
toward various bacteria, might contribute to the pathogenesis of periodontal disease [71]. Periodontitis
patients presented with over four times higher oral neutrophil counts compared to healthy periodontal
tissue, which was a predictor for protease activity. More oral neutrophils were apoptotic in periodontitis
patients than in healthy ones [80,81]. The neutrophil-mediated antimicrobial action fails to stop the
bacteria in cases of periodontitis, leading to tissue damage and destruction of both bacterial and
immune origin. NET formation is also considered a potential factor changing the influence of the
individual course of periodontitis [82]. Periodontitis in Papillon–Lefèvre (PLS) syndrome arises from
the failure to eliminate periodontal pathogens because of cathepsin C deficiency [83]. PLS neutrophils
reduced the capacity for NET production, characterized by the absence of the NET-related proteins
such as chorionic gonadotropin, MPO and NE. ROS formation was higher in PLS [72]. The failure of
activities of neutrophil antimicrobial proteins might maintain the stimulus for the wrongful recruiting
of highly responsive neutrophils in periodontal tissues, providing a reasonable explanation for the
acute inflammation and bone loss that characterize PLS periodontitis patients [84,85]. Interestingly,
individuals with PLS do not suffer any systemic infections—rarely are there any skin abscesses.
Therefore, the defects of neutrophils appear to be localized in areas of the human body more susceptible
to a direct and chronic bacterial challenge, such as the oral cavity [86].

This hyper-reactivity may come from the excessive NET formation in response to periodontal
pathogens and/or local mediators [66]. The implication of the neutrophils and their enzymes is
supported by the fact that high levels of NETs remain in the tissue for an extended period. In addition,
this supports the hypothesis that NET formation is dependent on ROS formation, which has been
shown to be higher in periodontitis [15]. The neutrophil function in periodontitis may be a key
determinant of the patient’s periodontal health status.
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In addition, increased neutrophil ROS formation is associated with elevated IFNα levels in
periodontitis, indicating that this class of signaling proteins is also important in NET formation [75,87].
High levels of NETs within periodontal tissue could stimulate an autoimmune response, resulting
in augmented neutrophil levels and causing more tissue destruction [73]. This hypothesis of NETs’
hyperactivity in periodontitis is supported by Vitkov et al. They investigated NETs in exudate samples
from the gingiva of periodontitis patients and compared the results with previous examinations of
abscesses. In addition, they found that the samples collected had high levels of NETs and that in seven
samples 22 trapped bacteria were associated with the NETs. In addition, based on the use of electron
microscopy and analysis of gingival biopsies, patients with chronic periodontitis showed the presence
of NETs [69]. In a recent study from the same authors, they hypothesize that there is a dissemination
phenomenon of bacterial species, LPS and antigens citrullinated by NETs from the infected periodontal
tissue. This dissemination could contribute to exacerbated autoimmune diseases such as RA via the
activation of TLR receptors [78]. Therefore, both mechanisms of NET formation may be responsible
for tissue destruction [88]. The impaired degradation of NETs and the escape of pathogens from the
effect of NETs by virulence factors leads to a response from neutrophils, upregulating the release of
NETs, resulting in the immobilization and localization of neutrophils instead of trapping bacteria,
which leads to tissue destruction [34] (Figure 3).

Figure 3. NET release. NET formation may be one of the main neutrophil functions in periodontal tissue.
NET production starts with chromatin decondensation, which is then embedded with cytoplasmic
antimicrobial peptide granules. NETs are then released into the extracellular space after cell membrane
rupture to exert their antimicrobial effect and later removed from the tissue. If NET removal fails,
persistent high levels of NETs could cause damage to periodontal tissues.
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5. Role of NETs in Systemic Diseases

The formation of NETs could promote thrombosis via histones [61]. NETs in combination with
platelets may damage the blood vessels during sepsis, destroying endothelial cells and causing vascular
occlusions [76,89]. On the other hand, it has been reported that NETs might promote the implantation
of metastases through the uptake of circulating malignant cells [90]. Garley et al. indicated in 2018 that
the neutrophils of patients with oral inflammation with stage I/II cancer produce increased formation
of NETs compared to the neutrophils of healthy humans. However, the amount of NETs in stage
III/IV cancer patients was lower than the amount of NETs in inflammation and early-stage cancer
patients [91].

NETs have been described as a source of auto-antigens in various autoimmune diseases, such as
vasculitis, lupus, psoriasis and RA [92]. NETs exhibit proteins normally restricted to the interior of the
granules, nucleus or cytoplasm. This exposure would result in immunization against self-antigens
and create autoimmune disorders. For example, in anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated
vasculitis, proteinase 3 and MPO are self-antigens targeted by auto-antibodies, and these two enzymes
are associated with NETs [93]. NETs have also been shown to have adverse effects in pre-eclampsia,
where placenta-derived cytokine-activated neutrophils activated NET extrusion. NETs were found in
the intervillous space of placental tissue samples [94]. In atherosclerosis, dendritic cell activation by
NETs is similar to that which occurs in lupus, and these dendritic cells are one of the cell populations
found in atheromatous plaques [95].

The Relationship between Rheumatoid Arthritis, Periodontitis and NETs

Periodontitis and RA are considered to be two chronic inflammatory diseases with a common
pathogenesis. RA is an autoimmune inflammatory disease defined by the destruction and inflammation
of joints and internal organs in which citrullination is a central feature leading to the generation
of auto-antibodies to citrullinated protein antigens. In periodontitis, citrullination either by NET
formation or P. gingivalis-derived peptydil arginine deiminase activity has been suggested [96], although
citrullination independent of oral bacteria has also been reported [97]. Evidence has suggested that
citrullinated antigens in RA are mostly derived from NETs [98]. Patients with periodontitis may
have RA and vice versa [99]. A recent publication has suggested that periodontal indices such as
gingival index, probing pocket depth (PPD) and bleeding on probing (BOP) have positive relationships
with RA. Anti-P. gingivalis antibody levels were associated with BOP, PPD and GI and the severity of
periodontitis; thus, increasing the values of periodontitis indices could be a sign of advanced disease
development in RA patients [100]. In addition, a high level of anti-P. gingivalis antibody could be
regarded as a warning sign in RA patients suffering from periodontitis [101]. Non-surgical periodontal
treatment has shown to improve symptoms in both diseases [102–104]. Previous studies demonstrated
that NETs were increased in the synovial fluid, rheumatoid nodules, peripheral blood and skin of RA
patients [92]. Increased NET formation in the oral cavity of periodontitis patients perhaps plays a part
in the initiation of RA [105]. P. gingivalis is the most important pathogen responsible for periodontitis.
Further, it was shown that P. gingivalis could induce NET generation [55]. Interestingly, a study
has demonstrated that patients with periodontitis and RA showed significantly higher serum levels
of NETs than the control group. Furthermore, a periodontal cure remarkably decreased the serum
levels of NETs in patients with RA and periodontitis [65]. However, more studies are required with a
greater number of cases and a longer evolution time in order to understand the relation between the
two diseases.

6. Conclusions and Future Research Lines

NETs trap and/or kill a wide variety of microorganisms, bacteria, fungi and parasites through
their antimicrobial agents, such as MPO, NE and proteinase. NET formation has been associated with
different diseases, such as inflammatory diseases including periodontitis and autoimmune diseases
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such as RA. Excess formation of NETs can be harmful to periodontal tissue if they are not correctly
removed; consequently, increased NET degradation has been reported following periodontal treatment.
As stated by a recently published consensus document, several areas regarding the study of NETs are
still controversial. Specifically, the origin of the DNA found in NETs should be identified in order
to find a clear way to distinguish NET formation from other forms of programmed cell death, and
to identify all the pathways that regulate NET formation, since it is very unlikely that it is mediated
by a single pathway. There is also a great need for standardization of the methodologies used for
the identification of NETs [37]. Finally, NETs are currently considered potential therapeutic targets.
Treatment with Nupharidine, an agent purified from the plant Nuphar lutea, has been shown to increase
NET extrusions by neutrophil-like cells by 106%. However, the authors claim that whether the increase
in NET extrusion by this compound has a detrimental or protective effect on the periodontal tissues
requires further in vivo research [64]. Therefore, NETs can be considered as potential therapeutic
targets for periodontitis as well as for other diseases of autoimmune origin. Certainly, the role of
NETs in periodontitis needs to be further studied to enable a full understanding of their role in the
pathogenicity of the disease.
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Abstract: The efficient growth of pathogenic bacteria and fungi in the host organism is possible
due to the formation of microbial biofilms that cover the host tissues. Biofilms provide optimal
local environmental conditions for fungal cell growth and increased their protection against the
immune system. A common biofilm-forming fungus—Candida albicans—uses the quorum sensing
(QS) mechanism in the cell-to-cell communication, which determines the biofilm development and,
in consequence, host colonization. In the presented work, we focused on the ability of neutrophils—the
main cells of the host’s immune system to recognize quorum sensing molecules (QSMs) produced by
C. albicans, especially farnesol (FOH), farnesoic acid (FA), and tyrosol (TR), with emphasis on the
neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation in a process called netosis. Our results showed for
the first time that only farnesol but not farnesolic acid or tyrosol is capable of activating the NET
production. By using selective inhibitors of the NET signaling pathway and analyzing the activity of
selected enzymes such as Protein Kinase C (PKC), ERK1/2, and NADPH oxidase, we showed that the
Mac−1 and TLR2 receptors are responsible for FOH recognizing and activating the reactive oxygen
species (ROS)-dependent netosis pathway.

Keywords: neutrophil extracellular traps; NETs; Candida albicans; quorum sensing; farnesol

1. Introduction

Pathogenic microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi are able to successfully attack and colonize
the host organism only while living in colonies. Colonies ensure the maintenance of appropriate
local environmental conditions, increase local concentrations of many released compounds, such
as proteolytic enzymes, and enhance the resistance to the host immune cells [1]. The development
of infection is associated with the creation of biofilms - microbial assemblies that cover significant
areas of host tissue. A critical factor for the optimal existence of microorganisms within biofilms is
proper communication between pathogenic cells. It ensures synchronization of morphological changes,
growth, gene expression and secretion of many compounds. The cell-to-cell communication system,
called quorum sensing (QS) involves numerous quorum sensing molecules (QSMs), whose presence
and concentration in the biofilm regulate biofilm functioning [2]. The first fungal microorganism
in which the QSM mechanisms were identified was Candida albicans—an opportunistic yeast-like
pathogen that resides on the skin and mucous membranes, which, due to a wide range of virulence
factors, is responsible for the development of serious and hardly curable infections—candidiases [3–6].
In the properly functioning C. albicans QS, the autoregulatory QSMs are involved, including the best
known farnesol (FOH) [3], farnesoic acid (FA) [7], and tyrosol (TR) [8,9]. In addition, C. albicans secretes
phenylethanol and tryptophol, however, whether these two aromatic alcohols can act as QSMs in this
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fungus still remains to be established [5]. FOH is a sesquiterpene alcohol made up of three isoprene
units that is secreted by C. albicans into the extracellular space, reaching a concentration of over 50 μM,
but the local QSM concentrations may be significantly higher [10,11]. C. albicans ATCC 10,231 strain
was reported to secrete FA instead of FOH [12]. The presence of QSMs regulates the expression of
many genes, including those responsible for the production of yeast virulence factors [13,14]. FOH was
shown to work in an autoregulatory fashion, inhibiting the transition of C. albicans from the yeast-like to
filamentous forms [3], thus blocking the formation of biofilm [15,16]. Its action is contrary to the second
QSM-TR, a tyrosine-related alcohol that stimulates hypha production during the early stages of biofilm
development [8]. FOH also affects the expression of genes responsible for the protection of Candida spp.
against oxidative stress [17,18]. Moreover, FOH is used by fungi in the coexistence with Pseudomonas
aeruginosa where this QSM down-regulates quinolone production by bacteria, thus enabling the
coexistence of these two species [19]. Upon contact with the host, FOH presents immunomodulatory
properties [20], affecting the efficiency of macrophages by decreasing their phagocytic activity [21],
with the stimulation of the inflammatory cytokine expression [22]. FOH is also involved in blocking of
monocyte differentiation into immature dendritic cells (DCs) and modulation of the DC’s ability to
induce T cell proliferation and activation of neutrophils [23].

Neutrophils (PMNs) can identify C. albicans and respond very quickly to the appearance of fungal
cells by phagocytosis or the release of structures called neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) [24,25].
However, the mechanism used by neutrophils to select between these two processes is still unknown.
NETs are built of DNA backbone decorated with granular proteins like elastase, cathepsin G, proteinase
3 and myeloperoxidase (MPO), responsible for effective killing of pathogens. The process of NET
release is also a mechanism of cell death, which results in the rupture of the cell membrane and the
release of cellular content into the extracellular space [26]. In contrast, phagocytosis uses membrane
tubulovesicular extensions (cytonemes) to capture pathogens without the neutrophil’s death [27].
These components of NETs allow to defend against the hyphal form of C. albicans cells, which due to
their size, cannot be effectively phagocyted [28]. C. albicans cells are trapped within the NET structures
and then killed by granular enzymes and reactive oxygen species [26,29]. Many studies have indicated
that some of C. albicans’ virulence factors can activate NET release, the process named netosis [28–30].
Among them are glucans and mannans—the components of the fungal cell wall, as well as secreted
aspartyl proteases (Saps), all of which can stimulate the netosis. However, the studies showing that
the number of NETs significantly increases upon contact with the filamentous form of the pathogen,
indicated that the morphology of fungal cells and, consequently, their size can determine the type of
neutrophil response [28,30].

Although the influence of FOH on neutrophils has been demonstrated [23] there is no information
about the possible netosis activation by QSMs, especially QSMs released by C. albicans. Therefore, the
aim of this study was to determine the potential of FOH, FA, and TR to trigger NET release and to find
the netosis signaling pathway activated by QSMs, as well as to verify their chemotactic properties.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Isolation of Neutrophils

Human neutrophils were isolated from EDTA-treated whole blood delivered by the Regional Blood
Donation Center, Kraków, Poland, obtained from healthy donors. The neutrophil-containing fraction
was isolated by Pancoll gradient separation [30]. The fraction containing neutrophils and erythrocytes
was mixed with a solution of polyvinyl alcohol (1%) and incubated for 20 min at room temperature.
The upper layer was collected and centrifuged. Erythrocytes were removed by lysis in a hypotonic
solution. Cells were washed and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The neutrophil
purity was typically >95%, as assessed by forward-scatter and side-scatter flow cytometric analyses.
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2.2. Viability Assay

2.2.1. Caspase 3/7 Activity

The cell apoptosis was analyzed by measuring the activity of proapoptotic caspases
3/7. Neutrophils (2 × 105 cells/well), suspended in solutions of FOH (trans,trans−3,7,
11-Trimethyl−2,6,10-dodecatrien−1-ol; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), FA (Echelon Biosciences
Inc, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) or TR (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) at variable concentrations,
were placed in the wells of a 96-well white microplate and incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C, at 5% CO2.
Then, the cells were washed with PBS, and 100 μL of Caspase-Glo® 3/7 Reagent (Caspase-Glo® 3/7
Assay, Promega, Madison, WI, USA) was added to each well, the plate was gently mixed by shaking at
300 rpm for 30 s and the chemiluminescence was measured continuously for 2 h at 37 ◦C.

2.2.2. Annexin V/Propidium Iodide Analysis (Flow Cytometry)

The disturbance of the cell membrane was monitored using Annexin V (AnV) and propidium
iodide (PI). Neutrophils (1 × 106 cells/sample) were placed in an eppendorf tube, washed twice with
PBS, and resuspended in solutions of FOH or FA at variable concentrations. Unstimulated cells served
as a negative control, and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)-treated neutrophils represented a
positive control. Cells were incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C, at 5% CO2, washed three times with PBS, and
stained with propidium iodide and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled Annexin V for 15 min,
according to supplier’s instruction (Dead Cell Apoptosis Kit with Annexin V-FITC and PI, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA). Then, cells were analyzed with flow cytometry (LSR Fortressa, BD, San Jose,
CA, USA).

2.3. Analysis of ROS Production

The production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by neutrophils was analyzed using
chemiluminescence measurements. Neutrophils (2 × 105 cells/well) were suspended in 160 μl
of Krebs-Ringer phosphate buffer containing freshly prepared luminol solution (10–6 M) and allowed
to settle for 15 min at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 in the wells of 96-well white microplate. Then, 10 μl of FOH, FA,
or TR were added at variable concentrations. Untreated neutrophils were used as a negative control,
and cells stimulated with 25 nM PMA as a positive control. The chemiluminescence of luminol was
recorded for one hour with one-second integration time, using a BioTek Synergy H1 microplate reader.

2.4. Analysis of NET Quantity and Image

Neutrophils (2.2 × 105 cells/well) were seeded into the well of 96-wells black microplate in 150 μL
of RPMI-1040 and allowed to settle for 15 min at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2. Then, neutrophils were stimulated
with 150 μL of FOH, FA or TR at variable concentrations in RPMI-1040. Unstimulated cells and
cells treated with 25 nM of PMA served as negative and positive controls, respectively. Plates were
incubated at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 for 3 h and then analyzed, as follows:

For the visualization of NETs: the samples were fixed with 3.8% paraformaldehyde for 15 min
and washed with PBS. Sytox Green (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA.) dye was added to each well
at the final concentration of 1 μM to visualize extracellular DNA. Imaging was performed using a
Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY, USA).

For extracellular DNA quantification: the cells were washed three times with PBS and then 50 μL
micrococcal nuclease (MNase, 1 U/mL) was added to cleave and release small fragments of extracellular
DNA, and the microplates were incubated at 37 ◦C for further 20 min. The enzymatic reaction was
stopped by the addition of EDTA solution (100 μg/mL), and after cell centrifugation (350× g, 5 min)
50 μL of supernatant was transferred into 96-well black microplate containing Sytox Green at a final
concentration of 1 μM. Fluorescence was measured using the Biotek Synergy H1 microplate reader at
the excitation wavelength of 465 nm and the emission wavelength of 525 nm.
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2.5. Identification and Quantification of Myeloperoxidase

Neutrophils (2.2 × 105 cells/well) were seeded into the well of 96-wells black microplate in 150 μL
of RPMI-1040 and allowed to settle for 15 min at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2. Then, neutrophils were stimulated
with 150 μL of FOH at a concentration of 100 μM and 200 μM.

For the visualization of MPO: the samples were fixed with 3.8% paraformaldehyde for 15 min and
washed with PBS. 50 μL of 1:100 diluted primary mouse anti-MPO antibodies (Abcam, Cambridge,
UK) was added to each well and incubated for a night at 4 ◦C. Then, cells were washed three times
with PBS and incubated with 1:500 diluted secondary Alexa Fluor 555 anti-mouse antibodies (Abcam,
Cambridge, UK) for 1 h at 37 ◦C. Cells were washed two times with PBS, and imaging was performed
using a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope.

For the quantification of MPO: the quantitative determination of MPO was performed using
Human MPO ELISA Kit (Wuhan Fine Biotech Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China). The cells were washed
three times with PBS and then 50 μL micrococcal nuclease (MNase, 1 U/mL) was added to release
DNA-bounded proteins, and the microplates were incubated at 37 ◦C for further 20 min. After cell
centrifugation (350× g, 5 min) 100 μL of supernatant was transferred into anti-MPO pre-coated wells of
plate, and the manufacturer’s instruction was followed.

2.6. Recognition of Receptors Involved in Netosis

Neutrophils were preincubated with specific antibodies or inhibitors prior to stimulation with
C. albicans factors. Neutrophils (1 × 106) were preincubated for 30 min at 37 ◦C in RPMI-1640 medium
with 1 μg/mL of blocking antibodies directed against TLR2, TLR4 (Invivogen, Toulouse, France), CD11a,
CD11b, CD16, CD18 (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA) or isotype control antibody—IgG (Abcam,
Cambridge, UK).

2.7. Analysis of Protein Kinase C (PKC)

The activity of PKC was monitored using PepTag® Non-Radioactive Protein Kinase Assays
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Neutrophils (5 × 106 in 500 μL of PBS per well) were stimulated with
100 μM and 200 μM FOH in 12-well microplate. Negative and positive controls were prepared as
described above. After 1 h of incubation at 37 ◦C, at 5% CO2, cells were washed with PBS, resuspended
in 500 μL of cold PKC extraction buffer, and homogenized in the cold. Lysates were centrifugated
for 5 min at 4 ◦C, 14,000× g and supernatants were purified on diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) cellulose
resin. To the reaction solution containing 5 μL of PepTag® PKC Reaction Buffer, 2 μg of PepTag® C1
Peptide, and 5 μL of sonicated PKC Activator, 10 μL of purified samples or 4 μL of Protein Kinase
C at concentration of 2.5 μg/mL (as a positive control) were added, followed by incubation at 30 ◦C
for 30 min. Then, the reaction was stopped by placing the tube in a 95 ◦C heating block for 10 min.
1 μL of 80% glycerol was added to each sample, and then samples were electrophoretically separated
on a 0.8% agarose gel at 100 V for 15 min. The phosphorylated peptide migrated to the cathode
(+), while the non-phosphorylated peptide migrated to the anode (-). The gel was photographed on
a transilluminator.

2.8. Analysis of ERK1/2

The amount of total and phosphorylated ERK1/2 was quantified using SimpleStep ELISA Kit
(Abcam, Cambridge, UK). Neutrophils (1 × 106 in 500 μL of PBS per well) were stimulated with
100 μM and 200 μM FOH in 12-well microplate. Negative and positive controls were prepared as
described above. After 1 h of incubation at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2, cells were lysed using a Cell Extraction
Buffer (Abcam, Cambridge, UK). The protein concentration in the lysate was determined using the
Bradford assay [31]. Then, 50 μL of lysate was mixed with 50 μL of antibody cocktail (anti-ERK1/2–total
or anti-pT202/Y204–phosphorylated ERK1/2 provided by the manufacturer) in wells of SimpleStep
pre-coated 96-well microplate, according to manufacturer’s instruction. After 1 h of incubation
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with gentle shaking at room temperature, the wells were washed 3 times with PBS and then TMB
(3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine) solution was added. After 15 min, the reaction was stopped with a
Stop solution, and absorbance at 450 nm was recorded using a BioTek Synergy H1 microplate reader.

2.9. Analysis of Netosis Signaling Pathway

For the analysis of netosis signaling pathway, selected enzyme inhibitors were used. Neutrophils
were pre-treated for 30 min prior to stimulation with different inhibitors: 30 μM piceatannol (Syk
inhibitor; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 10 μM PP2 (Src inhibitor; Calbiochem, Darmstadt,
Germany), 10 μM UO126 (ERK inhibitor; Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA) or 5 μM DPI
(NADPH oxidase inhibitor; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Then, the cells were stimulated and
analyzed as described above.

2.10. Analysis of Neutrophil Chemotaxis

Neutrophil migration was evaluated by the 24-well microchemotaxis chamber technique
(Transwell®-Clear inserts, Corning, NY, USA). Neutrophils were labeled for 10 min with 1 μM
CellTracker Red solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), washed three times with PBS, and placed in
the upper compartment of the chamber (1 × 106 cells/well). Samples of FOH (various concentrations
of up to 400 μM) or fMLP (1 μM; used as a positive control) were placed in the lower compartment.
PBS was used as a negative control. The compartments were separated by a membrane with 3 μm
pores. The chambers were incubated at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2 atmosphere for 1 h. Neutrophil migration
was monitored by fluorescence microscopy (Motic AE31E, MoticEurope, Barcelona, Spain), and the
number of cells migrated into the lower compartment of the chamber was quantified.

2.11. Statistical Analysis

Each of the experiments was repeated at least three times, obtaining consistent results.
Two replicates were performed in each experiment. The graphs show the results of a single
representative experiment.

Statistical analysis was performed with the GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software,
CA, USA). The statistical significance was assessed by ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple
comparisons post-test.

3. Results

3.1. Farnesol but Not Farnesoic Acid or Tyrosol Triggers NET Formation

Neutrophils are the cells with high microbiocidal potential, and their high killing efficiency is
due to their ability to recognize many “foreign” molecules released by pathogens. Owing to these
properties and because their active cells move under the chemoattractant gradient, neutrophils release
their antimicrobial molecules directly at the site of infection. In our current study, we focused on the
role of C. albicans-released QSMs, in particular FOH.

We verified the neutrophil responses to contact with QSMs released by C. albicans, focusing on
the PMN ability to release NETs. The stimulation of PMNs with FOH showed the dose-dependent
responses with NET release within the whole range of concentrations tested (Figure 1a). The highest
level of NETs released by FOH-treated neutrophils was observed for 250 μM FOH, and it reached
about 60% of the positive control.

Different results were obtained for FA, a farnesol derivate. PMNs did not release NETs in response
to any of the examined concentrations of FA. Although at the concentration of 250 μM the fluorescent
signal increased significantly, it was probably a result of cell death induced by this FA concentration.
Similar results were observed for TR, the third examined QSM. No released NETs were identified
within the entire range of examined TR concentrations.
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These quantitative results were confirmed by fluorescence microscopy analysis (Figure 1b),
on which Sytox Green-stained neutrophils, stimulated with FOH showed cloud-like structures located
around the human cells and composed of green-labeled DNA.

Figure 1. Release of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) by quorum sensing molecule (QSM)-treated
neutrophils. Neutrophils were treated with QSMs at variable concentrations for 3 h. Unstimulated
cells served as a negative control. (a) The released NETs were digested with micrococcal nuclease
(MNase) and collected supernatants were stained with Sytox Green and the fluorescence intensity
was measured. Data represent the mean fluorescence ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M.). from
two replicates. ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple comparisons post-tests were used. Asterisks denote
statistical significance (p > 0.1234 ns, * p ≤ 0.0332, **** p < 0.0001). (b) The extracellular DNA was
stained with Sytox Green and visualized with fluorescence microscopy.

To verify the NETs production during FOH treatment, also the extracellular localization of
myeloperoxidase was determined, using specific, fluorescent antibodies. During netosis, MPO is
moved from granule to the nucleus and then released together with DNA in the form of NETs.

Quantitative analysis of MPO in the samples containing neutrophils treated with FOH,
was performed using ELISA. For this purpose, the netting cells were prior washed with PBS, and
the extracellular DNA was digested with MNase to liberate bound MPO. In Figure 2a, we showed
MPO concentration in the cell supernatants, determined by ELISA. The amount of detected MPO
correlated with the DNA quantity, confirming that the observed DNA structures belong to the NETs.
Additionally, MPO/DNA complexes were visualized microscopically (Figure 2b). As was shown in the
figure, the protein location correlated with DNA clouds released by PMNs, confirming activation of
netosis by FOH.
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Figure 2. Identification of myeloperoxidase in farnesol (FOH)-treated neutrophils. Neutrophils were
treated with FOH at a concentration of 100 μM and 200 μM for 3 h. Unstimulated cells served
as a negative control. (a) The released DNA was digested with MNase, and a concentration of
myeloperoxidase (MPO) was analyzed in collected supernatants using ELISA method. Data represent
the mean concentration ± S.E.M. from two replicates. ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple comparisons
post-tests were used. Asterisks denote statistical significance (p > 0.1234 ns, * p ≤ 0.0332, ** p ≤ 0.0021).
(b) The extracellular DNA was stained with Sytox Green, while MPO was identified with primary
mouse anti-MPO antibodies and secondary Alexa Fluor 555-labeled anti-mouse antibodies. Samples
were visualized with fluorescence microscopy.

3.2. Farnesol Treatment of Neutrophils Does Not Lead to Cell Apoptosis

In order to confirm that the observed effect of the DNA release the cell was associated with the
mechanism of netosis, but not cell death like apoptosis, the activation of proapoptotic caspases was
analyzed. PMNs were exposed to FOH and FA at the concentration range of 0–1200 μM for one hour,
and caspase 3 and 7 activities were measured using the chemiluminometric method (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Caspase 3/7 activity in QSM-treated neutrophils. Neutrophils were treated with FOH and
farnesoic acid (FA) at variable concentrations, and incubated with Caspase-Glo® 3/7, followed by
continuous measurement of chemiluminescence for 2 h. Data represent mean values of luminescence
from two replicates ± S.E.M. ANOVA and Dunnett’s post-tests were used. Asterisks denote statistical
significance (p > 0.1234 ns, * p ≤ 0.0332, ** p ≤ 0.0021, *** p ≤ 0.0002, **** p < 0.0001).
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The results presented in Figure 3 indicated that FOH at the concentration range of 0–200 μM
did not activate proapoptotic caspases in neutrophils. However, higher concentrations of FOH led
to apoptotic cell death. FA-treated neutrophils showed activation of apoptosis in a dose-dependent
manner within the whole tested range of concentrations. This explains the absence of NETs released in
the presence of FA, because activation of caspases 3 and 7 inhibits the release of NETs [32].

Besides, the neutrophils were incubated with FOH and FA at concentrations of 100 μM and 200 μM
for one hour and then labeled with PI and AnV. The cell viability analysis based on PI and AnV-FITC
was performed using flow cytometry. The results (Figure 4a), comparison to the 3/7 caspase analysis,
also allow assessing the potential of PMNs for the release of NETs. The changes in the distribution
of cell population labeled with PI and AnV (Figure 4b), characteristic to netosis, were previously
described and used by Masuda et al. [33].

Figure 4. Flow cytometric analysis of neutrophil apoptosis. Neutrophils were stimulated with FOH or
FA, labeled with annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide, and analyzed by flow cytometry. The results
are presented as a percentage ratio of the signal detected for whole cell population and showing no
cell death (PI−AnV−), early apoptosis (PI−An+) and late apoptosis (PI+AnV+). Cells stained only
with propidium iodide (PI+AnV−) represent the necrotic or NET-forming cells. For each sample, data
were collected for 100,000 neutrophils. (a) Data are presented as a part of total cell population, (b) the
diagrams represent AnV and PI cell distribution.

The results showed four groups of cells: AnV−PI− identified as live; AnV+PI− identified as early
apoptotic; AnV+PI+ identified as apoptotic; AnV−PI+ identified as necrotic. However, the obtained cell
distribution patterns, especially for AnV+PI+ cells, were identical for cells in the netosis, represented
by PMNs stimulated with PMA. Approximately 35%–40% of FOH-treated neutrophils showed positive
labeling for both AnV and PI, similarly to the PMA-treated positive control. This indicated that
these cells lost the integrity of the cell membrane, however, the comparison of these results with the
activation of caspases led to the conclusion that observed changes did not result from apoptotic cell
death. The low percentage of PI-positive neutrophils suggests that DNA released outside the cells was
not due to mechanical destruction or necrotic death. The presence of approximately 15% of AnV+PI−
cells suggests that neutrophils were in the ongoing netosis process. In contrast, FA-treated PMNs did
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not show apoptotic and necrotic cell traits within the tested range of QSM concentrations, within one
hour of contact with FA.

3.3. Farnesol Induces Rapid ROS Production

The activation of NADPH oxidase, resulting in the production of ROS is a key step in the
ROS-dependent netosis pathway. The chemical stimulation of neutrophils with PMA leads to the
release of a high amount of ROS within minutes of activation. We checked the ability of the examined
QSMs to activate NADPH oxidase and release ROS. PMNs were treated with selected doses of FOH or
FA, and the activity of NADPH oxidase was measured using a chemiluminescence-based assay.

Changes in chemiluminescence intensity over the time showed in Figure 5 were proportional to
the amount of ROS produced by PMNs. The stimulation of neutrophils with FOH at the concentration
of 100 and 200 μM caused the rapid activation of NADPH oxidase and release of ROS at a time similar
to PMA-stimulated cells. The level of ROS released by PMNs treated with 100 μM FOH reached about
25% of the positive control response, while activation with 200 μM FOH resulted in two-fold higher
ROS production. Release of ROS by neutrophils correlated with the production of NETs, suggesting
that FOH activates the ROS-dependent mechanism of netosis.

Figure 5. The time course of reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation by neutrophils in response to
FOH and FA. ROS production by neutrophils (2 × 105 cells/well) was monitored at 37 ◦C for 1 h by the
luminol chemiluminescence method after suspension of cells in FOH or FA. In the reference samples,
the neutrophils were treated with 25 nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) or left in Krebs–Ringer
phosphate buffer (a negative control).

The response of neutrophils to FA presented relatively low chemiluminescence signal, confirming
that this QSM does not participate in NET release.

3.4. Mac-1 and TLR2 Surface Neutrophil Receptors Are Involved in Farnesol-Induced Activation of Netosis

Many of the neutrophil surface receptors are involved in the recognition of molecules derived
from pathogenic microorganisms, which leads to activation of the netosis signaling pathway and the
NET release. We selected six receptors known to be able to mediate the release of NETs and checked
their role in FOH-induced netosis. The receptors were blocked with specific antibodies, and the
neutrophils were stimulated with selected concentrations of FOH for three hours. A decrease in the
level of fluorescence of Sytox Green-stained DNA suggests the role of this receptor in the activation of
netosis. Among selected receptors, we identified that the inhibition of CD11b and CD18 caused a ca.
2.5-fold decrease in the level of released NETs (Figure 6). This result strongly suggests the important
role of these receptors in the recognition of FOH and activation of netosis. Moreover, inhibition of
the TLR2 receptor caused a reduction of the level of NETs to about 50% of PMA-treated response,
also indicating the participation of this receptor in netosis. A small contribution to the activation of
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FOH-induced netosis could also be assigned to CD11a receptor whose blockade caused a 20% decrease
in the amount of released DNA. Other receptors tested—CD16 and TLR4—did not seem to be essential
for FOH-induced netosis.

Figure 6. The participation of selected neutrophil receptors in FOH-activated netosis. Neutrophils
(2.2 × 105) were preincubated with antibodies (ab, 1 μg/mL) against the selected neutrophil receptors
and then netosis was induced for 3 h by 25 nM PMA, 100 μM FOH, and 200 μM FOH. IgG antibody
was used as an isotype control. Released NETs were digested with MNase, and collected supernatants
were stained with Sytox Green, followed by fluorescence measurements. The results are the means of
two replicates ± S.E.M., represented as a percentage relative to the PMA-treated control. ANOVA and
Dunnett’s post-tests were used. Asterisks denote statistical significance (p > 0.1234 ns, ** p ≤ 0.0021,
*** p ≤ 0.0002, **** p < 0.0001).

3.5. Farnesol Leads to the Activation of Protein Kinase C and ERK1/2

PKC plays a crucial role in the netosis signal pathway. We checked the level of PKC activation
in lysates of neutrophils previously treated with two concentrations of FOH or FA for one hour.
After pre-purification of the lysates on DEAE cellulose, the kinase activity was determined based
on the phosphorylation of the synthetic peptide, which was then subjected to electrophoretic
separation. Figure 7a presents an electrophoretic separation of a synthetic peptide whose amount in the
phosphorylated form determines the level of PKC activation. Figure 7b shows quantitative PKC activity
in assayed samples corresponding to the densitometrically analyzed bands of the phosphorylated form
of the peptide on an electrophoretic gel.

The results showed that PKC activity in neutrophils treated with FOH increased rapidly, reaching
a two-fold higher level than in unstimulated cells, comparable to that obtained for chemically induced
(PMA) activation of this enzyme. The PKC activity leads to the activation of subsequent netosis
mediators. On the other hand, PMNs treated with FA did not show any changes in PKC activity.
The lack of PKC activation by FA confirms that neutrophils do not release NETs in the presence of
this QSM.
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Figure 7. Activation of Protein Kinase C (PKC) in QSM–treated neutrophils. Neutrophils (5 × 105)
were stimulated with selected concentrations of FOH, FA, and 25 nM PMA for 1 h. Then, cell lysate was
added to the PKC substrate solution-PepTag® C1 Peptide, and after 30 min separated electrophoretically
on an agarose gel. Unstimulated cells were negative cellular control, and PMA-treated cells were
positive cellular control. Purified PKC enzyme was used for an assay positive control (control of
C1 Peptide phosphorylation), negative control was C1 peptide without any PKC enzyme. (a) PKC
activation as a percentage of phosphorylated C1 peptide, a substrate for PKC. The values represent the
densitometrically-analyzed bands on the electrophoretic gel, assigned as “Active” in (b).

The results of the analysis of ERK1/2 kinase activation in neutrophils treated with FOH are
shown on Figure 8. The activation of ERK1/2 by 100 μM FOH is two-fold higher than in unstimulated
cells, but 200 μM FOH caused three-fold greater phosphorylation of this enzyme. These findings
suggest that the activation of the signaling pathway by FOH in neutrophils involving ERK1/2 in a
dose-dependent manner.

Figure 8. Activation of ERK1/2 in FOH-treated neutrophils. Neutrophil cells (1 × 106 cells/well) were
suspended in PBS in 12-well microplate and stimulated with FOH at concentrations of 100 μM and 200
μM. Unstimulated cells served as a negative control, and PMA-treated cells were a positive control.
After 1 h, the cells were lysed, and the amount of total and phosphorylated ERK1/2 was quantified
using ELISA Kit SimpleStep (Abcam). Data represent the mean values of absorbance ± S.E.M. from
two replicates as the percentage ratio of phosphorylated ERK1/2 to total ERK1/2. ANOVA and Tukey
post-tests were used. Asterisks denote statistical significance (p > 0.1234–ns, * p ≤ 0.0332, ** p ≤ 0.0021).

3.6. The ROS-Dependent Netosis Pathway is Activated by Farnesol

Stimulation of surface receptors involved in the induction of netosis leads to the activation of
selected mediators of the signaling pathway. We checked the role of the five primary mediators
involved in ROS-dependent and ROS-independent netosis pathways. For this purpose, selected
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mediators were blocked in PMNs using specific inhibitors before neutrophil activation with 200 μM
FOH. Fluorescence of Sytox Green-stained extracellular DNA was used to determine NET release.

The results (Figure 9) indicate that each of the tested mediators was involved in FOH-induced
netosis, but with a relative variable contribution. Syk and Src kinases co-operated with neutrophil
surface receptors, and their involvement in netosis activation appeared to be significant. The inhibition
of these proteins caused a 50% decrease in the amount of released NETs. In turn, the role of PI3K
in FOH-induced netosis seemed to be less important. PI3K probably played a significant role in the
ROS-independent netosis signaling pathway. In our experiments, blockade of this kinase caused a
decrease in the amount of extracellular DNA by 20% relative to the control.

Figure 9. Role of selected signal mediators in activation of netosis by FOH. Neutrophils (2.2 × 105) were
preincubated with inhibitors of the indicated signaling mediators: Syk—30 μM piceatannol, Src—10
μM PP2, PI3K—25 μM LY29004, ERK1/2—10 μM U0126, NADPH oxidase—5 μM DPI. Cells were then
incubated with FOH at 200 μM concentration for 3 h to induce netosis. Neutrophils not treated with
inhibitors but stimulated with FOH served as a control. The data are presented as means ± S.E.M.
from two replicates and are expressed as a percentage ratio relative to the control. ANOVA and Tukey
post-tests were used. Asterisks denote statistical significance (p > 0.1234 ns, * p ≤ 0.0332, ** p ≤ 0.0021,
*** p ≤ 0.0002).

ERK1/2 and NADPH oxidase also participate in the activation of the ROS-dependent netosis
pathway. The release of NETs depending on ROS production appears to be the primary netosis
mechanism involved in neutrophil responses to FOH, as the FOH stimulation of PMNs with blocked
ERK1/2 resulted in a 50% reduction of the amount of released NETs. Moreover, NADPH oxidase,
which is responsible for the production of ROS in the cells, seems to play the most significant role
in the netosis process induced with FOH. Only 20% of DNA was released by neutrophils with the
blocked activity of NADPH oxidase compared to the control cells. This result and data showing
increased ROS production by neutrophils treated with farnesol confirm that FOH-induced netosis is a
ROS-dependent process.

3.7. Farnesol Is a Chemoattractant for Neutrophils

Additionally, we showed that FOH may be a chemoattractant for PMNs. To support this
hypothesis, the neutrophils were placed in chambers to measure chemotactic ability, and then the
chambers were transferred to the FOH solutions at the concentration within a range of 50 to 400 μM. As
the negative control, PBS was used, whereas the positive control was represented by the responses of
neutrophils to 1 μM solution of fMLP. The number of cells that passed through the membrane according
to the factor gradient was counted after one hour of treatment. The obtained results (Figure 10) showed
that FOH is recognized by neutrophils as a chemoattractant, causing the PMN movement toward the
concentration gradient. The number of cells that passed through the membrane was proportional to
FOH concentration in the range of 50 to 200 μM, that corresponds to the concentration of FOH detected
under in vivo conditions [23]. The higher concentrations of FOH did not cause any further increase in
neutrophil migration, but anyway the maximal level of neutrophil chemotaxis upon FOH treatment
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reached 60% of the response to fMLP, the positive control. These results suggest that neutrophils can
migrate to the Candida infection sites in response to QSMs released by the yeast.

Figure 10. Chemotactic activity of FOH-treated neutrophils. CellTracker Red labeled neutrophil cells (1
× 106 cells/well) were placed into chemotaxis chambers being in contact with different concentration of
FOH or 1 μM fML (a positive control). Negative control was PBS. After 1 h of incubation, the chambers
were removed, and migrated cells were counted. Data represent the mean number of cells ± S.E.M.
from three replicates. ANOVA and Dunnett’s multiple comparisons post-tests were used. Asterisks
denote statistical significance (p > 0.1234 ns, **** p < 0.0001).

4. Discussion

Quorum sensing molecules are essential virulence factors of many pathogenic
microorganisms-bacteria as well as fungi. The release of QSMs ensures the fast local communication
between cells in the infected area, growth synchronization, as well as response to environmental
changes of temperature and pH, the presence of biocidal compounds, etc. [34,35].

C. albicans yeast mainly use QSMs to regulate growth, change of morphological form and also
create biofilms [36]. However, these molecules have an impact on many host cells, like immune cells,
such as macrophages, DCs, and neutrophils [20,23].

Our results presented in this paper indicated an important role of neutrophils in the response to
QSMs produced by C. albicans, which is based on the release of NETs. We showed that farnesol, one of
the three compounds identified as C. albicans QSMs (FOH, FA and TR) was responsible for activating
the netosis, a finding that had not been presented in the literature previously.

The role of FOH released by C. albicans is still not fully understood, but it is known that the presence
of this compound inhibits the growth of fungal biofilm, and also blocks the change in the morphological
transition of fungal cells from blastospores to filamentous forms. Also, high concentrations of FOH
can stimulate the yeast to reverse switch from invasive filamentous hyphae back to blastospore [37].
As we presented in the current work, FOH produced at different local concentrations at the site of
infection caused the neutrophil response involving NET release. The finding is important for the host
defense against C. albicans cells because current knowledge has suggested that the morphological form
of the fungus determines the mechanism of neutrophil response [28,30]. Some findings indicated that
the size of the fungal cells determines the release of NETs, suggesting that the large, filamentous form
of C. albicans is responsible for activating the netosis [28]. Other studies indicated that the composition
of the cell wall of the filamentous form, as well as the released proteolytic enzymes are crucial for the
stimulation of neutrophils to NET production [30,38]. Regardless of the identified NET triggers, all
studies pointed that C. albicans blastospores generate much smaller amounts of NETs, suggesting that
this morphological form of C. albicans cells can “hide” from neutrophils and avoid the killing. Perhaps,
fungi use FOH to inhibit their cell filamentation and progress of infection, just to survive in milieu
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infiltrated by neutrophils This situation is dangerous for the host because the ‘invisible’ to neutrophils
intruder cells can survive and under favorable conditions, develop the difficult to treat, secondary
infections [39]. Therefore, the ability of neutrophils to recognize FOH, the essential QSM molecule of
the fungus, and release NETs in the response to its production at the place of infection, can significantly
affect the effectiveness of host defense against C. albicans presence. We confirmed the recognition of
FOH by neutrophils using chemotaxis analysis, showing that FOH is an efficient chemotactic factor
for neutrophils. To date, there is no literature data showing neutrophil migration caused by FOH.
However, FOH is known to be a chemoattractant for macrophages [40].

Moreover, given that the microbiocidal activity of NETs covers a certain area of infection, a direct
identification of fungal cells by neutrophils is not required, and the presence of FOH may be sufficient.

Studies performed by Leonhardt et al. regarding the effect of FOH on neutrophils did not show
any increasing ability of these host cells to phagocyte and kill C. albicans cells. However, the viability of
C. albicans was analyzed after 1 h of contact, while the classic ROS-dependent netosis pathway leads to
NET release after about 2–3 h of neutrophil activation [23]. The short time period used in Leonhard’s
analysis may explain the lack of changes in the fungal cell vitality. The same studies showed an
increased FOH concentration-dependent release of elastase, myeloperoxidase, and lactoferrin–granule
proteins identified in NETs [23,29]. Thus, our observations of NET release may explain the presence of
granule proteins upon neutrophil treatment with FOH in Leonhardt’s studies.

Activation of netosis by QSMs has been described in only one case—the Pseudomonas aeruginosa
bacterium. It was shown that mutations in the quorum-sensing regulatory gene lasR affect the
amount and structure of released NETs. In addition, stimulation of neutrophils with purified protein,
recombinant endotoxin-free LasA induced NETs in a concentration-dependent manner [41].

The other two analyzed QSMs-FA and TR–did not activate netosis. There are also no literature
reports on the impact of these compounds on the functioning of neutrophils. Only TR was identified
as a protective agent against phagocytic killing by neutrophils, however, the mechanism of its action
is still unknown. One study showed the antioxidant activity of TR [42], which could influence the
neutrophil response by blocking ROS production, required for proper functioning of netosis mechanisms.
However, other studies showed no antioxidant activity of TR, thus leaving the mechanism of its action
on neutrophils unrecognized [18].

The production of extracellular DNA but not apoptosis was demonstrated in this work for
neutrophils treated with FOH at the range of concentrations observed locally at the site of C. albicans
infection. This result is consistent with the observation of Leonhardt et al. [23]. In contrary, we
presented that FA is active inducer of neutrophil apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner, the finding
that can explain the lack of netosis in neutrophil response to this QSM. These results were confirmed
by the cytometric analysis showing the morphological changes of neutrophil cells observed during the
FOH-induced netosis process but absent upon treatment with FA.

During the contact of C. albicans cells with neutrophils, resulting in NET production, the more
common ROS-dependent mechanism of netosis was adopted. The analysis of ROS production by
PMNs stimulated with FOH showed that neutrophils release ROS in just a few minutes after activation
confirming the ROS-dependent netosis pathway used by neutrophils in response to FOH. In addition,
Gilbert et al., identified farnesyl thiotriazole (FTT), a FOH precursor as an activator of NADPH oxidase
in neutrophils [43]. However, the production of ROS in response to FA and TR was not observed,
confirming a lack of response in the netosis way.

Knowing that FOH is a chemoattractant for neutrophils, and also activates the ROS-dependent
netosis pathway, the role of selected surface receptors in activation of netosis by this QSM was analyzed.
The results pointed the CD11b/CD18 and TLR2 receptors as being involved in the recognition of FOH
and further activation of neutrophils. The CD11b/CD18 receptor engagement in neutrophil chemotaxis
and netosis responses to fungal infection was previously demonstrated [30]. Also Leonhardt et al.
observed that during stimulation of PMNs by FOH, the level of CD11b receptor on the cell surface
increased, while the amount of CD16 receptor decreased [23]. However, Ghosh et al. showed increased
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TLR2 and Dectin-1 expression in FOH-treated macrophages [22]. No analogous analysis was performed
for neutrophils, however, the effect of FOH on TLR2 may also be significant in PMNs.

Further, the role of known mediators of netosis signaling pathway was verified upon neutrophil
treatment with FOH. We showed FOH-induced phosphorylation of PKC, an important signal transducer
of netosis. Activation of PKC results in the activation of NADPH oxidase and the production of
significant amounts of ROS [44]. This result confirms and explains the role of ROS produced by
neutrophils in contact with FOH. There is no literature data on the activation of PKC by FOH in
neutrophils; however, in human acute leukemia CEM-C1 cells, the synthesis of diacylglycerol (DAG), a
PKC activator, was observed in response to 20 μM FOH [45]. In addition, FTT seems to be also a PKC
activator [43].

Inhibition of netosis pathway mediators such as Syk, Src, PI3K, and ERK1/2 caused a decrease in
the amount of released NETs. Previously, only the pro-apoptotic activity of FOH was known, leading
to reduction of PI3K expression in cells and ERK1/2 in HeLa and DU145 prostate cancer cells [46,47].
In turn, Joo et al. also pointed to the pro-apoptotic effect of FOH on cells, however, by activation of
ERK1/2 [48]. However, our results did not show the inhibition of these mediators. In contrary, ERK1/2
kinase activity showed a two-fold increase at the activation of the netosis mechanism during which the
apoptosis pathway in the PMNs was blocked.

Our results showed for the first time the role of FOH in the neutrophil recognition of fungal
infection at an early stage of microbial invasion. It seems that the regulation of fungal cell morphology
by FOH during the progress of fungal infection can also be sensed by the host. Neutrophils, the cells of
the first line of host defense can “eavesdrop” the fungal cell communication that uses the quorum
sensing molecule and then quickly migrate to the pathogen’s habitat and kill or limit its spread by using
NETs. The discovery of QSMs that can activate netosis can be of great importance for the developing
of effective therapy against early candidiasis.
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic is progressing worldwide with an alarming death toll. There is
an urgent need for novel therapeutic strategies to combat potentially fatal complications. Distinctive
clinical features of severe COVID-19 include acute respiratory distress syndrome, neutrophilia,
and cytokine storm, along with severe inflammatory response syndrome or sepsis. Here, we propose
the putative role of enhanced neutrophil infiltration and the release of neutrophil extracellular
traps, complement activation and vascular thrombosis during necroinflammation in COVID-19.
Furthermore, we discuss how neutrophilic inflammation contributes to the higher mortality of
COVID-19 in patients with underlying co-morbidities such as diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.
This perspective highlights neutrophils as a putative target for the immunopathologic complications of
severely ill COVID-19 patients. Development of the novel therapeutic strategies targeting neutrophils
may help reduce the overall disease fatality rate of COVID-19.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2; coronavirus; neutrophils; NETs; complement; thrombosis; MERS-CoV;
necroinflammation

1. Introduction

The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV)-2 was first discovered in
Wuhan, China, and believed to have transmitted from bats to humans [1]. The SARS-CoV-2 has higher
human-to-human transmission capabilities compared to the SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and has resulted in a pandemic. The World Health Organization
has named the disease COVID-19: coronavirus disease-2019; since it was first reported in December
2019. Although SARS-CoV-2 affects lungs at first, it can extend to many organs, including the heart,
kidneys, gut, blood vessels, and the brain [2].

The SARS-CoV-2 is closely related to the SARS-CoV since they have 80% similarity in genome
sequence and seven conserved non-structural domains identified by protein sequence analysis [3,4].
Moreover, they both have a similar receptor-binding domain, and therefore both use the same cell
entry receptor, i.e. angiotensin-converting enzyme II (ACE2) [5]. Subsequently, viral replication
in combination with the subsequent antiviral immune response both contribute to the severity of
COVID-19, which in some patients involves cytokine storm followed by severe inflammatory response
syndrome (SIRS), sepsis, multi-organ failure, and death [6]. However, little is known about the immune
pathomechanisms that trigger the cytokine storm during COVID-19. We propose that as part of the
first line of the innate immune defense, neutrophils are critical for the exacerbation of the immune
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response, and that neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs)-related necroinflammation plays a central role
in the development of the cytokine storm, sepsis and multi-organ failure during COVID-19.

2. ACE2 and Neutrophils

ACE2, a homolog of ACE and central negative regulator of the renin-angiotensin system is a
type 1 integral membrane glycoprotein monocarboxypeptidase that converts angiotensin-II (AngII)
to Ang-(1–7) and is constitutively expressed by the epithelial cells of the lungs, kidney, heart,
and intestines on the outer surface [5,7]. Ang-(1–7) is a vasodilator that mediates anti-inflammatory,
anti-proliferative, and anti-fibrotic effects through the Mas receptor [8]. Using ACE2-mutant mice,
Imai, et al. demonstrated protective functions of ACE2 in acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [7].
They observed that ACE2 negatively regulates AngII, and thus, increases vascular permeability,
lung edema, and the infiltration of neutrophils, partially mediated by the angiotensin 1 receptor
(AT1R) [7]. Interestingly, SARS-CoV-infected mice or mice receiving injections of SARS-CoV spike
protein showed an aggravated phenotype compared to ACE2-mutant mice, suggesting the contribution
of ACE2 beyond being a mere receptor for SARS-CoV [9]. Similar to SARS-CoV, upon binding to ACE2,
SARS-CoV-2 enters cells along with ACE2 leading to reduced ACE2 expression on the cell surface [5].
Therefore, the loss of ACE2 might contribute to the severity of ARDS during COVID-19 by increasing
AngII- and AT1R-mediated vascular permeability, lung edema, and neutrophils infiltration [10].

How does ACE2 regulate the infiltration of neutrophils mechanistically? Sodhi et al. demonstrated
that attenuation of pulmonary ACE2 activity leads to activation of des-Arg9 bradykinin (DABK)/
bradykinin receptor B1 (BKB1R) axis, the release of pro-inflammatory chemokines e.g., C-X-C motif
chemokine ligand 5 (CXCL5), macrophage inflammatory protein-2 (MIP2), CXCL1, and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-α from airway epithelia, increased neutrophil infiltration, and exaggerated
endotoxin-induced lung inflammation and injury [11]. The dynamic variation of pulmonary ACE2
was found essential to control neutrophilic inflammation, i.e., a balanced reduction of ACE2 while
encountering a bacterial lung infection to recruit inflammatory neutrophils to combat the infection
and later its recovery to restrict neutrophil accumulation to alleviate the inflammation by limiting
interleukin (IL)-17 signaling by reducing STAT3 pathway activity [12]. Thus, ACE2 prevents the
infiltration of neutrophils at the injury or infection site.

3. SARS-CoV-2, Neutrophils, and Necroinflammation in COVID-19

An increased neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio predicts severe illness in the early stage of
SARS-CoV-2 infection, whereas neutrophilia frequently develops in COVID-19 patients in intensive
care units [6,13–16]. Being part of the first line of innate immune defense, neutrophils have been
thought to have protective roles during bacterial or fungal infections, where they kill bacteria or fungi
by phagocytosis as well as NET formation [16]. However, their role in viral infections remains unclear.
In murine SARS-CoV infection, neutrophils were dispensable for antibody-mediated clearance of
SARS-CoV from pulmonary cells as well as the survival of SARS-CoV-infected mice [17,18]. On the
other hand, continuous infiltration of neutrophils at the site of infection and their degranulation and
release of NETs in response to microbial stimuli to raise an immune response produces exaggerated
cytokines and chemokine that might result in the “cytokine storm” and contribute to the ARDS,
SIRS and sepsis development during COVID-19 [6,14,19]. Higher levels of interleukin (IL)-1β,
interferon-γ, CXCL10, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor,
monocyte inhibitory protein-1, and TNF-α were observed in COVID-19 patients requiring ICU
admission [6,14]. A lung autopsy from a patient who succumbed to COVID-19 revealed an extensive
neutrophil infiltration in pulmonary capillaries with extravasation into the alveolar space displaying
acute capillaritis, as well as neutrophilic mucositis of the trachea indicating inflammation to the
entire airway [20]. Moreover, SARS-CoV-2 infection of endothelial cells and the accumulation of
inflammatory cells induced endothelitis in multiple organs, which may contribute to the systemic
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impaired microcirculatory function during COVID-19 [21] and to the phenomenon of the “happy
hypoxia” [22].

The SARS-CoV accessory protein open reading frames SARS3a induced multimodal necrotic
cell death in epithelial cells [23]. Interestingly, SARS3a is conserved in SARS-CoV-2 [4], suggesting
the engagement of similar pathomechanisms during COVID-19. Cellular necrosis as well as NET
formation results in the release of several intracellular danger-associated molecular patterns that
activate the pattern recognition receptors on the surrounding immune and non-immune cells resulting
in more production of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines [24]. The release of NETs disperses
histones, DNA, and granule proteins, such as myeloperoxidase, neutrophil elastase, cathepsin G,
and proteinase 3, which results in severe tissue destruction, setting up the auto-amplification loop of
necroinflammation [24,25] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Neutrophils and neutrophil extracellular traps drive necroinflammation in COVID-19.
The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) binds to ACE2 and enter epithelial
as well as endothelial cells along with it leading to reduced ACE2 expression that stimulates
neutrophil recruitment. Subsequently, neutrophils undergo degranulation and NET formation releasing
intracellular danger-associated molecular patterns, e.g., DNA, histones, neutrophil elastase that
activate the pattern recognition receptors on surrounding immune and non-immune cells to induce
cytokine secretion. The extracellular DNA released by NETs activates platelets and aggregated
NETs provide a scaffold for binding of erythrocytes and activated platelets that promote thrombus
formation. The extracellular histones present on NETs induce necrosis in epithelial or endothelial cells
leading to the release of associated molecular patterns. This sets up an auto-amplification loop of
necroinflammation that aggravate the disease severity during COVID-19. SARS-CoV-2 = severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, ACE2 = angiotensin-converting enzyme 2, NET = neutrophil
extracellular traps, DAMPs = danger-associated molecular patterns.

NETing neutrophils tend to form larger aggregates called “AggNETs” that drive the formation
of thrombi in blood vessels [26]. Interestingly, high incidences of venous thrombosis are reported in
COVID-19 [27]. The extracellular DNA released by NETs activates the platelets, and the AggNETs
provide a scaffold for binding of the erythrocytes and activated platelets, which further promote the
NET formation and set up a vicious cycle propagating thrombus formation [26]. NETs also activate
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the complement system. Myeloperoxidase, cathepsin G, and proteinase 3 activate properdin, factor B,
and C3, three components of the alternative pathway required to induce the complement cascade [28].
Activated neutrophils also express properdin, factor B, and C3, suggesting an important role of
neutrophils in complement activation. Of note, activation of the complement system has been reported
in the severe COVID-19 patients [27]. Together, neutrophils infiltration and NETs formation drive
necroinflammation during coronavirus infections (Table 1).

Table 1. Evidence for neutrophil-mediated necroinflammation in coronavirus infections.

Virus Evidence for Involvement of Neutrophils Reference

SARS-CoV-2

High levels of markers of NETs, e.g., cell free-DNA, myeloperoxidase-DNA,
and citrullinated histone 3 in sera from severely ill patients [19]

High neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio cause ARDS in patients [13,15,29]

Neutrophil infiltration in pulmonary capillaries with extravasation into the alveolar space [20]

High neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio and D-dimer levels in patients [30]

SARS-CoV

C3 mediated neutrophil recruitment during disease progression in mice [31]

Neutrophils infiltration in lungs during the late phase of infection in mice [32]

Neutrophils count correlate with the cytokine storm in patients [33]

Higher levels of neutrophil chemokine IL-8 found in patients [34]

Neutrophilia is associated with the severity of disease in patients [35]

MERS-CoV

Neutrophil-mediated innate inflammatory response in human DPP4 knock-in mice [36]

Increased neutrophils contribute to leukocytosis, an indicator of disease severity and
fatality in patients [37]

Increased release of ROS caused extensive pulmonary lesions and increased the disease
severity in marmosets [38]

SARS-CoV = severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus, MERS-CoV = Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus, NET = neutrophil extracellular trap, ARDS = acute respiratory distress syndrome, C3 = complement
factor 3, ROS = reactive oxygen species.

4. Diabetes, SARS-CoV-2, and Neutrophils

Many prevalent co-morbidities increase the severity and mortality of COVID-19 [14,27,39–41].
One of the most distinctive co-morbidities is diabetes mellitus [6]. Out of 1099 cases reported by
Guan et al., 16.2% of patients with severe disease had a higher prevalence of diabetes compared to
5.7% of patients with the non-severe disease [14]. Case fatality was higher in COVID patients with
diabetes [42]. This may be attributed to the dysfunctional innate immunity, as well as the exaggerated
pro-inflammatory cytokine response in patients with diabetes [43]. Furthermore, higher glucose levels
glycosylate and shed ACE2 [44] may contribute to the severity of ARDS during COVID-19 by increasing
vascular permeability, edema, and neutrophils infiltration in DM patients. On the other hand, it was
believed that patients with diabetes treated with ACE inhibitors and angiotensin-receptor blockers
may develop increased ACE2 expression, which could further facilitate the cell entry of SARS-CoV-2
and aggravate the infection [40]. However, a recent study reported no association with the likelihood
of COVID-19 positive test or severity of COVID-19 with renin-angiotensin system inhibitors [45].
Hyperglycemia in diabetes primes neutrophils to release NETs that might further contribute to the
cytokine storm, SIRS, and sepsis in COVID-19 [43]. Besides, sugar-activated neutrophils produce
S100 Calcium-binding proteins A8/A9 (S100A8/A9) that increased the production of thrombopoietin
in the liver and subsequent thrombocytosis [46], which might contribute to thrombus formation in
COVID-19. Th17-associated cytokine production promoted disease-predictive inflammation in DM [47].
Interestingly, a higher number of CCR6+ TH17 cells were found in the peripheral blood of COVID-19
patients, suggesting critical involvement of TH17 response [48]. Together, neutrophil-mediated cytokine
storm leads to sepsis and subsequent multi-organ failure to aggravate the severity of COVID-19 disease.
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5. Cardiovascular Diseases, SARS-CoV-2, and Neutrophils

Cardiovascular diseases, including coronary heart disease, cardiomyopathy, arrhythmias,
myocardial injury, and hypertension are other distinctive co-morbidities of COVID-19 that have
higher overall mortality rates [14,42,49]. Especially, the extent of myocardial injury correlated with
cardiac dysfunction, arrhythmias, and fatal outcome of COVID-19 [49]. ACE2 exerts vasodilatory effects
through Ang-(1–7) and the Mas receptor [8]. Therefore downregulation of ACE2 upon SARS-CoV-2 cell
entry induces vasoconstriction and subsequent hypertension. Subsequent ACE2-mediated neutrophil
infiltration, as well as NET formation, might be responsible for the exaggerated inflammatory
response, which in turn contributes to the development of cardiovascular diseases, e.g., thrombosis,
atherosclerosis, and endothelial injury, etc. One in five hospitalized COVID-19 patients showed
increased troponin, brain natriuretic peptide, lymphopenia, and inflammation markers, such as
c-reactive protein, IL-1β, and IL-6 in the early course of the disease suggesting cardiac injury [49,50].
Recently, NET-related endothelial cell injury was reported to contribute to vascular pathology in
pulmonary hypertension [39]. Moreover, IL-1β promoted the thrombus formation via NET-associated
tissue factor during atheroembolic events during cardiovascular diseases [51,52]. Furthermore, increased
neutrophil elastase activity was reported to contribute to obesity, insulin resistance, and related
inflammation [53]. Interestingly, the presence of obesity in metabolic associated fatty liver disease
increased the severity of COVID-19 six-fold [41]. All these reports indicate the involvement of
neutrophils and related necroinflammation in the pathology and severity of COVID-19.

6. Summary and Perspectives

To summarize, neutrophils play a central role in the immunopathology of COVID-19. SARS-CoV-2
infection, as well as downregulation of ACE2 upon the cell entry of SARS-CoV-2 triggers neutrophil
infiltration in the lungs. Necrotic cell death of alveolar epithelial cells, as well as NET formation,
releases damage-associated molecular patterns and alarmins in the surrounding extracellular space,
which induce production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and vice versa, setting up a loop of
necroinflammation that is responsible for the cytokine storm and sepsis. NETting neutrophils cause
endothelial injury and necroinflammation via complement activation, as well as promote the venous
thrombus formation during COVID-19. Underlying co-morbidities in COVID-19 patients, e.g., diabetes
and cardiovascular diseases enhance the neutrophilic inflammation and thereby severity of COVID-19.
Therefore, the development of novel therapeutic strategies targeted at neutrophils, e.g., inhibitors
of neutrophil recruitment or NET formation may help reduce the overall disease mortality rate
of COVID-19.
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Abstract: Equine recurrent uveitis (ERU) is considered one of the most important eye diseases in
horses and typically appears with relapsing inflammatory episodes without systemic effects. Various
disorders have been described as an initial trigger, including infections. Independent of the initiating
cause, there are numerous indications that ERU is an immune-mediated disease. We investigated
whether neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are part of the ERU pathogenesis. Therefore, vitreous
body fluids (VBF), sera, and histological sections of the eye from ERU-diseased horses were analyzed
for the presence of NET markers and compared with horses with healthy eyes. In addition, NET
formation by blood derived neutrophils was investigated in the presence of VBF derived from horses
with healthy eyes versus ERU-diseased horses using immunofluorescence microscopy. Interestingly,
NET markers like free DNA, histone-complexes, and myeloperoxidase were detected in higher
amounts in samples from ERU-diseased horses. Furthermore, in vitro NET formation was higher in
neutrophils incubated with VBF from diseased horses compared with those animals with healthy eyes.
Finally, we characterized the ability of equine cathelicidins to induce NETs, as potential NET inducing
factors in ERU-diseased horses. In summary, our findings lead to the hypothesis that ERU-diseased
horses develop more NETs and that these may contribute to the pathogenesis of ERU.

Keywords: NETs; equine recurrent uveitis; horse; cathelicidin
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1. Introduction

Equine recurrent uveitis (ERU) is considered one of the most important eye diseases in horses,
affecting between 2 and 25 percent of animals [1–4]. Common clinical findings include corneal haze,
aqueous flare, pupil miosis, and opacified vitreous body fluid (VBF) with deposits. This serofibrinous
and lymphoplasmacellular inflammation often results in chronic alterations such as synechiae, cataracts,
lens luxation, retinal detachment, and phthisis bulbi [5–7]. Eventually, the cumulative degeneration of
ocular structures can lead to blindness. Thus, a diagnosis can be made when a horse is presented with
relapsing uveitic findings without systemic effects. This disease can be divided into three different
types, the most typical in Europe being the posterior form affecting predominantly vitreous body,
retina, and choroid [7]. The initial cause of the uveitis remains obscure, but genetic and autoimmune
components were found [8–10]. In a genome-wide association study, a single nucleotide polymorphism
on chromosome 20 was discovered to be associated with ERU [11]. Additionally, Leptospira spp.
can be detected in about 60 percent of the patients [12–15]. Whether those pathogens cause the
destruction of the blood-retina barrier or the barrier is destroyed first, thus enabling pathogens to
enter the immune-privileged organ, is under discussion [16]. The treatment options range from
immunosuppressive medication to different surgical procedures, for instance, vitrectomy. Hereby,
vitreous body fluid is exchanged in a minimally invasive way by buffered salt solution with or
without antibiotics.

As autoimmune processes are discussed as being part of ERU, it is of interest that a defense
mechanism of neutrophils, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation, is described as being
involved in autoimmune diseases [17–19]. Besides phagocytosis and degranulation, NET formation
is another strategy of neutrophils against invading pathogens, also referred to as NETosis [20].
NET formation was explained mainly by two different mechanisms [21–24]. The ‘suicidal’ NETosis is a
synonym for the lytic NET release, leading to dead neutrophils after several hours. The ‘vital’ NETosis
is characterized by the rapid release of NETs, and neutrophils undergoing this mechanism are still able
to phagocyte or degranulate [25]. NET release by viable cells is mediated by a vesicular mechanism
and reactive oxygen independent [23]. Furthermore, NET release by viable cells in the form of
mitochondrial DNA has been described. NETs, independent of the mechanism, consist of decondensed
chromatin, histones, antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), and granule proteins [21,22]. The contained AMPs
play an important role in the formation and antimicrobial function of NETs. These components build
web-like structures to entrap and kill microbes [21]. Host nucleases are crucial for maintaining the
balance between NET formation and elimination, and hence for preventing accumulation of NETs [26].
On the other hand, a detrimental role of NETs has been detected in non-infectious conditions, such
as autoimmune or chronic diseases, thrombosis, and cancer. For instance, NETs contribute to the
pathogenesis of systemic lupus erythematosus, psoriasis, or rheumatoid arthritis by autoantigen
exposition [18,27,28]. Moreover, the involvement of NETs and associated proteins in bacterial keratitis
owing to Pseudomonas aeruginosa ocular biofilms and in the ocular graft-versus-host disease dry eye in
humans, with both diseases affecting the ocular surface, has been proven [29,30]. Barliya et al. [31]
demonstrated intraocular NET induction through cytokines, namely interleukin-8 (IL-8) and tumor
necrosis factor α (TNF-α), in a murine model. Furthermore, they showed the occurrence of NETs in
human vitreous body fluid and other ocular components in proliferative diabetic retinopathy, to a
higher extent in more severe cases [31]. The existence of NETs in VBF of such patients, as well as
in diabetic rats, has recently been confirmed by Wang et al. [32]. Whether NETs contribute to the
pathogenesis of ERU has not yet been investigated.

Thus, it seems obvious to assume a potential role of NETs or the associated AMPs in the
pathogenesis of ERU. Interestingly, the closest genes to the single nucleotide polymorphism found to
be linked with ERU are IL-17A and IL-17F [11]. This proinflammatory family of cytokines was recently
reported to modulate NET formation and AMP production [27,33]. Furthermore, IL-17 occurs with an
elevated tissue expression in human autoimmune uveitis [34]. Chen et al. [35] suggest an inductive
effect of IL-17 on the expression of the human cathelicidin LL-37. Cathelicidins are a subtype of AMPs
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and three different sequences can be found in equine bone marrow RNA, referred to as eCATH 1-3.
However, only two pro-peptides are cleaved inside neutrophils into the mature peptides eCATH 2 and
3 [36].

The aim of this study was to first clarify the appearance of NETs during ERU, as well as the
involvement of associated AMPs in the pathogenesis of this commonly occurring disease. The focus
within the AMPs was on the equine cathelicidins owing to their possible connection to IL-17 and the
genetic components of ERU.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples

In the conducted experiments, samples from two different clinics were analyzed. In study part
I, serum samples obtained in Munich, Germany, were investigated in quantitative measurements
of free DNA and nuclease activity, comparing healthy eyes of horses with those of ERU-diseased
horses (Figure 1). Furthermore, these serum samples were used in an ELISA for equine cathelicidins
(Figure A2a). All other experiments (study part II) were performed using vitreous body fluid (VBF)
and blood samples for neutrophil isolation from Hannover, Germany.

Figure 1. Free extracellular DNA and relative nuclease activity in serum. The amounts of free
extracellular DNA (a) and relative nuclease activity (b) were analyzed in serum from 52 equine
recurrent uveitis (ERU) patients and 51 eye-healthy control animals (study part I, Munich). In (a), a Pico
Green assay was used. Significantly more free DNA was detected in the ERU serum compared with the
control serum. In (b), the relative nuclease activity was calculated to a control digestion with DNase
I. The individual values and the mean value of the respective groups are given. In the ERU serum,
a significantly higher nuclease activity was observed compared with the control serum. In (a,b) the
individual values and the mean value ± SD of the respective groups are shown (** p < 0.01, two-tailed
Mann–Whitney test).

2.1.1. Study Part I (Munich)

The serum samples included in the analysis of free DNA and nuclease activity were obtained from
horses vitrectomized owing to diagnosis of ERU at the Equine Hospital of the Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, LMU Munich in Munich, Germany, until 2012. The control samples were taken from those
animals with healthy eyes. The study protocol for obtaining blood samples from ERU cases in the
quiescent stage of the disease and controls (both obtained from the Equine Clinic, LMU Munich)
was permitted by the Ethical Committee of Upper Bavaria’s Regional Government (Regierung von
Oberbayern; permit number: ROB-55.2Vet-2532.Vet_03-17-88). All experiments were performed in
accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations. The samples were stored at −20 ◦C until
further analysis.
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2.1.2. Study Part II (Hannover)

Blood Samples for Neutrophil Isolation

Blood collection from healthy horses was approved by Lower Saxony State Office for Consumer
Protection and Food Safety (LAVES) (Niedersächsisches Landesamt für Verbraucherschutz und
Lebensmittelsicherheit) under nos. 12A243 and 18A302 for study part II. Fresh equine neutrophils
were isolated from these lithium-heparinized blood samples.

VBF Samples Obtained from Vitrectomy Patients and Healthy Horses

The VBF samples of ERU-diseased horses included in the NET induction assay, ELISA to detect
equine cathelicidins, and electron microscopy evaluation were obtained from horses vitrectomized
between 2016 and 2018 at the Clinic for Horses of the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover,
Germany. The pre-examinations, treatment, and surgical procedure were performed as previously
published by von Borstel et al. and Baake et al. [6,37]. Remnant VBF samples from diagnostic
procedures were used in this study. The control samples were derived post mortem from horses
without ophthalmologic findings indicating ERU, which had been euthanized because of other reasons
between 2016 and 2017. The euthanasia of these horses had been approved and registered by the
local Animal Welfare Officer in accordance with the German Animal Welfare Law under number
TiHo-T-2016-4. The eyes from these horses were enucleated and freed from the surrounding tissues,
and VBF was extracted with a 5 mL syringe through a cross-opening cut into the eye. These patients
are described in more detail in Table A1. Signalment and clinical data were obtained from the
medical records.

The samples of ERU-diseased horses were chosen randomly from a collection of samples taken
between 2016 and 2019. Inclusion criteria were a positive microscopic agglutination test (MAT) for
intraocular leptospiral antibodies and a positive result of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) detecting
leptospiral DNA. This analysis is routinely conducted in VBF that is completely exchanged and
collected in all ERU-diseased horses during vitrectomy. The VBF of included control horses was
analyzed in a similar manner and VBF was included if negative MAT and PCR results were found.
The samples were stored at −80 ◦C until further analysis. MAT and PCR were conducted at IVD GmbH,
Seelze, Germany.

Samples Obtained from Enucleations

The paraffin sections and vitreous body fluid for NET detection ex vivo and in situ were received
from eyes that had been enucleated at the Clinic for Horses of the University of Veterinary Medicine
Hannover, Germany, in 2019 as part of curative surgery. A description of signalment, pathological
findings, and the results of the screening for Leptospira by MAT and PCR are displayed in Table A2.
Signalment and clinical data were obtained from the medical records. The eyes were freed from the
surrounding tissues and 1-5 mL VBF was extracted with a 5 mL syringe through a cross-opening
cut into the eye. VBF was immediately put on slides (8 mm, Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA
CB00080RA120) coated beforehand with 0.01% poly-l-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA
P4707) for 20 min. They were then centrifuged for five minutes at 370 g at room temperature and
afterwards fixated with paraformaldehyde (Science Services E15710-250) to a final concentration of 4%.
To fixate the eye, it was flushed first with phosphate-buffered formalin (10%, 3 × 5 mL) by injection
through a needle (21G, WDT 07391) at the opposite side of the first insertion and then put in formalin
and fixed for two to four days. Samples were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol and embedded
via xylene in paraffin wax and cut into 4 μm sections with a microtome. Slides were deparaffinised
and hydrated through descending concentrations of ethanol. Afterwards, sections were stained with
hematoxylin-eosin (HE, hemalaun according to Delafield) following a routine protocol. Histology
slices were examined with a standard light microscope.
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2.2. Pico Green Assay

The amount of free DNA in serum of horses with healthy eyes and ERU-diseased horses was
evaluated by a Pico Green assay using a plate reader (FLUOStar, Optima) in study part I. Therefore,
1:200 in Tris-EDTA buffer solution (TE) diluted PicoGreen (Quant-iT PicoGreen Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, USA P11496) was mixed 1:2 with serum in a 96 black flat bottom well plate (BRANDplates®

781608). A dilution series of calf thymus DNA (Sigma-Aldrich D3664, 1 mg/mL) was used for a
standard curve. The plate was measured after a five minute incubation period at room temperature in
the dark.

2.3. Nuclease Activity Assay

2.3.1. Quantitative Measurement

The nuclease activity in serum was examined in study part I by mixing 7.5 μg of calf thymus
DNA (Sigma-Aldrich D3664, 1 mg/mL) with 10 μL serum and 40 μL Tris. Respective controls were
included in each run. As negative control of 7.5 μg of calf thymus DNA was mixed with 50 μL
Tris, as positive control of 7.5 μg of calf thymus DNA was mixed with 40 μL Tris and 10 μL DNaseI
(2 U/mL). Samples were incubated for six hours at 37 ◦C. Afterwards, intact DNA was precipitated with
phenol-chloroform. The DNA was visualized on 1% agarose gel containing Roti®-GelStain (Carl Roth
3865.1) by gel electrophoresis. The relative nuclease activity was determined by comparison with a
standard row of nuclease activity (DNaseI 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 U/mL, respectively).

2.3.2. Qualitative Measurement

The nuclease activity in serum and VBF of healthy controls and ERU patients were examined in
study part II by mixing 0.5 μg of calf thymus DNA (Sigma-Aldrich D3664, 1 mg/mL) with 50 μL of
the sample (serum or VBF). This was then incubated at 37 ◦C for 20 h. Afterwards, 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis was conducted with DNA staining with Roti®-GelStain (Carl Roth 3865.1). A 1 kb
marker (Invitrogen 1 kb Plus DNA Ladder 10787-018, 1 μg/μL), as well as a negative and positive
control with Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (GIBCO®HBSS 14025050) and 0.5 μg calf thymus DNA,
with or without 0.5 μL micrococcal nuclease (Sigma-Aldrich N5386, 1 Units/μL), were added.

2.4. PMN Isolation

In study part II, fresh equine neutrophils were isolated from lithium-heparinized blood using
Biocoll density gradient and lysis of erythrocytes. All steps were performed in duplicate. Thereby,
the blood was diluted 2.5:1 in phosphate-buffered saline (Sigma-Aldrich P5493-1L, 10× PBS diluted in
endotoxin-free water to 1× concentrated), layered onto the Biocoll (Biochrom AG L6115, 1.077 g/mL),
and then centrifuged for 20 min at 400 g at room temperature without using a centrifuge brake.
Afterwards, the supernatant was removed and cold endotoxin-free 0.2% NaCl-solution was added to
the sediment for 30 s and carefully inverted. The lysis of the erythrocytes was then stopped by adding
cold endotoxin-free 1.6% NaCl-solution. This was then centrifuged at 250 g for six minutes at 4 ◦C.
The lysis step was repeated once or twice depending on the clarity of the obtained pellet. The two
pellets were finally pooled and resuspended in cold Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI,
gibco 11835063).

2.5. NET Induction

Within study part II, fresh isolated blood-derived equine neutrophils were seeded in a concentration
of 2 × 106 cells mL−1 (2 × 105 cells per well) on slides (8 mm, Thermo Fisher CB00080RA120), which
had previously been coated for 20 min with 0.01% poly-l-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich P4707). Then, 100 μL
stimulus was added to each well and incubated for 240 min at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2. The well plate was
then centrifuged for five minutes with 370 g at room temperature and, afterwards, the samples were
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fixated with paraformaldehyde (Science Services E15710-250, final concentration of 3.2%) and stored at
4 ◦C. The examined stimuli included the equine cathelicidins (eCATH 1, eCATH 2, eCATH 3 [38]),
each in a 5 μM and 10 μM concentration, in different environments. The first set-up analyzed the equine
cathelicidins in the presence of RPMI (gibco 11835063), using RPMI alone as a negative control and
methyl-β-cyclodextrin (Sigma-Aldrich C4555-1G, final 10 mM) diluted in RPMI as a positive control.
The next five independent experiments were conducted in the presence of VBF from the control horses
with healthy eyes, with an additional control of VBF alone. The methyl-β-cyclodextrin was hereby
diluted in VBF. A set-up of seven independent experiments using VBF obtained from ERU patients
was also performed.

2.6. Immunofluorescence Staining of NETs

The samples in study part II were permeabilized for five minutes with Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich
T8787-50ML) for the co-staining of DNA/histone-1 and myeloperoxidase as NET markers. Then,
they were blocked for 20 min with 3% normal donkey serum (Sigma-Aldrich D9663-10ML), 3% cold
water fish gelatine (Sigma-Aldrich G7041-100G), 1% bovine serum albumin (Albumin fraction V, Roth
2923225), and 0.05% Tween20 (Roth 9127.2) in 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich
P5493-1l, 10× PBS diluted to 1× PBS in distilled water). Afterwards, the samples were incubated for
one hour with a monoclonal mouse anti-DNA/histone-1 antibody (Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA
MAB3864, 0.55 mg/mL) diluted 1:1000 in blocking buffer and a rabbit anti-human myeloperoxidase
antibody (Dako A0398, 3.2 mg/mL) diluted 1:300 in blocking buffer. Isotype controls were incubated
with an IgG2α antibody from murine myeloma (Sigma-Aldrich M5409-.1MG, 0.2 mg/mL) diluted
1:364 in blocking buffer and IgG from rabbit serum (Sigma-Aldrich I5006, 10.4 mg/mL) diluted 1:975
in blocking buffer. After washing, a goat anti-mouse DyLight 488 antibody (Thermo Scientific 35503,
1 mg/mL) diluted 1:1000 and a goat anti-rabbit Alexa 633 antibody (Thermo Scientific A 21070, 2 mg/mL)
diluted 1:500, both in blocking buffer, were used to perform the secondary staining for one hour in the
dark. After washing, staining with aqueous Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher 62249, 1:1000 in aqua dist.)
was carried out for ten minutes. The slides were washed and embedded in ProLong®Gold antifade
reagent (Invitrogen P36930).

2.7. Immunofluorescence Staining of Paraffin Sections

The paraffin sections of study part II were handled as described by de Buhr et al. [39]. Briefly, after
dewaxing, rehydration, permeabilization, and blocking, the staining was performed for one hour with
a monoclonal mouse anti-DNA/histone-1 antibody (Millipore MAB3864, 0.55 mg/mL) diluted 1:100
and rabbit anti-human myeloperoxidase antibody (Dako A0398, 3.2 mg/mL) diluted 1:300 or rabbit
anti-elastase antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK Ab1876, 10 mg/mL) diluted 1:50, with all dilutions
in blocking buffer. An isotype control staining was achieved by using IgG2α from murine myeloma
(Sigma-Aldrich M5409-.1MG, 0.2 mg/mL) and IgG from rabbit serum (Sigma-Aldrich I5006, 10.4 mg/mL)
in adjusted concentrations. Goat anti-mouse DyLight 488 (Thermo Scientific 35503, 1 mg/mL, 1:1000)
and goat anti-rabbit Alexa 633 (Thermo Scientific A 21070, 2 mg/mL, 1:500) antibodies, both diluted
in blocking buffer, were utilized for the secondary staining for one hour in the dark. The samples
were then washed, embedded in ProLong®Gold with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Thermo
Fisher P36931), and covered with a cover slip (Roth H878).

2.8. Immunofluorescence Microscopy and Analysis of NETs

A Leica TCS SP5 AOBS confocal inverted-base fluorescence microscope with an HCX PL APO
40× 0.75–1.25 oil immersion objective and an HCX PL APO lambda blue × 63 1.40 oil immersion UV
objective was used to record the samples in study part II. The settings were adjusted with respective
isotype controls. For the NET induction assays, in each sample, a minimum of six randomly selected
images per independent experiment were taken and used for quantifying the activated NET-positive
cells. On the basis of the inhomogeneous structure and size of nuclei in horse neutrophils, the size of
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nuclei was not used as a parameter for the NET-positive cells. Instead, a cell was defined as positive
when the nucleus of the cell showed a positive signal for DNA/histone-1 staining as NET marker.
For each individual experiment and horse, a respective negative control was analyzed in parallel.

2.9. ELISA for eCATH

Serum from study part I and VBF samples of horses with healthy eyes and ERU-diseased horses
from study part II were examined with a Horse Cathelicidin Antimicrobial Peptide ELISA Kit (Biozol,
Eching, Germany ASB-OKEH03902) in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations for
evaluating the amount of equine cathelicidins in those samples.

2.10. Electron Microscopy

Fresh isolated blood-derived equine neutrophils were put in Eppendorf tubes at a concentration
of 1 × 106 cells per tube and centrifuged for five minutes at 400 g at room temperature. After the
supernatant was pipetted off, 100 μL VBF of one animal with healthy eyes (study part II) or 100 μL
RPMI (gibco 11835063) was added to the pellet. Then, 10 μM of equine cathelicidins (eCATH 1 or 2,
see above), diluted in VBF or RPMI, was added in a 2:1 ratio. This was incubated for 240 min at 37 ◦C
with 5% CO2. The subsequent steps were additionally performed with 2 mL VBF of one ERU-diseased
horse from study part II. The samples were centrifuged for five minutes at 400 g at room temperature,
after which the supernatant was discarded and 250 μL 2.5% (vol/vol) glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate (pH 7.2) was added to the pellet. They were then post fixed with 1% osmium tetroxide
(wt/vol) and 0.15 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2) for 1 h at 4 ◦C, washed, and further processed for
electron microscopy.

For transmission electron microscopy, the fixed and washed samples were subsequently
dehydrated in ethanol and further processed for standard Epon embedding. Sections were cut
with an LKB ultratome and mounted on Formvar-coated copper grids. The sections were post fixed
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and examined in a Philips/FEI CM100 BioTwin transmission
electron microscope operated at a 60-kV accelerating voltage. Images were recorded with a Gatan
Multiscan 791 charge-coupled device camera.

The ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl acetate (Laurylab, Saint Fons, France) and lead
citrate (Laurylab). Immunolabeling of thin sections after antigen unmasking with sodium metaperiodate
(Merck) [40] with gold-labeled anti-TNFα (BBInternational, Cardiff, UK) was performed as described
previously [41], with the modification that Aurion-BSA (Aurion, Wageningen, The Netherlands) was
used as a blocking agent.

2.11. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed using Excel 2010 and 2016 (Microsoft) and GraphPad Prism version 8.0.1.
(GraphPad Software). Normal distribution of data was verified using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
normality test (GraphPad software, San Diego, CA, USA) prior to statistical analysis. Differences
between groups were analyzed as described in the figure legends (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001,
**** p < 0.0001).

3. Results

3.1. More NET Markers in Serum of ERU-Diseased Horses

To test whether NETs could contribute to the pathogenesis of ERU, an initial screening for NET
markers using serum from ERU-diseased horses and animals with healthy eyes was performed.
As NETs consist of DNA, the amount of free DNA was evaluated by a Pico Green assay in the serum.
Hereby, it needs to be taken into account that free DNA in serum might originate from sources other
than neutrophils [42,43]. Thus, the results only represent first indications of the possible presence
of NETs in ERU-diseased horses. The average amount of free DNA was significantly different with
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4.0 ± 6.1 μg/mL in the ERU serum and 1.9 ± 2.7 μg/mL in the serum of horses with healthy eyes
(Figure 1a). As mentioned in the introduction, NET formation is often associated with an increased
release of nucleases by the host in order to maintain a balance between NET formation and NET
elimination [26]. An analysis of nuclease activity in the same serum also revealed a significant
difference between samples from horses with healthy eyes and ERU-diseased horses. In the ERU
serum, a significantly higher relative nuclease activity of 102 ± 22.6 was observed, compared with
83.5 ± 31.2 in the control serum (Figure 1b). However, this finding harbored a first suspicion that NETs
contribute to the pathogenesis of ERU-diseased horses.

3.2. NET Detection Ex Vivo

In order to confirm the presence of NETs in the eyes of ERU-diseased horses, we performed a
series of immunofluorescence stainings for NET markers in VBF. The NETs were identified through a
positive signal for DNA/histone-1-complexes and a colocalization of the signal with myeloperoxidase.
NET structures were present ex vivo in the VBF of two of three ERU patients (Figure 2), but not in those
animals with healthy eyes. All eyes were additionally examined histologically to confirm or exclude
ERU (Table A2). As shown in Figure 3, several of the activated cells formed vesicles rather than NET
fibers containing DNA/histone-1-complexes. This vesicular release is a special form of extracellular
trap formation shown in vitro in cases of response to Staphylococcus aureus in human neutrophils [23],
and is induced by Listeria in murine microglia [44].

We additionally examined VBF of one ERU-diseased horse (horse H) via transmission electron
microscopy for a more detailed analysis of NET-releasing cells ex vivo. Hereby, H3-cit and elastase
were labeled by immunogold staining. As shown in Figure 4, neutrophils were detected with clear
signs of NETosis, for example, disruption of the nuclear membrane and release of extracellular traps.
Besides cells undergoing NETosis, the formation of nuclear vesicles positive for H3-cit and elastase in
neutrophils that were found inside the VBF of ERU-diseased horses was also confirmed. The magnified
pictures in Figure 4e show the vesicular NET formation in several neutrophils.

The presence of NET markers and neutrophils during NETosis in VBF from ERU-diseased horses
confirmed our hypothesis that NETs play a role in ERU pathogenesis.

Figure 2. Ex vivo neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) detection in vitreous body fluid (VBF) of
ERU-diseased horses (study part II, Hannover). The VBF of enucleated eyes from ERU-diseased
horses was analyzed after cytospin and immunofluorescence staining with a confocal microscope. NET
staining for immunofluorescence microscopy of the cells contained in the VBF was conducted (blue
= DNA (Hoechst), green = DNA/histone-1-complexes, and red =myeloperoxidase). Representative
images of cells from one animal (horse I) are shown in rows 1 and 2. Cells in image one are stained in the
center of the cells, whereas in image 2, the staining of DNA/histone-1-complexes and myeloperoxidase
surrounds the cell. The respective isotype control is presented in row 3.
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Figure 3. Ex vivo NET detection in VBF of ERU-diseased horses (study part II, Hannover).
The VBF of enucleated eyes from ERU-diseased horses was analyzed for cells and NET markers
after cytospin and immunofluorescence staining with a confocal microscope (blue = DNA, green =
DNA/histone-1-complexes). Images of different cells from one animal (horse J) are shown in images
1 and 2, where the activated cells formed vesicles rather than NET fibers. The respective isotype is
presented in row 3.

Figure 4. Ex vivo NET detection via transmission electron microscopy in VBF of an ERU-diseased
horse (study part II, Hannover). The VBF of an enucleated eye from an ERU-diseased horse (horse H)
was analyzed with a transmission electron microscope. (a) overview, (b) neutrophil during NETosis (c)
neutrophil with an extracellular trap, and (d) neutrophil with nuclear vesicles. In (a–d), the right column
displays respective magnifications with immunogold labeling (5 nm gold/H3-cit, 10 nm gold/elastase).
(e) All images show the formation of H3-cit and elastase positive nuclear vesicles (5 nm gold/H3-cit,
10 nm gold/elastase). Arrows mark the formation of nuclear vesicles. On the right-hand side, the right
column displays respective magnifications. Scale bar size: (a) = 5 μm, (b–d) left-hand side = 2 μm,
(b,d) right-hand side = 200 nm, (e) left-hand side = 1 μm, and (e) right-hand side = 500 nm.
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3.3. More Activated Neutrophils in ERU-Diseased Horses Despite Nuclease Activity

To obtain a deeper insight into the influence of VBF on NET formation, we exposed fresh
neutrophils isolated from healthy horses to VBF from animals with healthy eyes compared with
ERU-diseased horses. A significant increase in the percentage of activated cells could be identified in
VBF of the ERU-diseased horses compared with those with healthy eyes (Figure 5a,b). The incubation
of neutrophils with methyl-β-cyclodextrin diluted in VBF, serving as positive control, also led to a
significantly higher NET formation in ERU-diseased horses compared with those with healthy eyes.

Figure 5. Activation of neutrophils by VBF of horses with healthy eyes and ERU-diseased horses
(VBF diseased) and respective nuclease activities (study part II, Hannover). (a) After a 240 min
incubation period of fresh isolated blood derived neutrophils with VBF, significantly more activated
neutrophils were detected in samples from ERU-diseased horses. Roswell Park Memorial Institute
medium (RPMI) was used as negative control, with methyl-β-cyclodextrin (CD) diluted in VBF
as positive control. The bars represent mean ± SD of five (healthy eyes) or seven (ERU-diseased)
independent experiments. Statistical analysis: # represents results of a one-tailed unpaired student’s
t-test; * represents results of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Tukey’s multiple
comparison test. p-values of # p < 0.05, ** p < 0.005, and **** p < 0.0001 were considered significant.
(b) Representative images (horses 3 and E) of immunofluorescence analysis are presented (blue =
Hoechst, green = DNA/histone-1-complexes, red =myeloperoxidase). The respective isotype control
stainings and single channel pictures are shown in Figure A1. (c,d) The corresponding nuclease
activities in the VBF samples were analyzed by a qualitative DNase activity test. The results of horses
with healthy eyes are shown in (c) and of ERU-diseased horses in (d). RPMI was used as a negative
control and micrococcal nuclease (MN) as a positive control.
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As host nucleases are important for NET elimination and might also be present in the VBF,
we evaluated their corresponding activities in the VBF samples by means of a DNase activity test.
The numbers and letters below the gels and in the graph indicate the corresponding samples tested at
the same time for NET formation. While the VBF of horses with healthy eyes were all negative, most
of the VBF of ERU-diseased horses showed distinct nuclease activity (Figure 5c,d). These data are in
good accordance with the detected increased nuclease values in sera from ERU-diseased horses shown
in Figure 1. Although this difference between the amount of activated cells in VBF compared with
VBF without nuclease activity was not significant, a tendency for higher nuclease activity in VBF of
ERU-diseased horses was detectable (p = 0.068). However, it is important to highlight that a high
amount of NET formation was found in neutrophils treated with VBF of ERU-diseased horses, despite
the presence of the shown higher nuclease activity. These data again confirmed that NETs might play a
role during ERU pathogenesis.

3.4. Influence of Equine Cathelicidins

3.4.1. NET Induction with Equine Cathelicidins

After having demonstrated the presence of NETs in ERU-diseased horses, we aimed to analyze
possible NET-inducing factors during ERU pathogenesis. Because cathelicidins are described as an
NET-inducing factor in humans [45], and because the cathelicidin-modulating factor IL-17 is linked to
ERU [11], it may be assumed that cathelicidins might be involved in NET formation in ERU-diseased
horses. Therefore, we focused on further characterizing the impact of equine cathelicidins on NET
release in horses (Figure 6). Fresh isolated blood derived neutrophils from donors with healthy eyes
were incubated with three different eCATH at amounts of 5 μM and 10 μM. These concentrations
were chosen because human cathelicidin has been shown to induce NETs in human neutrophils in
such concentrations [45]. After a 240 min incubation period with RPMI and eCATH, the cathelicidins
eCATH 1 and 2 induced significantly more NETs compared with a negative control with RPMI alone
(Figure 6a). Moreover, a concentration of 10 μM activated more cells than 5 μM. However, eCATH
3 did not make any difference, independent of the concentration used. Similarly, as shown ex vivo
in VBF (Figure 3), several of the activated cells formed vesicles rather than NET fibers (Figure 6c).
The results of an analysis of equine neutrophils incubated over 120 min with eCATH 1, 10 μM diluted
in RPMI via transmission electron microscopy, and neutrophils incubated only in RPMI are depicted in
Figure 6d. Again, neutrophils during NETosis and with extracellular traps were detected. Furthermore,
nuclear vesicles positive for H3-cit and elastase were found. With these results, a potential influence of
eCATH 1 and 2 on NET formation in horses was suggested.
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Figure 6. Influence of equine cathelicidins (eCATH) 1-3. (a) After a 240 min incubation period, eCATH
1 and 2 activated neutrophils in RPMI depending on the quantity used, whereas eCATH 3 did not
lead to activation. The bars represent mean ± SD of three independent experiments. A one-tailed
paired t-test was conducted. p values of * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 compared with control were
considered significant. (b) Equine cathelicidins in VBF. The amounts of equine cathelicidins in VBF of
ERU-diseased (n = 7) and controls with healthy eyes (n = 5) were analyzed using a commercial ELISA.
A significant increase in equine cathelicidins in VBF of ERU-diseased horses was observed. The bars
represent mean ± SD. A one-tailed unpaired t-test was performed. p values of * p < 0.05 compared
with control were considered significant. In (c), representative immunofluorescence images of equine
neutrophils stimulated with eCATH are presented, in this case with eCATH 2 and 10 μM in RPMI
(blue =Hoechst, green = DNA/histone-1-complexes, red =myeloperoxidase). The respective isotype
control stainings are included. In (d), transmission electron microscopy images of equine neutrophils
are shown. Control images from neutrophils incubated for 120 min in RPMI are presented on the
left-hand side. Neutrophils stimulated with eCATH 1 (10 μM in RPMI) for 120 min are presented on the
right-hand side. An overview is given in (i) and (iv). The right column in each group displays respective
magnifications with immunogold labeling (5 nm gold/H3-cit, 10 nm gold/elastase). (ii) shows an intact
neutrophil with elastase positive granular. (iii) shows the intact outer membrane of an unstimulated
neutrophil. (v) presents a neutrophil with a high amount of H3-cit and elastase positive content in the
cytosol. (vi) shows the release of an extracellular trap that is H3-cit and elastase positive. (vii) depicts
a neutrophil with H3-cit and elastase positive nuclear vesicles. Scale bar size: (i) and (iv) = 5 μm,
(all others) left-hand side = 2 μm, (all others) right-hand side = 200 nm.
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3.4.2. More Cathelicidins in VBF of ERU-Diseased Horses

After showing the impact of eCATH 1 and 2 on horse neutrophils in vitro, we subsequently investigated
their concentrations in VBF of horses with healthy eyes and ERU patients. For this purpose, we performed
a horse cathelicidin antimicrobial peptide ELISA with VBF samples from animals with healthy eyes and
ERU patients (Figure 6b). The values of ERU-diseased animals showed a significantly higher amount of
cathelicidins. The mean values hereby were 2.8 ng/mL for the horses with healthy eyes and 3.3 ng/mL
for the diseased horses. However, these concentrations were distinctly lower than that used in NET
induction assays. No difference was seen for serum levels of cathelicidins (Figure A2a).

4. Discussion

Numerous indications of an immune-mediated pathogenesis were reported in ERU. As neutrophil
infiltration was characterized during the course of this disease [46–48], we investigated their contribution
in terms of NET production in ERU patients. Our results demonstrate that significantly more NET
markers are present in serum of ERU-diseased horses compared with horses with healthy eyes (Figure 1).
However, these markers are not specific for NETs and could also originate, for example, from necrotic
or apoptotic cells, or be present owing to diverse pathological states [42,43]. Other serum NET markers,
such as myeloperoxidase, neutrophil elastase, myeloid-related protein, or nucleosome levels, exist,
but free DNA was shown to be the most promising among these serum NET markers [49]. Another
possibility would be to perform a serum analysis for H3-cit, which is considered as the most specific
marker [50,51]. Nevertheless, we subsequently focused on more specific NET markers together with the
visualization of the cells inside the affected eye. Such NET markers as H3-cit, DNA/histone complexes,
and myeloperoxidase or elastase are present in activated neutrophils or nuclear vesicles of VBF from
most ERU-diseased horses (Figures 2–4) and their VBF activates more neutrophils than VBF of horses
with healthy eyes (Figure 5a). We did not find NET markers in VBF of every diseased horse, which might
be because of the sample size or the fact that neutrophils are rather involved in the onset of the disease
than in the later phases [46]. Our samples for the ex vivo NET detection were all derived from horses
with several reported acute phases in their history, leading to a recurrent condition with eye damage, so
the eye had to be removed for therapeutical reasons at a later stage of the disease. This chronic state of
ERU, when the eye was removed, is described as being characterized by lymphoplasmatic cells [46],
which was confirmed in our histopathological examinations (Table A2). Owing to this stage of the
disease, we might not have found NET fibers in the three ERU-diseased horses included in the in situ
analysis. However, in the Appendix A (Figure A3), we show an in situ analysis derived from a horse
with acute uveitis (no ERU). This horse shows clear NET fibers inside the ciliary body, demonstrating
the possibility of NET release inside this tissue during acute phases of inflammation.

In summary, our findings lead to the hypothesis that ERU-diseased horses develop more NET
markers and that NETs may contribute to the pathogenesis thereof. This is in accordance with studies in
which a pathological component of NETs was already found in other diseases. For instance, autoimmune
antibodies against intracellular antigens bind NETs as they are exposing intracellular components to
the extracellular space [52]. Such antibodies were, for example, detected in rheumatoid arthritis, in
this particular case against citrullinated histone [27]. Furthermore, autoantibodies themselves can in
turn induce NETs, leading to a vicious circle of NETosis and autoantibody production, maintaining
the inflammation [27]. Among others, protein excess through release of neutrophil elastase and an
activation of the complement system by non-degraded NET particles are described mechanisms [53].
Nevertheless, NETosis also appears as a mixed blessing with both beneficial and detrimental effects
at once. This was described by Thanabalasuriar et al. [29] in a Pseudomonas aeruginosa ocular surface
infection. By building up a dead zone underneath the biofilm, NETs limit the bacterial dissemination
into the brain, but coincidently cause a more severe ocular clinic. Hence, a detrimental effect of NETs
also arising in ERU is plausible.

Besides clear signs of NETosis, hints of vesicular release of NETs were also detectable in
ERU-diseased horses. The vesicular NET formation was described as a vital NET formation [23].
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This mechanism was identified as a response of neutrophils to the presence of Staphylococcus aureus.
With the present study, we identified a similar picture ex vivo as well as in vitro in the VBF of an
ERU-diseased horse and after eCATH stimulation in vitro (Figures 3–5). Interestingly, by means of
electron microscopy (EM) analysis, the different forms of NET formation were identified in the same
sample. Alongside the vesicular NET formation, neutrophils with a clear NET release and a membrane
disruption were identified. Therefore, this leads to the hypothesis that neutrophils are primed or
programmed in different ways, eventually by different stimuli during ERU pathogenesis.

As potential NET inducing factors, we investigated the amount and effects of the equine
cathelicidins 1-3 (Figure 6), because of the described genetic link of the cathelicidin-modulating factor
IL-17 to ERU [11]. Antimicrobial peptides in general and cathelicidins specifically have been reported
to induce NETosis and stabilize NETs [54]. A detrimental effect thereof can be seen in mice, where
cathelicidin in NETs promotes atherosclerosis through activation of plasmacytoid dendritic cells [55].
Additionally, defects in processing, expression, or function were found in several human inflammatory
skin diseases. Hereby, an overexpression can be just as detrimental as a deficient antimicrobial barrier
function caused by downregulation [56].

In horses, three different cathelicidin sequences have been identified at the RNA level, but only
two mature peptides [36]. However, we performed the assays with all three equine cathelicidins, as
the likelihood of an eCATH 1 expression under specific conditions or in other cell types than myeloid
cells was suggested by Bruhn et al. [57]. Our results show that eCATH 1 and 2, but not eCATH 3,
have the ability to activate neutrophils to form NETs in RPMI (Figure 6a), as already shown for the
human cathelicidin LL-37 in human neutrophils [45]. The varying results between the cathelicidins
could be owing to their molecular structure. The coding regions of the eCATH peptides have different
lengths and no significant sequence homology [58]. In particular, eCATH 3 has a low hydrophobic part,
thus explaining its poor effects [36]. The equine cathelicidins have also been reported to be different
regarding their antimicrobial properties. A synthetic eCATH 1 was hereby most bactericidal, followed
by eCATH 2. The reaction of eCATH 3 is highly dependent on its environment, as it effectively combats
pathogens in low salt concentrations, but shows an inhibited activity in physiologic salt medium [36].
Interestingly, the used low-ionic media contained a salt concentration of 100 mM NaCl, similar to the
RPMI used in our experiments (103 mM). Nonetheless, we still have not discovered a NET inducing
activity for eCATH 3 in RPMI. This is in line with the finding that bactericidal activity of cationic
antimicrobial peptides does not always correlate with the NET-inducing or NET-stabilizing activity,
as shown by Neumann et al. [45,54]. An influence of sodium chloride has likewise been reported for
the interaction between DNA and LL-37 in humans. Salt promotes the dissociation of LL-37 from
extracellular DNA through interference of the ionic interactions between DNA phosphate groups and
amino acids of the AMP [59]. The amount of sodium chloride in equine VBF is 17.7% higher [60] than
in RPMI, but still only about a third of the lowest amount tested by Lande et al. [59]. Moreover, the pH
is an influencing factor on the activity of several human AMPs, including the human cathelicidin LL-37,
where an acidic surrounding reduces the function [54,61]. In line with this discussion is the finding
that the NET-inducing effect of eCATH 1 and 2 is lost in the presence of VBF of healthy or diseased
horses (Figure A2b,c). Thus, it still remains questionable if the eCATH does in fact contribute to NET
induction in ERU-diseased horses. To investigate this in detail, the effects of an inhibitor of eCATH on
NET formation could be examined, but no effective antibodies are currently available.

Additionally, the NET-inducing capacity of eCATH 1 and 2 was evident at higher concentrations
(5 μM and 10 μM) compared with the measured lower amounts of eCATH in the VBF. However, it has
to be mentioned that these measured samples were derived from eyes in sub-clinical stages. The actual
amounts inside an acutely inflamed eye are likely to be much higher, as the expression of LL-37 is
induced during inflammation [62], leading, for example, to median levels up to 300 μM in psoriatic
skin lesions [63]. On the basis of these results, we assume that besides cathelicidins, other factors, such
as pathogens, might also contribute to NET formation during ERU.
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One possible major contributor to the pathogenesis of ERU is Leptospira, which can be found in about
60% [12–14] of ERU-diseased horses and, importantly, not in VBF of horses with healthy eyes. Nothing is
known about their influence in the context of NETs in ERU so far. However, as Leptospira have been proven
to induce NETs, for example, in humans, mice, and cattle [64,65], their impact on equine neutrophils
remains to be determined. According to our data, there is neither a link between the Leptospira titer
(Table A1) and the percentage of activated cells in the NET induction assay (Figure A2b,c), nor to the
nuclease activity. The horse with the lowest titer even induced the highest percentage of NETs. This
corresponds with the finding that both Leptospira positive and negative horses develop all degrees
of severity of this disease [14]. All samples were positive for the serovar Grippotyphosa, which is in
accordance with data describing it as being the most widely distributed serovar in Europe [13,14,66].
Nevertheless, there could be a connection between the amount of NETs in acutely inflamed eyes and
living Leptospira inside the inflamed VBF, as our samples were derived during clinically quiescent
periods. In humans, a concentration-dependent induction of NETs was found [64].

Regardless of their initiating trigger, the involvement of NETs leads to treatment options not yet
included in the current therapy approaches of ERU. In other diseases regarding NETosis, the application
of DNase, heparin, or anti-VEGF was successful. DNase degrades extracellular DNA and is thus able
to clear NETs [67]. An impairment of this enzyme has been shown to contribute to disease progression,
such as lupus nephritis [18]. For instance, DNase treatment is established in cystic fibrosis therapy in
humans [53]. Additionally, DNase eye drops had beneficial effects in dry eye disease, like significantly
reduced corneal defects and mucoid debris [67,68]. Barliya et al. [31] have proven a decreasing effect
of DNase ex vivo, treating NETs in cryosections of murine eyes inflamed owing to injection of IL-8 or
TNF-α. Consequently, they discuss a potential therapeutic use of DNase in intraocular inflammatory
processes. Another approach to degrade NETs in an ocular disease has been performed in ocular
graft-versus-host disease using heparin [30]. This drug removes histones from NETs owing to its high
negative charge, resulting in destabilization [30]. In a sub-anticoagulant dose, it not only reduced
the clinical symptoms and led to fewer amounts of inflammatory cytokines, but also increased cell
proliferation. Furthermore, a decrease in NET formation in proliferative diabetic retinopathy has been
demonstrated after intraocular anti-VEGF injection [32].

Administering these drugs could consequently help to show the extent to which NETs contribute
to the development of ERU and whether a DNase or heparin treatment could be used as a new therapy.
Nevertheless, beforehand, further studies using in vivo experiments or complex 3D culture system,
which closely mimic the cellular interactions in the host, are needed. For this purpose, a 3D cell
culture system should be used to separate the blood from the VBF compartment of the eye. Thereby,
the blood-retina barrier, over which the neutrophils need to migrate, would be mimicked. In humans,
the retinal pigment epithelium cell line ARPE-19 has already been used on filters to simulate this
barrier [69]. Nevertheless, as the presented study focused on ERU in horses, an equine system is
needed to investigate this aspect in the future. Additionally, a cell culture system could prospectively
enable specific knock-outs of antimicrobial peptide production via CRISPR/Cas. Furthermore, in this
line, a conceivable detrimental effect of NETs on the retinal barrier could be investigated with this
system. NETs could probably act detrimentally towards this epithelial barrier, as they also display a
destructive impact on other epithelial tissue. For instance, NETs cause cell death in lung epithelial
cells in a concentration-dependent manner [70]. As this effect was independent of DNase treatment,
but dependent to varying degrees on anti-histone antibodies, polysialic acid, and MPO inhibitor,
Saffarzadeh et al. [70] suggest a mediation of cytotoxicity mainly by histones and MPO instead of the
DNA components of NETs. This corresponds to the finding that NETs lead to corneal and conjunctival
epitheliopathy, which was treatable with heparin [30].

In conclusion, our data suggest an involvement of NETs within the pathogenesis of ERU.
Meanwhile, the equine cathelicidins seem to not be the determining factor, but only a contributing one.
The association of NETs with eye diseases remains an important field that has yet to be investigated.
Thereby, attention should be given to molecular processes in regards to the development of future
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therapeutic approaches, as recommended by Estúa-Acosta et al. [71]. Possible molecular processes to
focus on would be the signaling pathways and clearance of NETs during these ocular pathologies [71].
Furthermore, the discussed open questions should be answered in the future using complex 3D cell
culture system that mimic cellular interactions in the host.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Horses included in the neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) induction assay. ERU, equine
recurrent uveitis.

Number Diagnosis Age Breed Gender Leptospira Titer

1 healthy eye 16 Westphalian mare MAT −, PCR −
2 healthy eye 9 Trakehner gelding MAT −, PCR −
3 healthy eye 3 Hanoverian gelding MAT −, PCR −
4 healthy eye 15–20 Dutch

warmblood mare MAT −, PCR −
5 healthy eye 23 Icelandic horse mare MAT −, PCR −
A ERU 9 Hanoverian mare MAT +, PCR +

(400 Australis, 100 Bratislava, 3200 Atumnalis, 1600
Grippotyphosa, >3200 Pomona, 3200 Altodouro, 400 Hardjo)

B ERU 16 Icelandic horse mare MAT +, PCR +
(>3200 Grippotyphosa, 800 Icterohaemorrhagiae)

C ERU 6 Icelandic horse mare MAT +, PCR +
(400 Grippotyphosa)

D ERU 8 Alt-Oldenburger
and Ostfriesen

gelding MAT +, PCR +
(1600 Grippotyphosa)

E ERU 11 Icelandic horse mare MAT +, PCR +
(3200 Grippotyphosa)

F ERU 4 Hanoverian mare MAT +, PCR +
(>3200 Grippotyphosa)

G ERU 10 Trotter gelding MAT +, PCR +
(3200 Grippotyphosa)

MAT =microscopic agglutination test, PCR = polymerase chain reaction.

Table A2. Horses included in the ex vivo, histological, or electron microscopy examination.

Number Diagnosis Age Breed Gender Leptospira titer Pathological Findings

6 ERU-free,
retrobulbar mass 25 Partbred

Arabian mare MAT −, PCR − healthy eye

7 ERU-free, chronic
keratitis 20 Hanoverian gelding PCR −, MAT − retinal detachment with atrophy

8 ERU-free, glaucoma 26 Westphalian gelding PCR −, MAT − retinal folds with focal atrophy, focal erosion of corneal
epithel, hyalinisation of ligamentum pectinatum

H ERU 11 Hanoverian gelding MAT −, PCR + lymphoplasmacellular panophthalmia

I ERU 20 Pinto gelding MAT +, PCR −
(1600 Grippotyphosa) lymphoplasmacellular panophthalmia

J ERU 13 Oldenburger gelding MAT +, PCR − (800
Grippotyphosa)

phthisis bulbi, chronic-degenerative and
reactive changes

U1 acute uveitis 13 Paint Horse gelding MAT −, no PCR hypopyon and retinal detachment

MAT =microscopic agglutination test, PCR = polymerase chain reaction.
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Figure A1. Activation of neutrophils by VBF of horses with healthy eyes and ERU-diseased horses.
Fresh isolated blood-derived neutrophils were incubated for 240 min with VBF. RPMI was used as
negative control, with methyl-β- cyclodextrin (CD) diluted in VBF as positive control. (a) shows the
single channel pictures and isotype control of representative immunofluorescence pictures of a horse
with healthy eyes (horse 3). In (b), the corresponding images of an ERU-diseased horse (horse E) are
included. Blue staining represents DNA (Hoechst), green indicates DNA/histone-1-complexes, and red
indicates myeloperoxidase.
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Figure A2. Equine cathelicidins (eCATH) as a potential NET inducing factor. (a) shows the amount of
eCATH in serum from ERU patients (n = 50) and control horses with healthy eyes (n = 20), analyzed
using a commercial ELISA. No significant decrease in eCATH in serum of ERU-diseased horses was
observed. The bars represent mean ± SD. A one-tailed unpaired t-test was conducted. In (b,c),
the activation of neutrophils by eCATH 1–3 in VBF is depicted. After 240 min incubation, none of the
cathelicidins induced NETs in vitreous body fluid from horses with healthy eyes (b) or ERU-diseased
horses (c). They rather reduced the amount of NETs compared with VBF alone. A significantly higher
percentage of activated cells in VBF of ERU patients compared with samples with healthy eyes was
detected. The bars represent mean ± SD of five (healthy eyes) and seven (ERU-diseased) independent
experiments. A one-tailed paired t-test was conducted. p-values of * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 compared
with the control were considered significant.

Figure A3. In situ NET detection in a histological eye section of a horse with acute uveitis. NET
structures are present in the ciliary body of a uveitis patient (horse U1). (a) The corresponding
hematoxylin-eosin (H+E) section of the ciliary body to the pictures in (b) is presented. The H+E
section of the anterior eye chamber of this horse confirms the uveitis by showing a neutrophil, in part
lymphohistiocytic infiltration in the area of the chamber angle. (b) NETs are hereby identified through
colocalization of DNA (blue, Dapi), DNA/histone-1-complexes (green), and myeloperoxidase (red).
The respective isotype control staining is included.
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Abstract: Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are formed by decondensed chromatin, histones, and
neutrophil granular proteins and have a role in entrapping microbial pathogens. NETs, however,
have pro-thrombotic properties by stimulating fibrin deposition, and increased NET levels correlate
with larger infarct size and predict major adverse cardiovascular (CV) events. NETs have been
involved also in the pathogenesis of diabetes, as high glucose levels were found to induce NETosis.
Accordingly, NETs have been described as drivers of diabetic complications, such as diabetic wound
and diabetic retinopathy. Inflammasomes are macromolecular structures involved in the release
of pro-inflammatory mediators, such as interleukin-1, which is a key mediator in CV diseases.
A crosstalk between the inflammasome and NETs is known for some rheumatologic diseases, while
this link is still under investigation and not completely understood in CV diseases. In this review,
we summarized the most recent updates about the role of NETs in acute myocardial infarction and
metabolic diseases and provided an overview on the relationship between NET and inflammasome
activities in rheumatologic diseases, speculating a possible link between these two entities also in
CV diseases.

Keywords: NETs; neutrophils; NLRP3 inflammasome; IL-1β; cardiovascular disease; inflammation;
diabetes; obesity

1. Introduction

Neutrophils are the most abundant effector cells of the innate immune system [1]. Apart from
their defensive role against infections, neutrophils have acquired a distinct role in the pathophysiology
of many cardiovascular (CV) diseases [2]. The most important mechanism for their phagocytic and
antimicrobial activity is the release of granular products (i.e., metalloproteinase [MMP]-8 and -9,
myeloperoxidase [MPO], neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin [NGAL], and neutrophil elastase
[NE]) [2,3]. More recently, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) have been recognized as an additional
mechanism of defense through a process called NETosis [4,5]. NETs are made up of chromatin decorated
with histones, proteases, and granular proteins through which neutrophils can block and catch up
invading microorganisms [6,7] (Figure 1). The presence of granular proteins is an essential requirement
for NET formation since both NE knockout mice and MPO-deficient patients were found to produce a
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lesser amount of NETs [8,9]. Indeed, in experimental studies, mice unable to activate NETosis showed
a higher susceptibility to infectious diseases [10]. NETs, however, have been recognized as important
drivers also in the pathophysiology of CV diseases [2,11,12].

 

Figure 1. Overview of NETosis. NETosis occurs through the release of neutrophil extracellular
traps (NETs) and represents an additional mechanism of defense. The cascade of events leading to
NETosis include the histone tail citrullination of positively charged arginine residues mediated by the
calcium-dependent PAD4 (Step 1), that leads to chromatin decondensation (Step 2). After this, the
nuclear envelope destroys, the granule content enters the nucleus followed by the release of the nuclear
material along with granular enzymes (Step 3). Legend. Ca++: calcium. Cit: citrullinated histone tail.
dsDNA: double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid. PAD4: peptidylarginine deiminase type 4. MPO:
myeloperoxidase. NE: neutrophil elastase. NGAL: neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin.

Inflammasomes are intracellular, macromolecular complexes that sense dangers and trigger a
local or systemic inflammatory response through the release of cytokines belonging to the interleukin
(IL)-1 family [13]. In particular, the NACHT, LRR, and PYD domain-containing protein 3 (NLRP3)
inflammasome is thought to act as a central player in the setting of acute myocardial infarction (AMI)
and heart failure [13]. A crosstalk between the inflammasome and NETs was described in different
settings, with NETs able to prime macrophages to produce IL-1 through the NLRP3 inflammasome, thus
amplifying the inflammatory response [14], although this interplay is less understood in CV diseases.

In this review, we aim to summarize the most recent findings concerning the role of NETs in AMI
and metabolic diseases (particularly diabetes and obesity). In addition, we provide some information
on the relationship between NET and inflammasome activities in rheumatologic diseases, speculating
a possible link between these two entities in CV diseases.
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2. Review Criteria

This narrative review is based on original articles and reviews published over the last years
and retrieved through PubMed using the following search terms (or combination of terms): NETs,
neutrophils, NE, MPO, inflammation, NLRP3 inflammasome, acute myocardial infarction, ST elevation
myocardial infarction, obesity, type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes, and outcomes. Only English-language
papers were included. Additional papers identified from the reference list of the retrieved articles were
also considered.

3. NETs in Acute Myocardial Infarction

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is triggered in most cases by the erosion/rupture of a coronary
atherosclerotic plaque, followed by the formation of a thrombus occluding the artery [15]. Although
monocytes and macrophages are known to play an essential role, in recent years neutrophils have also
been described to be involved in atherothrombosis [16,17], as demonstrated by their accumulation in
coronary thrombi [18] and their predictive role in acute coronary events [19,20]. As well, neutrophils
and NETs were described in animal models of ischemia/reperfusion injury (IRI) along with the beneficial
effect of DNase in mitigating the IRI and the no-reflow phenomenon [21].

NETs play a central role in thrombosis by promoting fibrin deposition and formation of fibrin
networks [22]. Following the interaction between platelets and neutrophils at the site of plaque
rupture during STEMI, NETs were recognized to express functional tissue factor and to induce platelet
activation and further thrombin generation, thus increasing the thrombogenic potential of NETs [23]
(Figure 2). Importantly, the integrity of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) scaffold was proved as
a necessary condition for the tissue factor to be expressed on NETs from infarct-related coronary
arteries [23]. Despite the presence of NETs in developing thrombi, human intact NETs did not show
any pro-coagulant property in vitro in contrast to single histones able to induce thrombin generation in
a platelet-dependent way [24]. This probably depends on the neutralization of the negative charge of
DNA on the NET surface. Additionally, it is now clear that activated platelets can present high-mobility
group box 1 (HMGB1) to neutrophils and stimulate these cells to form NETs [25] (Figure 2). More
recently, a concept emerged following the discovery that toll-like receptor (TLR)-2 stimulation along
with NETs trapped within the fibrin strands might have a role in plaque erosion through an increase in
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) inducing ER stress and apoptosis [26].

A central role for NETs in coronary artery disease (CAD) has been proposed and main studies
investigating this relationship are summarized in Table 1. For example, NETs were retrieved at a higher
extent in older thrombi showing lytic changes compared to fresh ones, but never in organized thrombi,
thus suggesting that NET formation occurs early in the thrombus dissolution process [27]. In another
study, coronary thrombi were confirmed to contain a large amount of NETs, which are deemed as a
scaffold for platelets, red blood cells, and fibrin [28].
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Figure 2. The interplay between NETs and platelets. NETs promote thrombosis by favoring fibrin
deposition. Recently, a notion has been added by showing that NETs can express tissue factor further
triggering thrombin generation and platelet activation and finally increasing the thrombogenic potential
of NETs. This was reported especially at the site of plaque rupture during acute myocardial infarction
when platelets and neutrophils interact with each other. In this view, activated platelets present HMGB1
to neutrophils and stimulate them to form NETs. Legend. HMGB1: high-mobility group box 1. NE:
neutrophil elastase. MPO: myeloperoxidase. TF: tissue factor.

Nucleosomes (DNA-histone complexes) and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)—key components
of NETs proposed as sensitive biomarkers for CV events—were found at increased levels at the culprit
site and correlated with the coronary thrombus NET burden. Interestingly, the latter negatively
correlated with ST resolution, but was positively associated with the infarct size expressed both as
area under the curve of creatine phosphokinase isoform muscle brain (CK-MB) and through cardiac
magnetic resonance (CMR) assessment [28]. These data underline the detrimental role played by
NETs at the culprit site through the stimulation of thrombosis and inflammation into the infarcted
myocardium. Additionally, the activity of DNase at the culprit site was negatively correlated with the
coronary NET burden, the area at risk, ST resolution, and infarct size measured through CMR [28].
Hence, the balance between NET burden and endogenous DNase activity might be responsible for
different outcomes and eventually represent a field of research for targeted therapies. This is also
true for other surrogate markers of NET burden (dsDNA and citrullinated histone H3 [citH3]), whose
concentration was increased at the culprit site [32]. Interestingly, in patients evaluated through
transthoracic echocardiography after 24 ± 8 months from AMI, dsDNA at the culprit site positively
correlated with the wall motion score index (the higher the index, the worse the left ventricular
function) [32]. Another study pointed out the prognostic role of NETs. In a cohort of patients with
recent STEMI, higher levels of coronary dsDNA were found to independently predict in-hospital major
adverse CV events (MACEs) [33]. These results, however, confirmed those previously reported by
Borissoff et al., who in 2013 described for the first time a positive association between high levels of
circulating dsDNA, nucleosomes, and MPO-DNA complexes and the occurrence of MACEs [29].

Some studies followed the time course of NETs at different time points. In a cohort of 30 patients
with STEMI and stable angina undergoing successful PCI [31], a progressive decrease of dsDNA in
all patients following PCI was reported across 14 days, although STEMI patients exhibited higher
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levels throughout the observation time. Differently, nucleosomes were found to peak after 12 h from
PCI in STEMI patients and then to progressively reduce until day 7 with a slight increase at day 14,
remaining higher in patients with stable angina [31]. In another study, both dsDNA and MPO-DNA
concentrations were higher in the acute phase than after three months and correlated with the total
leukocyte count at the time of the admission and to each other only in the acute phase. Interestingly,
the acute glucose load provided by the oral glucose tolerance test performed three months after the
STEMI resulted in an increased gene expression of peptidylarginine deiminase 4 (PAD4), but it was not
paralleled by an increase in dsDNA and/or MPO-DNA levels [34]. Based on the available literature [37],
the authors concluded that this may be probably due to a delayed release of NETs or to the fact that
NETosis might be triggered by acute changes in plasma glucose in the stable setting (i.e., three months)
following an AMI.

NETs are likely to behave in a similar manner also in stable CAD. In a large study including
>1000 patients previously enrolled in the ASCET (ASpirin non-responsiveness and Clinical Endpoints
Trial) [38], dsDNA and MPO-DNA significantly correlated with neutrophil count, but only dsDNA
levels were strongly associated with prothrombin fragment 1 and 2 and D-dimer, two in vivo markers
of thrombin generation and fibrin turnover hypercoagulability. These findings further underpinned
how NETs exert a negative impact beyond their prothrombotic potential [38] and confirmed previous
findings by Borissoff et al. [29]. When analyzing the outcomes (including a composite of unstable
angina, non-hemorrhagic stroke, AMI, or all-cause mortality), patients experiencing an event presented
with significantly higher dsDNA levels as compared to patients without events. A trend toward an
increased number of endpoints across quartiles was found, especially for quartiles from 2nd to 4th.
Additionally, increased dsDNA levels in 2nd–4th quartiles were associated with a 2-fold increased risk
of experiencing a composite of unstable angina, non-hemorrhagic stroke, AMI, or all-cause mortality,
independently of treatment allocation and markers of hypercoagulability [38].

4. NETs in Diabetes

Diabetes is characterized by a low-grade inflammation [39] explaining the typical complications
of the disease through endothelial dysfunction, hyperreactivity of platelets, and elevated levels of
pro-coagulant mediators [40,41]. Hyperglycemic conditions were reported to limit lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)-induced neutrophil degranulation and the following release of granular proteins, i.e., MPO
and NE [42,43]. In recent years, a progressive number of evidences shed light on the role played
by neutrophils in the pathophysiology of diabetes (both type 1 diabetes [T1D] and type 2 diabetes
[T2D]) [44–47]. Additionally, the expression of PAD4 in neutrophils is elevated in patients with T1D
and T2D, thus explaining their special attitude to produce NETs [48].

Neutrophils were recognized to infiltrate the pancreas of subjects with T1D [49] and to have a role in
the onset and the progression of T1D [50]. Neutrophils might accumulate at all disease stages, including
pre-symptomatic subjects with positive autoantibodies [51]. Through the colocalization between
dsDNA and MPO, it emerged that pancreas-residing neutrophils were able to form NETs, as confirmed
by the decoration of decondensed DNA with citrullinated histones [51]. Indeed, a reduction in the
neutrophil count in patients with T1D at onset was paralleled by a marked increase in NE and proteinase
3 (PR3) levels and activity, that in turn were associated with an increased NETosis [49,50,52,53]. It is
then likely that the reduced number of circulating neutrophils might be due to an increased NET
production, which is also responsible for the augmented levels of NE and PR3 in the bloodstream.

Additional studies are available describing the role played by NETs in T2D, but they appear
controversial. Although high glucose levels were described to induce NETosis and NET-related
products both in vitro and in vivo in a dose-dependent fashion [54], both spontaneously and when
induced by phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) [55], a deeper investigation provided somewhat
different results. In fact, Joshi et al. reported that in vitro NET formation was impaired at progressively
increasing glucose concentrations, being delayed and resulting in short-lived and unstable NETs [56].
This was later confirmed when neutrophils from T2D subjects were stimulated for 3 h with LPS.
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In patients with T2D, a pre-activated condition was observed, i.e., NETting neutrophils without any
external stimulus, only in presence of normal glucose concentration (5.5 mM). This was probably
due to the incapacity of neutrophils to respond to other stimuli (e.g., PMA) when already exposed to
hyperglycemia [56]. An explanation for these different results in pretty similar conditions may be the
different time of incubation (4 h vs. 24 h, respectively) affecting the process of NET formation. Hence,
diabetes represents a trigger for the constitutive NET activation, but the continuous stimulus provided
by higher glucose concentrations is likely to detrimentally impact on the ability of neutrophils to
produce fully working NETs. This aspect, therefore, deserves further investigation in the future in
order to better clarify these mechanisms.

Neutrophils from T2D patients were shown to produce a large amount of IL-6, which in turn
induced NET formation in an autocrine fashion at the same extent of LPS, except when neutrophils
were cultured under high glucose conditions (30 mM) [56]. This latter finding was confirmed in a small
cohort of T2D patients followed for one year from the time of the diagnosis and treated with metformin
500–2500 mg/daily [57]. Indeed, neutrophils from T2D patients produced a larger amount of NETs
compared to healthy controls, but not when stimulated with PMA [57]. Additionally, NET formation,
nucleosome, and NE-dsDNA complexes were still present in the plasma of patients after 6 months
of metformin treatment, while all neutrophil functional responses returned to normal values after
12 months with no change in neutrophil count across this period [57]. This finding about metformin
was later investigated by Menegazzo et al. confirming that metformin reduced NE, PR3, histones,
and dsDNA levels [58]. Indeed, metformin blocked in vitro pathologic changes in nuclear dynamics
and DNA release provoking a blunted NETosis in response to classical NET stimuli [58]. As NET
formation is likely to be associated with glucose-stimulated reactive oxygen species (ROS) production,
it is possible that ROS have a direct effect on NET production. In fact, diphenyleneiodonium and
apocynin, two inhibitors of NADPH oxidase, reduce NET formation in neutrophils exposed to high
glucose stimulation [59]. Accordingly, the inhibition of NADPH oxidase markedly decreased the
release of extracellular DNA compared to high glucose condition, thus suggesting that glucose-induced
NET production might be dependent on NADPH oxidase [59].

NETs were described to be implicated in diabetic complications. Indeed, a poor outcome for
diabetic wounds in subjects with T1D and T2D was recorded [48,60]. In a case-control association
study, dsDNA-histone complex and NE levels were significantly increased in patients with diabetic
retinopathy compared with those without [55]. As a further proof of it, Wang et al. reported that
an increased NET formation was observed in the serum of T2D patients with diabetic retinopathy
irrespective of the stage of the disease, with NE driving this trend [59].

5. NETs in Obesity

Obesity is considered an inflammatory disease since adipose tissue dysfunction is responsible
for an impairment in adipocytokine production [61]. In addition, inflammatory cells can infiltrate the
adipose tissue [62] and release pro-inflammatory mediators [63,64]. NETs were shown to have a role in
the obesity-related inflammation both in pre-clinical and clinical studies.

In an experimental mouse model of high-fat, high-sucrose diet, the immunostaining for
cathelicidin-related antimicrobial peptide (CRAMP), a surrogate marker of NETting neutrophils,
was markedly more positive compared to control lean mice and reduced after treatment with
Cl-amidine, a PAD4 inhibitor, or DNase [65]. Additionally, the effect of NETs in mediating endothelial
dysfunction in obese mice was studied with Cl-amidine administered for 2 weeks or DNase for 8 days,
after 8 and 9 weeks of high fat, respectively. Blocking NETs is beneficial for the recovery from the
endothelial dysfunction provoked by the high-fat diet [65]. The main explanation of the role of NETs
in obesity-induced endothelial dysfunction might be an abnormal production of MPO. MPO, in fact,
increases the production of ROS, which in turn oxidize the endothelial-derived nitric oxide production.
Different results were reported by Braster et al. in another model of high-fat diet, in which the presence
of NETting neutrophils in the adipose tissue was confirmed at a higher extent in obese than in lean
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mice [66]. Despite the administration of Cl-amidine for 10 weeks since the beginning of the high-fat
diet, no beneficial effect in terms of improved metabolic parameters was found [66]. This is likely to
suggest that an early blockade of NETs might not be effective in blunting NET-related effects probably
due to the presence of a kind of ‘escape’ mechanism.

Recently, in a cohort of patients with morbid obesity who underwent sleeve gastrectomy, a higher
amount of MPO-DNA complexes compared to healthy controls was found [67]. Levels of MPO-DNA
complexes positively correlated with body weight, body mass index, waist and hip circumference, and
glyco-metabolic profile. One year after the surgical intervention, MPO-DNA complexes did not show
any absolute change compared to baseline. In some patients, however, MPO-DNA complexes were
reduced, whereas in some others increased [67], thus suggesting that the mere weight loss may not
modify neutrophil activation. Interestingly, the sub-group with reduced MPO-DNA complexes after
sleeve gastrectomy presented with a reduced body weight and BMI and an improved glycemic status.
On the contrary, those with persisting high levels of MPO-DNA complexes after surgery had a history
of stroke and thromboembolism and therefore may represent a high CV risk population [67].

6. NETs and the Inflammasome

Depending on different sensor components, various inflammasomes can oligomerize [68,69]
and the activation of the caspase-1 takes place [70]. The common, final stage of this process is the
proteolytic cleavage of pro-IL-1β and pro-IL-18 to their active forms. The NACHT, LRR, and PYD
domain-containing protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome was largely studied in the CV field, as confirmed
by their role in atherosclerosis, acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pericarditis [71–76].
Of note, the role of the NLRP3 inflammasome and IL-1β is well established in many rheumatic diseases,
too [77].

Cathelicidin LL-37 is an antimicrobial peptide released within NETs and was previously recognized
to induce IL-1β from monocytes following the activation of the P2X purinoreceptor 7 (P2X7R) [78], that
mediates the potassium efflux during inflammasome activation (Figure 3). Kahlenberg et al. reported
some interesting findings on the role played by NETs in triggering the NLRP3 inflammasome activation
in macrophages of patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) [79]. Indeed, they found a
positive correlation between the concentration of LL-37 within NETs and their ability to activate the
NLRP3 inflammasome and release IL-1β and IL-18 through caspase-1. As well, LL-37 played a major
role in potassium efflux through the P2X7R activation. A central role for IL-18 was shown, which
effectively stimulated NET release at the same extent of other known NETosis stimuli (i.e., PMA and
LPS) [79]. Additionally, IL-18-stimulated NET release significantly increased caspase-1 activation
in primed macrophages compared to IL-18 alone. This might suggest a feed-forward loop through
which NETs increase the synthesis of IL-1β and IL-18 in macrophages, that in turn can stimulate
NET formation in neutrophils (Figure 3). Similarly to what happens in SLE, the pivotal role of NETs
was demonstrated in acute gout, too [80]. As well, patients with adult-onset Still’s disease (AOSD)
presented with higher levels of circulating NETs compared to controls, which contributed to the
NLRP3 inflammasome and macrophage activation, finally increasing the release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines [81]. An interplay between NETs and the inflammasome has been described also in severe
asthma [82]. Among patients included in the Severe Asthma Research Program (SARP)-3, increased
caspase-1 concentrations were measured in patients with high levels of NETs, thus suggesting the
inflammasome activation. This may suggest that patients with severe asthma have a marked neutrophil
activation in their airways, as proved by the increased concentrations of NETs, the latter being able to
further trigger the inflammasome in monocytes or macrophages and release IL-1β [82,83].
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Figure 3. Interactions between neutrophils and macrophages. The NLRP3 inflammasome is an
intracellular macromolecular structure recognizing danger signals and activating an inflammatory
response, especially by the release of IL-1β and IL-18. In recent works, NETs have been described to
play a central role in activating the NLRP3 inflammasome in macrophages. This happens through
LL-37 triggering potassium efflux from the cell via the activation of the P2X7R. Additionally, IL-18
may stimulate NET release and increase caspase-1 activation in macrophages in a feed-forward loop.
Accordingly, NETs trigger IL-1β and IL-18 synthesis in macrophages, that promote NET formation
in neutrophils. Legend. IL: interleukin. MPO: myeloperoxidase. NET: neutrophil extracellular trap.
NLRP3: NACHT, LRR, and PYD domain-containing protein 3. P2X7R: P2X purinoreceptor 7.

Caspases are important in pyroptosis, a regulated cellular death depending on the activation of
the inflammasome [84,85]. Typical substrates are IL-1β and IL-18. Recently, gasdermin D (GSDMD)
has been identified as an important pyroptotic effector activated by caspase-11 and less often by
caspase-1 [86,87]. Caspases are responsible for the cleavage of the Asp275 and Asp276 residues
on GSDMD, that generates an N-terminal GSDMD product, namely GSDMD-NT or GSDMD-p30.
GSDMD-NT is responsible for the pores through the cytoplasmic membrane [88,89] leading to osmotic
swelling and membrane rupture. Pyroptosis can, however, be also activated in a non-canonical fashion
through caspase-11 (caspase-4/5 in human cells) activity following LPS stimulation [87].

Recently, Sollberger et al. investigated the role of GSDMD as a common effector of both pyroptosis
and NETosis [90]. In an in vitro experiment, GSDMD was cleaved during NET formation and localized
to the plasma membrane of neutrophils. Additionally, some neutrophil proteases (NE, PR3, and
cathepsin G) were found to induce GSDMD cleavage at different sites leading to lysis-inducing
fragments. The authors then concluded that GSDMD may represent a key player in pro-inflammatory
cell death through two functions [90]. First of all, NE and GSDMD look like to be involved in a
feed-forward loop, in which GSDMD and NE help each other for their own activation. Once GSDMD
activates, it is able to form pores in the membrane of granules favoring NE release into the cytoplasm
toward the nucleus, where it gets processed with histones and increases nuclear expansion [91]. As a
second function, following NET formation, GSDMD forms pores in the cell membrane allowing
NET release. Along with these interesting findings and the knowledge that neutrophils appear to
be resistant to caspase-1-dependent pyroptosis, neutrophils were recently described to release NETs
in a GSDMD-dependent manner following the non-canonical inflammasome signaling [92]. Indeed,
pyroptosis was previously described to depend on the proteolytic cleavage of GSDMD by caspase 11
in neutrophils [86,87].
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The role of the NLRP3 inflammasome in AMI was largely investigated in recent years [93–95].
Actually, we now know that the NLRP3 inflammasome activation is important in the determination
of the infarct size (mainly through pyroptosis) [96,97] and in the so-called “wavefront of reperfusion
injury,” through which the infarct size expands in the 3–6 h after reperfusion through an increasing
activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome [94]. For a more in-depth discussion on the role of the NLRP3
inflammasome, readers are referred elsewhere [13,75,95]. Therefore, the link between NETs and the
NLRP3 inflammasome in the pathophysiology of AMI is still under investigation and not completely
understood yet. Cholesterol crystals are recognized as important drivers in atherosclerosis [98], as
supported by studies in mice with defective cholesterol efflux [99,100]. Additionally, the excess of
cholesterol crystals is uptaken by lysosomes, whose membrane may be damaged and then activate
the NLRP3 inflammasomes [99]. Besides, cholesterol crystals were found to prime the NLRP3
inflammasome through the production of NETs [101].

With regard to diabetes, very few data are available evaluating the relationship between
NETs and the inflammasome, although data from the CANTOS (Canakinumab Anti-Inflammatory
Thrombosis Outcomes Study) trial did not show any effectiveness of IL-1β blocking in reducing
incident diabetes [102]. Future studies unraveling this interplay may be beneficial in developing
targeted therapies for patients developing diabetes.

7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

NETs primarily represent an essential barrier in response to inflammatory stimuli provided by a
wealth of pathogens. An excessive production of NETs may, however, end in chronic inflammation,
as occurs in CV diseases, where NETs play an important role. Additionally, NETs can trigger other
cells, such as monocytes and macrophages, to release IL-1β through the NLRP3 inflammasome, which
in turn is responsible for the persistence of a pro-inflammatory milieu. In vitro studies reported that
proteases on NETs can adjust cytokine levels either by destroying or activating them, thus blunting
or favoring inflammation [103–105]. Therefore, NETs are likely to behave as a double-edged sword
in the innate immune system. An exaggerated NET formation is responsible for different diseases,
both infectious and non-infectious. NETs can bind to platelets and red blood cells and impair the
coagulation cascade by increasing the efficiency of fibrin aggregation and the risk of thrombotic events.
Recently, new information emerged showing that multiple receptors and various redundant signaling
pathways are involved in NETosis, suggesting that a fine tuning is strictly required to address different
biological effects [106]. Further studies, however, are warranted to thoroughly understand all the
different functions of NETs and their importance in the clinical setting.

In light of the pathophysiological relevance of NETs, the development of therapies blocking NETs
is ongoing [107]. For example, the inhibition of PAD4 was proved effective in different conditions,
such as AMI, stroke, and diabetes [108]. Besides, Janus Kinase (JAK)1/2 inhibitor, that lowers NET
formation in mice and humans, was found to experimentally reduce thrombosis [109]. The negative
side of these potential therapeutic pathways relies on the non-uniqueness of the targets acting also
in processes other than NETosis, hence this research field needs to be further deepened. Along with
pharmacological inhibition, some cells (i.e., macrophages) as well as plasma own a system for NET
degradation to directly digest extracellular DNA and dampen inflammation, as witnessed by the
decreased clearance of NETs occurring in or causing SLE and rheumatoid arthritis [110].

Although the discovery of NETs has revolutionized the understanding of the pathophysiology
and the natural history of some human diseases, additional efforts are needed to understand the
real impact of NETs and therefore address targeted therapeutic strategies. Finally, a standardized
nomenclature and standardized techniques for NET assessment would definitely help to obtain a
wealth of comparable data, no matter what the studied disease is [111].
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Abstract: Neutrophils play an essential role in the control of inflammatory diseases. However,
whether cannabinoid receptors (CBs) play a role in neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis in sterile liver
inflammation remains unknown. The expression of marker genes on neutrophils was characterized by
FACS, immunofluorescence, qRT-PCR, and Western blot. The amount of neutrophils was significantly
elevated from 7 days and reached the peak at 2 weeks in carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)-treated mouse
liver. The mRNA expression of neutrophil marker Ly6G had positive correlation with CB1 and CB2
expression in injured liver. In vitro CBs were abundantly expressed in isolated neutrophils and CB1
agonist ACEA promoted the chemotaxis and cytoskeletal remodeling, which can be suppressed
by CB1 antagonist AM281. Moreover, ACEA induced NETosis, myeloperoxidase release from
lysosome and ROS burst, indicating neutrophil activation, via Gαi/o. Conversely, CB2 agonist JWH133
had no effect on neutrophil function. ROS and p38 MAPK signaling pathways were involved in
CB1-mediated neutrophil function, and ROS was upstream of p38 MAPK. CB1 blockade in vivo
significantly attenuated neutrophil infiltration and liver inflammation in CCl4-treated mice. Taken
together, CB1 mediates neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis via Gαi/o/ROS/p38 MAPK signaling
pathway in liver inflammation, which represents an effective therapeutic strategy for liver diseases.

Keywords: liver injury; neutrophil extracellular trap; myeloperoxidase; carbon tetrachloride

1. Introduction

Neutrophils are the most abundant white blood cells and among the first cells recruited to
an inflammatory site, thus mediating the early responses to tissue injury [1]. Neutrophil activation
is characterized by neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation (NETosis) [2,3], granule enzymes
myeloperoxidase (MPO) release from lysosome (azurophilic granules) [4] and ROS burst [5], further
contributes to inflammation-associated damage in injured tissue. NETosis was first described in 2004 as
highly decondensed chromatin structures, which was associated with citrullination of histone H3 [6,7].
NETosis has been found in response to various stimuli such as LPS, damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs), and PMA [6,8]. Recent studies have implicated that neutrophils play an essential
role in the control of sterile inflammatory diseases, which are also characterized by a sustained influx of
neutrophils and persistent NET release, and contribute to various injury processes [9,10]. For instance,
in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and cystic fibrosis, neutrophils and NETs contribute to
chronic inflammatory and lung tissue damage [11,12]. Peptidylarginine deiminase (PAD) inhibition
reduces NETosis and protects against lupus-related vasculature, kidney and skin injury in various
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lupus models [13]. In pyogenic arthritis, pyoderma gangrenosum and acne syndrome, an imbalance
of NET formation and degradation are detected that enhances the half-life of these structures in vivo
and promotes inflammation [14]. Especially, the important role of neutrophils has been identified in
acute liver injury. In liver ischemia/reperfusion, interleukin-33, which is released from liver sinusoidal
endothelial cells, promotes NETosis of infiltrating neutrophils and exacerbates inflammatory injury [15].
Disruption of the miR-223 gene exacerbates acetaminophen-induced hepatic neutrophil infiltration,
oxidative stress, and injury, and enhances TLR9 ligand-mediated activation of pro-inflammatory
mediators in neutrophils [16]. However, it remains unknown about the mediator and underlying
molecular mechanism of regulating neutrophil recruitment and activation during chronic liver injury.

The endocannabinoid system (ECS) comprises cannabinoid receptors (CBs; CB1 and CB2),
endocannabinoids and their synthesis and degradation enzymes [17]. CB1 is highly expressed in
central nervous system and is also found in the periphery, including immune system and liver at
a lower level, while CB2 is mainly expressed in immune cells [18]. ECS has been proven to be involved
in the regulation of multiple physiological processes, such as appetite control, energy balance, pain
perception, and immune response [19–21]. Notably CBs have been identified as pivotal regulators
of acute and chronic liver injury, especially in inflammation-related liver injury [22]. For examples,
a potential impact of CB1 on the inflammatory response associated with NASH has been suggested by
experiments in obese rats, showing that CB1 antagonist rimonabant plays a hepatoprotective role in
the treatment of obesity-associated liver diseases and related features of metabolic syndrome [23,24].
Moreover, CB1 and CB2 participate in the resveratrol-induced anti-NASH effect by maintaining the gut
barrier integrity and inhibiting gut inflammation in high-fat diet-induced NASH rat models [25]. Our
previous studies have also found that CB1 promotes the infiltration and activation of bone marrow
(BM)-derived monocytes/macrophages in carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)-induced liver injury mouse
model, which could be inhibited by the blockade of CB1 [26,27]. However, the knowledge of whether
CBs are involved in neutrophil function during sterile liver inflammation remains limited.

Here we investigate the effects of CBs on neutrophil chemotaxis and activation in isolated
neutrophils and CCl4-induced murine models. Our findings suggest that CB1 but not CB2 mediates
neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis in vitro, which are dependent of ROS and MAPK signaling
pathways. Furthermore, blockade of CB1 in vivo reduces the infiltration and activation of neutrophils
and attenuates liver injury in CCl4-treated mice, which may represent an effective therapeutic strategy
for liver diseases.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

RPMI Medium 1640 was from GIBCO/Invitrogen (Grand Island, NY, USA). PCR reagents were
from Applied Biosystems. ACEA (special CB1 agonists), AM281 (CB1 antagonist), JWH133 (CB2
antagonist), SB203580 (p38 inhibitor) were from TOCRIS/R&D (Minneapolis, MN, USA). NAC and
PTX were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Fibronectin was from Calbiochem (Germany).
YM254890 was from Adipogen Corp. (San Diego, CA, USA). SYTOX Green Nucleic Acid Stain was
from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR, USA).

2.2. Mouse Models of Liver Fibrosis

A CCl4 (1 μL/g BW)/OO mixture (1:9 v/v) was injected into abdominal cavity of mice twice per
week. Mice were sacrificed at 1, 2, and 3 days and 1, 2, and 4 weeks. The liver tissues were harvested.
The intraperitoneal injection of AM281 (2.5 mg/kg BW) or DNAase I (11284932001, 50 μg/mouse, Roche,
Swiss) was performed at 4 or 24 h before CCl4 administration. All animal work was conformed to
the Ethics Committee of Capital Medical University and in accordance with the approved guidelines
(approval number: AEEI-2014-131).
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2.3. BM Transplantation

ICR male mice aged 6 weeks received lethal irradiation (8 Grays) and immediately received
transplantation by a tail vein injection of 1.5 × 107 whole BM cells obtained from 3-week-old EGFP
transgenic mice. Four weeks later, mice of BM-rebuild were subjected to CCl4-induced liver injury.
After another 2 weeks, mice were sacrificed and liver tissues were harvested.

2.4. FACS

Non-parenchymal cells of mouse liver were isolated as described previously [28]. APC-Ly6G (BD
Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and its isotype-matched negative control were added to the
non-parenchymal cell suspension, respectively. After 15 min incubation in the dark, the cells were
washed with PBS and subjected to FACS, which was performed on a FACSAria and analyzed with
FACS Diva 4.1 (BD, Biosciences).

2.5. Isolation of Mouse BM Neutrophils

ICR mice aged 6 weeks were sacrificed by cervical dislocation at the time of neutrophils harvest.
Tibias and femurs were removed and stripped of their muscles. The BM was flushed using PBS, and
cell aggregates were disrupted via filtration through 70-μm cell strainer (BD Bioscience) and washed
with PBS. Cell suspension was layered in a ratio of 1 to 3 on top of Histopaque 1077 (Sigma Aldrich),
after centrifugation, precipitate was resuspended the with PBS. The cell suspension was layered in
a ratio of 1 to 2 on top of Histopaque 1119 (Sigma Aldrich), after centrifugation, neutrophils were
recovered on the top of Histopaque 1119. Neutrophils were washed with PBS and then resuspended
in RPMI Medium 1640. The purity of neutrophils was determined by immunofluorescence staining
for Ly6G (almost 100% cells were positive for Ly6G). Neutrophil viability was analyzed using Cell
Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) according to the manufacturer’s procedure.

2.6. Neutrophils Chemotaxis Assay

Isolated bone marrow neutrophils were incubated with Calcein-AM (Life Technologies, CA, USA)
to label cells and treated with AM281 (10 μM), NAC (5 mM), PTX (5 ng/mL), YM254890 (10 μM) or
SB203580 (10 μM) for 20 min, then seeded to the upper chambers of a 3 μm-transwell (Corning). Then
cells were allowed to migrate for another 2 h in the presence of ACEA (1 μM) or JWH133 (1 μM) in
the lower chambers. The chambers were incubated at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2. Subsequently, chemotaxis of
neutrophils was determined by the fluorescence value of Calcein-AM in the lower chambers, using
a fluorescent plate reader EnVision 2104-0010 (Perkinelmer, MA, USA).

2.7. Western Blot Analysis

Proteins were extracted from cells (50 μg) or liver tissue (100 μg) using RIPA Lysis Buffer
(R0010, Solarbio, China) added with Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablets (04693116001,
Roche, Swiss). The components of RIPA Lysis Buffer were as follows: 50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 150 mM
NaCl, 1%TritonX-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 2 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 25 mM
b-glycerophosphate, 1 mM EDTA, 1mM Na3VO4, 0.5 mg/mL leupeptin. Then the extract was separated
by SDS-PAGE and subjected to Western blot analysis. Membranes were incubated overnight using the
following antibodies: rabbit anti-citrullinated-histone H3 (CitH3) polyclonal antibody (ab5103, 1:200,
Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom), rabbit anti-ERK1/2 monoclonal antibody (4695) and rabbit
anti-phorspho-ERK1/2 monoclonal antibody (4376, 1:1000, Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA, USA); rabbit
anti-p38 polyclonal antibody (9212) and rabbit anti-phorspho-p38 polyclonal antibody (9211, 1:1000,
Cell Signaling); rabbit anti-JNK polyclonal antibody (9252) and rabbit anti-phospho-JNK monoclonal
antibody (4668, 1:1000, Cell Signaling); mouse anti-β-tubulin (HC101, 1:1000, TransGen Biotech, China)
and anti-β-actin monoclonal antibodies (HC201, 1:1000, TransGen Biotech, China). IRDye 800CW Goat
anti-Mouse IgG (H + L) Secondary Antibody (92632210), IRDye 800CW Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L)
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Secondary Antibody (92632211, 1:10000, LI-COR, NE, USA) were used. The bands were displayed
using ODYSSEY and quantified by Odyssey v3.0 software. β-tubulin or β-actin were as references.

2.8. Immunofluorescence Staining

Isolated BM neutrophils were plated to adhere in fibronectin-coated 96-well plates (Corning)
or Nunc glass base dishes (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) and pretreated with vehicle, AM281
(10 μM), NAC (5 mM), PTX (5 ng/mL), YM254890 (10 μM) or SB203580 (10 μM) for 20 min, respectively,
and stimulated for 2 h with ACEA or JWH133. Neutrophils were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde for
30 min, after blocked with 2% BSA (Roche, Switzerland), they were incubated with the specific primary
antibodies for CitH3 (1:200), MPO (1:200) or Ly-6G (Clone 1A8, 551459, 1:100, BD pharmingen), CB1
(10006590, 1:200, Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA), CB2 (1:200, 101550, Cayman Chemical)
or Rabbit IgG Isotype Control (1:100, 10500C, Invitrogen, CA, USA). Cy3-conjugate affinipure
goat-anti-rabbit IgG (111165003, 1:100) or Cy5-conjugate affinipure goat-anti-rat IgG (112175143,
1:100, Jackson Immunoresearch, PA, USA) were as secondary antibodies. For F-actin, neutrophils
were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, penetrated by 0.5% Triton X-100 for 15 min and after
blocked with 2% BSA, FITC-conjugated phalloidin (A12379, 1:100, Molecular Probes, OR, USA) was
incubated for 20 min. Nuclei were stained with DAPI and SYTOX Green. The sample was observed
under confocal microscope (LSM510, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Germany). For high content
analysis, the plates were imaged on Thermo Scientific CellInsight personal cell imaging platform
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Fluorescence intensity of each well was analyzed by Cellomics Cell Health
Profiling BioApplication software.

2.9. RT-qPCR

Total RNA was extracted from liver frozen specimens with or without treatments using an RNeasy
kit (Qiagen, Germany). RT-qPCR was performed in an ABI Prism 7300 sequence detecting system
(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). Primers were as follows: 18s rRNA: Sense, 5′-GTA ACC CGT TGA
ACC CCA TT-3′; Antisense, 5′-CCA TCC AAT CGG TAG TAG CG-3′. Ly6G: Sense, 5′-AGA AGC
AAA GTC AAG AGC AAT CTC T-3′; Antisense, 5′-TGA CAG CAT TAC CAG TGA TCT CAG T-3′.
CB1: Sense, 5′-GGC GGT GGC CGA TCT C-3′; Antisense, 5′-CGG TAA CCC CAC CCA GTT T-3′.
CB2: Sense, 5′-AGC GCC CTG GAG AAC ATG-3′; Antisense, AGC TGC TGA TGA ACA GGT ACG
A-3′. MCP-1: Sense, 5′-TCT GGG CCT GCT GTT CAC A-3′; Antisense, 5′-GGA TCA TCT TGC TGG
TGA ATG A-3′. IL-1β: Sense, 5′-GCA ACT GTT CCT GAA CTC AAC T-3′; Antisense, 5′-ATC TTT
TGG GGT CCG TCA ACT-3′. IL-6: Sense, 5′-TAG TCC TTC CTA CCC CAA TTT CC-3′; Antisense,
5′-TTG GTC CTT AGC CAC TCC TTC-3′. CD86: Sense, 5′-TCC AAG TTT TTG GGC AAT GTC-3′;
Antisense, 5′-CCT ATG AGT GTG CAC TGA GTT AAA CA-3′.

2.10. ROS Production

2′,7′-Dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFHDA) (Sigma Aldrich) is a cell-permeable non-fluorescent
probe, which is de-esterified intracellularly and turns to highly fluorescent 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein
upon oxidation. Isolated neutrophils were incubated with DCFHDA for 20 min and after seeded
to 96-well plate, they were treated with different stimulators. The plate was then transferred
onto a fluorescent plate reader, EnVision 2104-0010 (Perkinelmer, MA, USA), and detected the
fluorescent value or Thermo Scientific CellInsight personal cell imaging platform to acquire ROS
immunofluorescence images.

2.11. Liver Damage Assessment

Serum ALT and AST levels were detected by BS-200 Chemistry Analyzer (MINDARY, China).
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2.12. Histology Analysis

Liver tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. Liver tissue sections (5 μm) were stained with
H&E for assessment of liver inflammation and injury. The inflammatory response was quantified by
calculating inflammatory area using Image J software. Fifteen randomly selected areas per sample
were measured as the mean value of the expressed percentage of inflammatory area.

2.13. Statistical Analysis

The results are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical significance was
assessed by Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA for analysis of variance when appropriate. Correlation
coefficients were calculated by Pearson test. p < 0.05 was considered to be significant. All results were
verified in at least three independent experiments.

3. Results

3.1. Numerous Neutrophils Are Recruited and Activated in the Liver of CCl4-Treated Mice

To investigate the dynamic change of neutrophil signatures in sterile liver inflammation,
we examined the mRNA expression of neutrophil marker Ly6G in the liver treated by CCl4 for
different time points. Our results showed that Ly6G mRNA expression up-regulated from 7 days of
CCl4 administration and reached the peak at 2 weeks, whereas the expression evidently decreased at
4 weeks compared with 2 weeks (Figure 1A), indicating that numerous neutrophils were recruited
to injured liver during the early stage of chronic liver injury. Further, FACS analysis revealed that
percentage of Ly6G+ neutrophils was much higher in CCl4-treated mice for 2 weeks compared with
that in olive oil (OO)-treated mice (Figure 1B,C).

To clarify the origin of neutrophils recruited to the injured liver, we performed a genetic EGFP-labeled
BM cell transplantation to the mice that had been lethally irradiated. Then the chimeric mice received
intraperitoneal injection of CCl4 for 2 weeks to induce liver injury. We isolated hepatic non-parenchymal
cells from liver tissue and detected Ly6G+ cells by FACS. The percentage of Ly6G+EGFP+ neutrophils
(BM origin, OO group: 1.81%; CCl4 group: 12.00%) was much higher than Ly6G+EGFP− neutrophils
(non-BM origin, OO group: 0.07%; CCl4 group: 0.13%) in both OO and CCl4 groups (Figure 1D,E).
Moreover, Ly6G+EGFP+ neutrophils were significantly increased after CCl4 administration compared
with that in OO group (Figure 1D,E), indicating the recruited neutrophils in injured liver were mostly
derived from BM. Then we performed immunofluorescent staining to examine CitH3 expression in the
neutrophils of injured liver (Figure 1F). Further, increased hepatic level of citrullinated histone H3 (CitH3,
specific marker of NETosis) was detected in CCl4-treated mice (Figure 1G,H), suggesting the activation
of these infiltrating neutrophils in the injured liver. Correlation analysis showed a positive correlation
between CitH3 protein levels and Ly6G mRNA expression in liver tissue (Figure 1I). Altogether these
results demonstrate that large numbers of BM-derived neutrophils are recruited and activated in the
early stage of chronic liver injury.

3.2. CB Expression Positively Correlates with Neutrophil Signatures in CCl4-Treated Mice, and CBs Are
Abundantly Expressed in Isolated Neutrophils

Our previous study had showed that CB1 and CB2 expression were increased in CCl4-induced
liver injury [27]. Here we undertook correlation analysis of mRNA expression levels between CB1 or
CB2 and Ly6G. Each dot represented one liver sample from all mice (including OO and CCl4-treated
groups). Correlation coefficients were calculated using relative mRNA expression levels of CB1/CB2
and Ly6G from the same sample by Pearson correlation test (Figure 2A). Although both CB1 and CB2
were positively correlated with Ly6G (p < 0.05), CB1 represented a particularly higher correlation
coefficient (Figure 2A). Based on the prevailing amount of BM-derived neutrophils in injured liver,
we used mouse neutrophils isolated from BM in subsequent cellular experiments. The expression of
CB1 and CB2 in mouse BM derived-neutrophils were detected at mRNA level (Figure 2B), and protein
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level by immunofluorscence (Figure 2C). These results demonstrated the positive correlation between
the expression of CB1 and neutrophil signatures in CCl4-treated mice and the abundant expression of
CB1 in isolated neutrophils, suggesting that CB1 might play an important role in the recruitment and
activation of neutrophils during sterile liver injury.

Figure 1. Numerous neutrophils are recruited and activated in the liver of carbon tetrachloride
(CCl4)-treated mice. (A) The mRNA expression of neutrophil marker Ly6G was examined by qRT-PCR
in the injured liver of CCl4 mice. (B,C) Representative FACS plots and quantification for total neutrophils
(Ly6G+). (D,E) Representative FACS plots and quantification for neutrophils of BM origin (Ly6G+EGFP+)
and non-BM origin (Ly6G+EGFP−). (F) Immunofluorescent staining for CitH3 in the liver of CCl4-treated
mice. Scale bars, 20 μm. (G,H) CitH3 expression in the injured liver was examined by Western blot.
(I) The correlation between CitH3 protein levels and Ly6G mRNA expression in liver tissue. Data are
presented as the mean ± SEM. N = 6 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs. EGFP− neutrophils
with the same treatment.
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Figure 2. Cannabinoid receptor (CB) expression positively correlates with neutrophil signatures in
CCl4-treated mice, and CBs are abundantly expressed in isolated neutrophils. (A) The correlation
between Ly6G and CB1 or CB2 in liver tissue. (B) The amplification plots of CB1 and CB2 expression in
neutrophils by RT-qPCR. (C) Representative images of immunofluorescent staining for Ly6G (green)
and CB1 or CB2 (red) in neutrophils. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 20 μm. N =
6 per group.

3.3. CB1 Rather than CB2 Mediates the Chemotaxis and Cytoskeletal Remodeling of Neutrophils In Vitro

Transwell assay was performed to explore whether CBs were involved in the chemotaxis of
neutrophils in vitro. Treatment with ACEA (CB1 agonist) significantly increased the migration capacity
of neutrophils in a dose-dependent manner, while JWH133 (CB2 agonist) had no such effect (Figure 3A).
Due to the weak affinity between ACEA and CB2, we pretreated neutrophils with CB1 antagonist
AM281 (1 and 10 μM) in ACEA-stimulated cells and showed declined chemotaxis of neutrophils with
AM281 pretreatment (Figure 3B), further proving that CB1 mediated the chemotaxis of neutrophils.
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Figure 3. CB1 rather than CB2 mediates the chemotaxis and cytoskeletal remodeling of neutrophils
in vitro. Chemotaxis assays were performed by transwell chambers. (A) Neutrophil chemotaxis with
ACEA (CB1 agonist) or JWH133 (CB2 agonist) treatment for 2 h. (B) Effect of AM281 (CB1 antagonist)
on neutrophil chemotaxis. (C) Representative images of F-actin remodeling with ACEA (1 μM, 2 h)
and JWH 133 (1 μM, 2 h) treatment in neutrophils. Scale bars, 20 μm. (D) Quantification of F-actin with
or without AM281 (10 μM) in ACEA-treated neutrophils. (E) The total fiber area was qualified by high
content analysis in ACEA-treated neutrophils with or without AM281 pretreatment. Data are presented
as the mean ± SEM. N = 5 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs. ACEA-treated alone.

Cytoskeletal remodeling is a prerequisite for cell chemotaxis and migration [29]. To evaluate the
involvement of CB1 in cytoskeletal remodeling, neutrophils were stimulated with ACEA or JWH133 and
then stained with FITC-conjugated phalloidin. Our findings indicated that ACEA-treated neutrophils
were able to form a well-defined F-actin-rich leading edge (Figure 3C) and induced an increase in
F-actin content (Figure 3D), whereas JWH133-treated neutrophils did not show obvious polymerized
F-actin (Figure 3C,D). Consistent with the chemotaxis results above, AM281 could significantly reduce
the increase of F-actin content induced by ACEA (Figure 3D). Moreover, the amount and distribution
of actin fibers in neutrophils were determined by high content analysis. Treatment with ACEA
showed significant increases in the total fiber area, which can be reversed by AM281 (Figure 3E).
These results support that CB1 rather than CB2 plays an important role in neutrophil chemotaxis and
cytoskeletal remodeling.
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3.4. CB1 but not CB2 is Involved in the Activation of Neutrophils In Vitro

Next we sought to determine whether CBs played a role in the activation of neutrophils, including
NETosis, MPO release from lysosome and ROS burst. Neutrophils stimulated with ACEA exhibited
increased CitH3 fluorescence compared with untreated cells and represented manifest web-like
chromatin release, in which chromatin and CitH3 (red) had good co-localization in neutrophils (Ly6G+,
violet) (Figure 4A,B), and can be suppressed by AM281 (Figure 4B). Western blot results showed the
same effect of ACEA on CitH3 expression (Figure 4C). In contrast, JWH133-treated neutrophils did not
exhibit increased level of CitH3 or web-like chromatin release (Figure 4A–C). We performed CCK-8
assay to measure neutrophil viability under the treatment of ACEA, the condition to induce NETosis.
Our results showed that ACEA decreased the cell viability of neutrophils, while CB2 agonist JWH133
had no such effect, which was in accordance with the results of NETosis (Figure 4D).

Figure 4. CB1 but not CB2 is involved in CitH3 expression and NETosis in vitro. (A) Representative
confocal images of CitH3 (red) and Ly6G (violet) immunofluorescent staining and NETosis in ACEA or
JWH133-treated neutrophils. The nuclei were stained with SYTOX® Green (green) and DAPI (blue).
Scale bars, 20 μm. (B) Quantification of CitH3 and NETosis in ACEA or JWH133-treated neutrophils.
(C) CitH3 protein level in ACEA or JWH133-stimulated neutrophils was examined by Western blot.
(D) Cell viability of neutrophils treated by ACEA or JWH-133 by CCK-8 assay. Data are presented as
the mean ± SEM. N = 4 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs. ACEA-treated alone.
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Normally, MPO exists in lysosome and is undetectable by antibodies, when stimulated MPO is
released from lysosome becoming detectable [30]. Further we detected the release of MPO in neutrophils
by immunofluorescence. ACEA treatment resulted in more MPO release of neutrophils compared
with control, while JWH133 treatment had no such effect (Figure 5A,B). Similar to the results of CitH3,
AM281 also blocked ACEA-induced MPO release in neutrophils (Figure 5B). We then measured ROS
burst in neutrophils with ACEA treatment. In response to ACEA stimulation, neutrophils showed
a significant increase of ROS burst at 10 min, and this increase could be significantly prevented by
pre-incubation with NAC which is the scavenger of ROS (Figure 5C). In addition, pretreatment with
AM281 repressed ACEA-induced ROS burst, and JWH133 could not induce ROS burst in neutrophils
(Figure 5D). ROS immunofluorescence images also displayed the increase of ROS burst by ACEA
treatment (Figure 5E). Altogether these results display that CB1 but not CB2 mediates the activation
of neutrophils.

Figure 5. CB1 but not CB2 mediates MPO release and ROS burst in vitro. (A) Representative confocal
images myeloperoxidase (MPO) (red) and Ly6G (violet) immunofluorescent staining in ACEA or
JWH133-stimulated neutrophils. The nuclei were stained with SYTOX® Green (green) and DAPI (blue).
Scale bars, 20μm. (B) Quantification of MPO in ACEA or JWH133-treated neutrophils. (C) ROS burst
in ACEA-treated neutrophils with or without NAC. (D) ROS burst in ACEA-treated neutrophils with
or without AM281. (E) ROS immunofluorescence images in ACEA- or JWH-133-treated neutrophils.
Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. N = 4 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs.
ACEA-treated alone.
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3.5. Blockade of CB1 Significantly Attenuates Neutrophil Infiltration and Liver Inflammation in
CCl4-Treated Mice

The effects of CB1 blockade on neutrophil function and liver inflammation were further verified
in vivo in mice treated with CCl4 for 2 weeks, when the hepatic levels of neutrophil signatures were
highest. CB1 blockade by the administration of AM281 restrained the mRNA levels of Ly6G in injured
livers (Figure 6A). In line with this, FACS analysis showed decreased neutrophils infiltration after
AM281 administration in CCl4-treated mice compared with CCl4-treated alone (Figure 6B,C). Similarly,
the down-regulated expression of CitH3 (Figure 6D,E) was observed in CCl4-treated mice with the
administration of AM281, indicating less formation of NETs. Representative H&E-stained images
showed a significant decrease of infiltrated inflammatory cells (Figure 6F) and the inflammatory
area was quantified by digital image analysis (Figure 6G). Besides, AM281 administration protected
liver against CCl4-induced injury with lower levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) in mouse serum (Figure 6H). To elucidate the significance of NETs formation in
liver inflamamtion, DNase I was administrated in CCl4-treated mice. Our results showed that DNase I
significantly reduced mRNA expression of markers for liver inflammation (MCP1, IL-1β, IL-6) and
macrophage activation (CD86) in the liver of CCl4-treated mice (Figure 6I). Altogether these results
demonstrate that blockade of CB1 inhibits the recruitment and activation of neutrophils in the early
stage of chronic liver injury and significantly attenuates liver injury.

Figure 6. Blockade of CB1 significantly attenuates neutrophil infiltration and liver inflammation in
CCl4-treated mice. (A) Ly6G mRNA expression in CCl4- or olive oil (OO)-treated liver with or without
the administration of AM281. (B,C) Representative FACS plots and quantification for neutrophils in
liver. (D,E) CitH3 protein levels in liver. (F) Representative H&E staining images of liver sections. Scale
bars, 100 μm. (G) Quantitative analysis of liver inflammation areas. (H) Alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels were detected by chemistry analyzer. (I) mRNA expression
of MCP-1, IL-1β, IL-6, and CD86 in CCl4- or OO-treated liver with or without the administration of
DNase I. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. N = 6 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. OO. # p < 0.05 vs.
CCl4-treated alone.
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3.6. Gαi/o Signal Is Involved in CB1-Mediated Chemotaxis and NETosis In Vitro

CB1 is a G-protein-coupled receptor which can transduce corresponding G protein-related
signaling. To determine the distinct G-protein subtype involved in neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis,
we pre-treated cells with pertussis toxin (PTX) (Gαi/o inhibitor) or YM254890 (Gαq inhibitor). PTX
prevented ACEA-induced neutrophil chemotaxis, while YM254890 exhibited no effect on it (Figure 7A).
In line with this, the up-regulation of Cit-H3 protein induced by ACEA can be reversed by PTX,
not YM254890 (Figure 7B–D). Moreover, less MPO release of neutrophils was observed after the
pre-incubation of PTX in ACEA-stimulated cells compared with control, while YM254890 treatment
had no such effect (Figure 7E). Markedly, PTX pretreatment inhibited ACEA-induced ROS burst, while
YM254890 could not reduce ROS burst in neutrophils (Figure 7F). Taken together, these results indicate
that Gαi/o, not Gαq signal is involved in CB1-mediated chemotaxis and NETosis.

Figure 7. Gαi/o signal is involved in CB1-mediated chemotaxis and NETosis in vitro. (A) ACEA-induced
neutrophil chemotaxis pretreated with Gαi/o inhibitor PTX or Gαq inhibitor YM254890. (B,C) Representative
images and quantification of CitH3 immunofluorescent staining (green) and NETosis in ACEA-treated
neutrophils pretreated with PTX or YM254890. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars,
20 μm. (D) CitH3 protein level with PTX or YM254890 pretreatment was examined by Western blot.
(E) Quantification of myeloperoxidase (MPO) immunofluorescence with pertussis toxin (PTX) or YM254890
pretreatment. (F) ROS burst in ACEA-treated neutrophils with or without PTX or YM254890 pretreatment.
Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. N = 4 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs.
ACEA-treated alone.
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3.7. ROS Is Required for CB1-Mediated Neutrophil Chemotaxis and NETosis In Vitro

Since ROS burst was markedly induced by ACEA, we then explored whether ROS was involved
in CB1-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis. Transwell assay showed that CB1-mediated
chemotaxis in neutrophils was suppressed by NAC (Figure 8A), suggesting that ROS acted as
a signaling molecule in CB1-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis. As NETosis can either be ROS-dependent
or ROS-independent [31,32], we pre-treated neutrophils with NAC before stimulation with ACEA
and detected CitH3 expression and MPO release, to investigate whether CB1-induced NETosis
required ROS in vitro. NAC significantly blocked ACEA-induced increase of CitH3 detected by
immunofluorescence (Figure 8B,C) and Western blot (Figure 8D). Similarly, lower MPO fluorescence
was observed in neutrophils pre-incubated with NAC before ACEA stimulation compared with that
without NAC (Figure 8E). Collectively, elimination of ROS suppresses CB1-mediated chemotaxis and
NETosis in neutrophils, suggesting that ROS acts as an important signaling molecule in CB1-mediated
neutrophil function.

Figure 8. ROS is required in CB1-mediated chemotaxis and NETosis in vitro. (A) ACEA-induced
neutrophil chemotaxis pretreated with or without NAC (5 mM). (B,C) Representative images and
quantification of CitH3 immunofluorescent staining (green) and NETosis in ACEA-treated neutrophils
pretreated with or without NAC. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 20μm. (D) CitH3
protein level with or without NAC pretreatment was examined by Western blot. (E) Quantification of
MPO immunofluorescence with or without NAC pretreatment. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM.
N = 4 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs. ACEA-treated alone.
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3.8. p38 MAPK Signaling Pathway, Located In the Downstream of ROS, Is Involved in CB1-Mediated
Neutrophil Chemotaxis and NETosis

CB1 is a G-protein-coupled receptor whose biological function depends on multiple signaling
pathways, such as AMPK and MAPK signaling pathways [33]. To identify which pathway controls
the chemotaxis and NETosis of neutrophils, we first detected the phosphorylation of p38, JNK and
ERK after ACEA treatment. Stimulation with ACEA led to a significant increase in the protein
level of phosphor-p38 (Figure 9A,B), but failed to activate JNK (Figure 9C,D) and ERK (Figure 9E,F)
in neutrophils. Based on these, we focused on the key role of p38 in neutrophil function in the
following experiments.

Figure 9. ACEA increases the protein level of phosphor-p38 in neutrophils. (A,B) Phosphor-p38 and
total p38 expression after ACEA treatment was measured by Western blot. (C,D) Phosphor-JNK and
total JNK expression. (E,F) Phosphor-ERK and total ERK expression.Data are presented as the mean ±
SEM. N = 3 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. control.

Moreover, ACEA-induced neutrophil chemotaxis was significantly suppressed by p38 inhibitor
SB203580 (Figure 10A), indicating the key role of p38 in neutrophil chemotaxis. In case of CB1-mediated
NETosis, p38 inhibition restrained CitH3 expression detected by both fluorescence (Figure 10B,C)
and Western blot (Figure 10D). Similarly, lower MPO fluorescence was observed in neutrophils
pre-incubated with p38 inhibitor before ACEA stimulation (Figure 10E). These results indicate that
CB1-mediated p38 phosphorylation is involved in neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis. Furthermore,
inhibition of p38 had no effect on the production of ROS (Figure 10F), whereas elimination of ROS
inhibited CB1-mediated phosphorylation of p38 (Figure 10G), suggesting that ROS was upstream
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of p38. Combining the above results, p38 MAPK signaling pathway is required for CB1-mediated
neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis, and locates in the downstream of ROS (Figure 10H).

Figure 10. p38 MAPK signaling pathway is involved in CB1-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis and
NETosis, and located in the downstream of ROS. (A) ACEA-induced neutrophil chemotaxis with
or without p38 inhibitor SB203580 (10 μM). (B,C) Quantification of CitH3 immunofluorescence with
or without SB203580. Scale bars, 20 μm. (D) CitH3 protein level with or without SB203580 was
examined by Western blot. (E) Quantification of MPO immunofluorescence with or without SB203580.
(F) ROS burst in ACEA-treated neutrophils with or without SB203580. (G) Phosphor-p38 and total
p38 expression was measured by Western blot with or without NAC. (H) Schema graph of CB1 in
neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. N = 4 per group. * p < 0.05
vs. control. # p < 0.05 vs. ACEA-treated alone.
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4. Discussion

In summary, this study demonstrates for the first time that CB1 mediates neutrophil chemotaxis
and activation in a ROS- and p38 MAPK-dependent manner in sterile liver inflammation. Our work
provides several new findings as follows: 1. Numerous bone marrow-derived neutrophils are recruited
and activated in the liver of CCl4-treated mice; 2. CBs positively correlate with neutrophil signatures
in CCl4-treated mice, and are abundantly expressed in isolated neutrophils; 3. In vitro CB1 rather than
CB2 mediates neutrophil chemotaxis, NETosis, MPO release and ROS burst via Gαi/o signal; 4. ROS
and p38 MAPK signaling pathway are both required for CB1-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis and
NETosis, and p38 MAPK signaling pathway locates in the downstream of ROS; 5. Blockade of CB1
significantly attenuates neutrophil infiltration and liver inflammation in CCl4-treated mice.

Neutrophils act as the first responders of the innate immune system and their crucial role in
fighting invading pathogens during bacterial inflammation has been well established by published
literature [34,35]. Recently more and more studies have been focusing on the prevailing role of
neutrophils in sterile inflammation, and overexuberant neutrophil recruitment is associated with
collateral tissue damage, defective healing, and chronic inflammation [36,37]. In the current study, we
show that numerous BM-derived neutrophils are recruited to the site of liver injury shortly. The hepatic
levels of neutrophil marker Ly6G begin to rise from 7 days of CCl4 administration and peek at 2 weeks,
which is the early stage of chronic liver injury. This is in agreement with published studies demonstrating
that neutrophil depletion by injection of Ly6G antibody markedly reduces chronic-binge ethanol
feeding-induced liver injury and liver transplantation ischemia–reperfusion injury [8,38,39]. However,
there are studies identifying the dual role for neutrophils in acetaminophen-induced acute liver injury,
with neutrophil-mediated injury amplification early on, but exerting protective effects during the
repair phase as depletion of neutrophils increases liver damage [40,41]. Also neutrophils contribute to
spontaneous resolution of liver inflammation and fibrosis via microRNA-223 in CCl4-induced chronic
liver injury [41]. More studies will be needed to figure out the mechanism underlying differential role
of neutrophils in different models of liver inflammation and fibrosis.

ECS is implicated in the pathogenesis of numerous diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular
disease, and liver disease [42,43]. Especially CB1 has emerged as a pivotal mediator in liver and exerts
profibrogenic effects in chronic liver diseases including hepatic fibrosis, liver cirrhosis alcoholic fatty
liver and nonalcoholic fatty liver [44]. Our previous studies have also demonstrated the vital role of CB1
in the migration and activation of BM-derived mesenchymal stromal cells and monocytes/macrophages
in CCl4-induced chronic liver injury [26,27,45,46]. However, the effect of CBs on neutrophil function
during sterile liver inflammation is unclear up to now and is first documented in the present study.
Our data display that CB1 rather than CB2 mediates the chemotaxis of neutrophils and NETosis, and
CB1 blockade with AM281 reduces the infiltration and NETosis of neutrophils and attenuates liver
injury in vivo, which can be used as a novel target for the treatment of liver fibrosis.

NETs, DNA webs released into the extracellular environment by activated neutrophils, are
thought to play a key role in the function of neutrophils [47,48]. Unlike nuclear chromatin, NETs are
highly decondensed chromatin structures, and PAD4 has been reported to be essential in chromatin
decondensation to form NETs by catalyzing histone citrullination [49]. The partial PAD4-deficiency
(Pad4+/–) reduced acute lung injury induced by bacteria and improved survival, while complete NET
inhibition by PAD4 deficiency (Pad4–/–) reduced lung injury [50]. Further studies will be needed
to investigate PAD4 expression and the effect of PAD4 on NETosis in our CCl4-treated mice and
ACEA-treated neutrophils.

NETosis was initially found dependent on the ROS by NADPH [32], and was subsequently found
also to be independent of ROS [31]. In the present study, ACEA-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis and
NETosis can be significantly suppressed by ROS scavenger NAC, indicating that CB1 induces the
chemotaxis and NETosis of neutrophils in a ROS-dependent manner. Since ROS could activate MAPK
pathway and then mediate PMA-induced NETosis [51], here we detect the activation of p38, JNK, and
ERK after ACEA stimulation, showing that only p38 MAPK pathway is activated and involved in
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CB1-mediated neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis. Further we identify the upstream and downstream
relationship of ROS and p38 MAPK signaling pathways by the fact that p38 inhibition has no effect
on the production of ROS, whereas ROS elimination inhibits CB1-mediated phosphorylation of p38,
suggesting that ROS acts as an upstream signaling molecule of p38 MAPK in neutrophil chemotaxis
and NETosis.

In conclusion, we identify the critical role of CB1 in neutrophil chemotaxis and NETosis during
sterile liver inflammation and explore the underlying mechanism associated with Gαi/o/ROS/p38 MAPK
signaling pathway, which may open new perspectives for pharmacological treatment of liver disease.
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Abstract: Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) represent web-like structures consisting of externalized
DNA decorated with granule proteins that are responsible for trapping and killing bacteria. However,
undesirable effects of NET formation during carcinogenesis, such as metastasis support, have been
described. In the present study, we evaluated the correlation between NETosis and disease progression
in head and neck cancer (HNC) patients in order to establish a valid biomarker for an early detection
and monitoring of HNC progression. Moreover, factors influencing NET release in HNC patients were
revealed. We showed a significantly elevated vital NETosis in neutrophils isolated from early T1–T2
and N0–N2 stage patients, as compared to healthy controls. Additionally, in our experimental setting,
we confirmed the involvement of tumor cells in the stimulation of NET formation. Interestingly,
in advanced cancer stages (T3–4, N3) NETosis was reduced. This also correlated with the levels of
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) in plasma and tumor tissue. Altogether, we suggest
that the elevated NETosis in blood can be used as a biomarker to detect early HNC and to predict
patients at risk to develop tumor metastasis. Therapeutic disruption of NET formation may offer new
roads for successful treatment of HNC patients in order to prevent metastasis.

Keywords: head-and-neck cancer; metastasis; neutrophils; NETs; NETosis; innate immunity; G-CSF

1. Introduction

Head and neck cancer (HNC) is one of the most common tumor entities worldwide with
an incidence of around 680,000 new cases per year [1]. The majority of HNC is histologically diagnosed
as squamous cell carcinomas. At the time of diagnosis most HNC are locally advanced, which, despite
multimodal treatment, often leads to disease progression or recurrence [2]. Recurrent HNC is often no
longer accessible to curative therapy, turning HNC into the ninth deadliest cancer disease [1]. Although
some risk factors associated with bad prognosis are well known, it still remains unclear which patients
will suffer from recurrent HNC. Thus, this field is lacking a noninvasive diagnostic tool for early HNC
diagnosis and for monitoring recurrent HNC progression.

Neutrophils play an important role in innate immunity, as they are the first line of defense during
acute infection. Neutrophils show various strategies to protect the body from intruding microbes,
fungi, and other pathogens [3]. Besides the well-known mechanisms like phagocytosis, degranulation,
or production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), another antimicrobial mechanism of neutrophils has
been described—neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation. NETs are web-like structures composed
of externalized DNA decorated with histone and granule proteins. They can be released upon different
stimuli, such as bacteria, cytokines, or the protein kinase C activator phorbole-12-myristat-13-acetat
(PMA), resulting in pathogen killing [4]. Intensive investigations on NETs over the last decade
revealed a potential involvement of the NETs in cancer progression, as it was shown that tumor cells
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themselves can activate neutrophils and stimulate NET formation via production of different factors
like granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) [5]. Moreover, it was observed that released NETs,
produced upon stimulation via tumor cells, are able to capture and surround distant metastatic cells
and circulating tumor cells and, so, promote metastatic processes [6]. NETs were also shown to support
invasion and migration of tumor cells in vitro. Degradation of NETs by DNase treatment prevented
metastasis in a murine tumor model [7].

While localized tumors can be easily removed, metastatic disease remains the leading cause of
death among cancer patients. Therefore, since NET formation is supposed to facilitate metastasis,
we wanted to evaluate if there is a correlation between disease progression in HNC patients and
NET formation by blood neutrophils. Moreover, we wanted to reveal factors that are involved in this
phenomenon. This should help to reveal useful prognostic biomarkers to identify patients prone to
HNC metastasis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients

Patients with HNC (group 1, n = 36, blood samples for neutrophil isolation; group 2, n = 17,
whole blood samples for SYTOX staining; group 3, n = 20, tumor samples) and healthy volunteers
(n = 10) were included in the study after written local ethics committee approval; no previous
chemotherapy or radiotherapy was performed. Acute inflammatory events (infectious diseases or
acute phase of autoimmune disorders) 6 months prior to the enrollment were the exclusion criteria
for this study. Clinico-pathological characteristics of HNC patients enrolled in this study are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Clinico-pathological characteristics of patients enrolled in this study. HNC—head and
neck cancer.

Healthy
(n = 10)

HNC
group 1
(n = 36)

HNC
group 2
(n = 17)

HNC
group 3
(n = 20)

Age (years) 33 (22–55) 62 (28–85) 67 (52–75) 68 (52–80)
Gender, male (N, %) 5 (50%) 19 (53%) 10 (59%) 15 (75%)

Localization:

-larynx (N, %) 14 (39%) 6 (35.5%) 8 (40%)
oropharynx (N, %) 12 (33%) 5 (29%) 4 (20%)

other * (N, %) 10 (28%) 6 (35.5%) 8 (40%)

T Stage:

-
1 (N, %) 14 (39%) 3 (17.5%) 2 (10%)
2 (N, %) 10 (28%) 4 (24%) 7 (35%)
3 (N, %) 7 (19%) 3 (17.5%) 5 (25%))
4 (N, %) 5 (14%) 7 (41%) 6 (30%)

N stage:

-
0 (N, %) 18 (50%) 5 (29%) 6 (30%)
1 (N, %) 4 (11%) 3 (18%) 3 (15%)
2 (N, %) 12 (33%) 8 (47%) 11 (55%)
3 (N, %) 2 (6%) 1 (6%) 0 (0%)

* Oral cavity, glands, nasopharynx, hypopharynx.

2.2. Isolation of Blood Neutrophils

Peripheral blood was drawn into 3.8% sodium citrate anticoagulant monovettes and separated by
density gradient centrifugation (Biocoll density 1.077 g/mL, Biochrome). The mononuclear cell fraction
was discarded, and neutrophils were isolated by sedimentation over 1% polyvinyl alcohol, followed by
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hypotonic (0.2% NaCl) lysis of erythrocytes. In view of the emerging diversity of circulating neutrophil
subtypes in humans, it should be noted that high-density neutrophils were investigated in this study.

The purity of the isolated neutrophils (>95%) was estimated with flow cytometry after staining
with anti-CD66b (Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, Germany). Viability Dye eFluor™ 780 (eBioscience,
Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) or 4′,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole, Dilactate (DAPI) (BioLegend,
San Diego, CA, USA) were used to determine viable cells. (Supplementary Figure S1A). Data were
collected and analyzed with the BD FACS Canto system and BD FACS Diva 6.0 software (BD Biosciences,
BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

2.3. Bacteria

To stimulate NET release, Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PA14 (wild-type serogroup O10 strain,
cytotoxic ExoU+) was used. Bacteria were cultured in Luria–Bertani (LB) broth for 3 h to reach the
early exponential phase, washed twice in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and the optical density
of a 100 μL suspension was measured in 96-well flat-bottom cell culture plates (Cellstar, Greiner Bio
One International GmbH, Frickenhausen, Germany) at 600 nm using a microplate reader Synergy 2
(BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT, USA). OD 0.4 corresponds to a bacterial density of 5 × 109/mL,
as determined by serial dilutions and colony-forming unit assays. Bacteria concentration was adjusted
to the desired values and verified by further plating on 2% LB agar plates.

2.4. Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) Tumor

Tumor tissue was digested using dispase 0.2 μg/mL, collagenase A 0.2 μg/mL, and DNase
I 100 μg/mL (all Sigma-Aldrich/Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) solution in DMEM (Gibco,
Life Technologies/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum
(FCS) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin to exclude the influence of live bacteria on NET formation
by neutrophils. Cells were meshed through 50 μm filters (Cell Trics, Partec, Sysmex Europe GmbH,
Goerlitz, Germany), and the concentration was measured with a CASY cell counter (Innovatis,
Roche Innovatis AG, Bielefeld, Germany).

The percentage of tumor-associated neutrophils from single live cells in tumor tissue was estimated
in a single-cell suspension after staining with anti-CD66b (Beckman Coulter) and Viability Dye eFluor™
780 (eBioscience, Affymetrix).

For tumor supernatant isolation, tumor weight was measured, the tissue was cut into 0.5–1 mm
pieces, and the amount of medium (DMEM (Gibco, Life Technologies/Thermo Fisher Scientific)
containing 10% FCS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin) was added accordingly by weight (0.6 mL per
0.02 g). The samples were incubated for 4 h at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2, and sterile medium was used as
a negative control.

2.5. Induction of Neutrophil Extracellular Trap (NET) Formation with Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Isolated neutrophils, 25,000/well, were incubated with P. aeruginosa MOI 10 in a glass-bottom
96-well plate (MatTek Corporation, Ashland, MA, USA) precoated with poly-D-lysine 1 mg/mL
(Sigma-Aldrich/Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) for 1 or 4 h at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2, and sterile medium
was used as a negative control. As we did not observe any significant difference in NET formation in
control conditions (in the absence of P. aeruginosa) between 1 and 4 h (see Supplementary Figure S1B),
the control values for 4 h were used for the further analysis.

To study the effect of G-CSF on the capacity of neutrophils to form NETs, neutrophils isolated
from the blood of healthy volunteers (n = 5) were challenged with P. aeruginosa MOI 10 in the absence
or presence of human G-CSF (Filgrastim HEXAL, Holzkirchen, Germany) at a concentration 10 ng/mL
for 4 h.
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2.6. Induction of NET Formation by HNC Cells

The single-cell suspension of HNC tumor tissue was prepared as described above.
Cell concentration was adjusted to 25,000 in 100μL in a glass-bottom 96-welll plate (MatTek Corporation)
precoated with poly-D-lysine 1 mg/mL (Sigma-Aldrich/Merck). Neutrophils isolated from peripheral
blood of the same patient 25,000/100 uL were added and incubated for 4 h at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2.

2.7. Immunofluorescent Staining, Fluorescence Microscopy of NETs, and Analysis

Samples were fixed with paraformaldehyde (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to a final concentration 4%,
permeabilized with Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich/Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) 0.2% containing
buffer, stained with anti-histone-1 antibodies (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) and
donkey-anti-mouse-AF546 (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) secondary
antibodies, and mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Invitrogen). Decondensed
chromatin structures were histone-1-positive [8] and were determined as NETs. Percentage
of NET-producing cells, area covered by NETs, and the average size of NETs were estimated
microscopically with Zeiss AxioObserver.Z1 Inverted Microscope with ApoTome Optical Sectioning
equipped (filters for DAPI and Alexa Fluor 546). Images were processed with ZEN Blue 2012
software (CarlZeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany) and analyzed with ImageJ v1.151j8 (public
domain). For obtaining binary masks of nuclei and NET structures from the two channel .czi images,
the Auto-Threshold (MaxEntropy dark for nuclei and Li dark for NETs) was used. The analyze particles
tool was used to quantify the number of nuclei after performing the watershed function. The same
was true for the NET structures. NET area quantification was used for further analysis. All images
were analyzed in a batch mode, and individual image results were created and controlled for manual
correction (see Supplementary Figure S2).

2.8. SYTOX Staining

To identify the major granulocyte subpopulations and exclude eosinophils and basophils,
a DuraClone IM Granulocytes Tube set (Beckman Coulter) was used according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. The SYTOX Orange (Invitrogen) nucleic acid stain was performed with whole blood from the
patients within the first 2 h after obtaining, with subsequent lysis of erythrocytes with Whole Blood
Lysing Reagents (Beckman Coulter). Neutrophils were gated as CD45+ CD15+ CD294− as depicted in
Figure 6A. SYTOX-positive cells were considered as spontaneously producing NETs. The percentage
of SYTOX-positive cells from neutrophils and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of SYTOX were
analyzed with the CytoFLEX system (Beckman Coulter).

2.9. ELISA

G-CSF content in plasma and tumor supernatants was analyzed with ELISA (R&D Systems,
Minnesota, U.S.) according to the manufacturer’s protocols.

2.10. Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using a Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA for multiple comparisons with
Bonferroni correction, a Mann–Whitney U-test for two independent samples, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed rank test for dependent samples, and Spearman’s R test for correlations. A p < 0.05 was
considered significant.

2.11. Study Approval

The study was done in accordance to Helsinki declaration. Human studies were approved by
the Ethical Committee at Medical Faculty, University Duisburg-Essen, Essen, Germany (Ethik Votum
16-7135-BO, 14.02.2017). Written informed consent was obtained from participants prior to inclusion in
the study.
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3. Results

3.1. Elevated Neutrophil Extracellular Trap Formation in HNC Patients

During the course of head and neck cancer, the number of neutrophils in blood and tumor
progressively increases (Supplementary Figure S1D). This is associated with an adverse prognosis
of patients [9]. However, the exact role of these neutrophils in HNC tumor progression is not clear.
Therefore, we aimed to address the functionality of blood neutrophils and its changes during tumor
progression. As a first approximation, we analyzed the capability of blood neutrophils, isolated
from HNC patients versus healthy controls, to release NETs in the presence of bacteria. Here,
the common bacteria P. aeruginosa was used, which colonizes the oral cavity and upper respiratory
tract in pathological conditions [10]. We observed that NET formation was significantly elevated in
HNC compared to healthy individuals. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Elevated neutrophil extracellular trap formation in HNC patients. (A,B) Representative
pictures showing neutrophil extracellular trap (NET) formation by healthy and HNC neutrophils.
Isolated neutrophils were incubated with control medium or Pseudomonas aeruginosa for 1 and 4 h, fixed,
and stained with DAPI (blue) and anti-histone-1 antibodies (orange); scale bar 50 μm. (C) Quantification
of NET size in healthy individuals. (D) Quantification of NET size in HNC patients. (E) Comparison
of spontaneous, early, and late NET release in healthy and HNC individuals. Blood neutrophils of
healthy individuals (n = 10) and HNC patients (n = 36) were isolated and co-cultured with medium
(control) or P. aeruginosa for 1 and 4 h. For comparisons of multiple groups, Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA
with Bonferroni correction was used; for comparisons of two independent groups, Mann–Whitney
U-tests were used; and for comparisons of two dependent groups, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed
rank test was used. Data are shown as median, interquartile range, and minimal and maximal values.
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3.2. Stage of Disease Determines the Ability of Blood Neutrophils to Release NETs

There is increasing evidence that the immune system plays an important role during malignant
transformation of cells and the development of cancer. As neutrophils strongly influence tumor
progression and metastasis [11–13], we were interested if the capability to produce NETs by these cells
correlated with the tumor stage. Therefore, HNC patients were divided into groups concerning their
pathologically diagnosed tumor, nodus and metastasis (TNM) stage, blood neutrophils were isolated,
and their NET formation capacities were assessed. We could observe that neutrophils isolated from
patients in early stages of cancer (T1–T2) already spontaneously produced higher amounts of NET as
compared to neutrophils from late-stage cancer patients (Figure 2A,D). After short (1 h) incubation
with Pseudomonas, NETs were released from early-stage neutrophils at a significantly greater extent as
compared to late-stage cancer patients (Figure 2B,D). This difference was gone after longer bacterial
stimulation (4 h) (Figure 2C,D), implying that early-stage neutrophils can react faster on the stimulus
than late-stage neutrophils. Possibly, neutrophils from early HNC stages are already preactivated in
blood, while late-stage HNC neutrophils are not, therefore needing longer activation to release NETs
(Supplementary Figure S1C).

Next, we were interested in how NET formation correlated with the stage of lymph node metastasis.
Similar to T-stage groups, the early-stage patients (N0–N1) released NETs spontaneously and after only
short stimulation with bacteria, while late-stage patient neutrophils needed at least 4 h of stimulation
with bacteria to release NETs (Figure 3). Such late/classical NETosis was comparable between early and
late stages of HNC (Figure 3C). Here again, spontaneous NETosis was elevated in early stage patients
(Figure 3A).
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Figure 2. Neutrophils from early T stages of HNC release NETs significantly faster and to a greater
extent. (A) Quantification of spontaneous NET release in healthy and HNC in different stages of disease.
(B) Quantification of early NET release in healthy and HNC in different stages. (C) Quantification
of late NET release in healthy and HNC in different stages. Neutrophils were isolated and stained
(control, A), or co-cultured with P. aeruginosa for 1 (B) or for 4 (C) h; H—healthy. For comparisons of
multiple groups, Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was used, and for comparisons of
two independent groups, Mann–Whitney U-tests were used. Data are shown as median, interquartile
range, and minimal and maximal values. (D) Exemplified pictures for NET formation in different HNC
T stages. Isolated neutrophils were incubated with control medium or P. aeruginosa for 1 and 4 h, fixed,
and stained with DAPI (blue) and anti-histone-1 antibodies (yellow); scale bar 50 μm.
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Figure 3. Neutrophils from early N stages of HNC release NETs significantly faster and to a greater
extent. (A) Quantification of spontaneous NET release by different N stages of HNC neutrophils.
(B) Quantification of early NET release. (C) Quantification of late NET release. Neutrophils were
isolated and stained (A), or co-cultured with P. aeruginosa for 1 h (B) and for 4 h (C). H—healthy.
For comparisons of multiple groups, Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was used,
and for comparisons of two independent groups, Mann–Whitney U-tests were used. Data are shown
as median, interquartile range, and minimal and maximal values.

3.3. Formation of NETs Correlates with Serum Levels of G-CSF in HNC Patients

To evaluate the possible mechanism responsible for tumor-mediated activation of NETosis by
circulating blood neutrophils, we checked the plasma of HNC patients for tumor-derived factors,
and we correlated NET production with the expression of these factors. A significant, positive
correlation was observed between serum levels of G-CSF and the percentage of NETs producing
neutrophils (Figure 4A).

Figure 4. G-CSF stimulates P. aeruginosa-induced NET formation. (A) Plasma G-CSF levels correlate
with the percentage of early (within the first hour of co-incubation with P. aeruginosa) NETs. For analysis
of correlations, Spearman’s R test was used. (B) P. aeruginosa-induced NET formation of healthy donor
(n = 5) neutrophils can be stimulated with G-CSF in vitro. Data are shown as median and min/max.
For comparisons of two dependent groups, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test was used.
(C) Representative figures illustrating the stimulation of P. aeruginosa-induced NET formation by G-CSF.
DAPI (blue), histone 1 (orange), scale bar 65 μm.
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3.4. G-CSF Stimulates NET Formation in Neutrophils

As the level of NETosis seems to correlate with plasma content of G-CSF in HNC patients,
we wanted to confirm if G-CSF can indeed stimulate NET formation by neutrophils in our experimental
conditions. We stimulated NET formation in neutrophils, as described above, and treated them
additionally with G-CSF. The size of the produced NETs was assessed. We could indeed observe that
G-CSF significantly stimulated NET formation (Figure 4B,C).

3.5. Tumor Cells Stimulate NET Release by Blood Neutrophils

Tumor cells produce multiple cytokines and growth factors that may influence neutrophil
activation and functions, such as phagocytosis, degranulation, production of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), or NETosis. One such factor is G-CSF [10]. To evaluate if tumor cells were able to directly
stimulate neutrophil NETosis, we isolated blood neutrophils and tumor cells from the same patient
and incubated them at a 1:1 proportion for 4 h in glass-bottom slides. To get single tumor cells, tissue
digestion of the patient-derived tumor tissue was performed. After this, we stained DNA and histones
to visualize NETs. We could observe that tumor cells indeed strongly stimulated NET release from
neutrophils without the need of any additional stimuli (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Tumor cells produce high levels of G-CSF and stimulate NETosis of blood neutrophils.
(A) G-CSF levels in supernatants of cultured tumor tissue (normalized to sample mass). Data are shown
as individual values and mean. (B,C) Elevated NET production by neutrophils co-incubated with tumor
cells. Quantification of NET-positive neutrophils (B), and exemplified pictures showing NET release by
HNC blood neutrophils (C). Isolated neutrophils and tumor cells of HNC patients were co-incubated at
a 1:1 proportion for 4 h, fixed, and stained with DAPI (blue) and anti-histone-1 antibodies (orange);
scale bars 50 and 25 μm. For comparisons of two independent groups, a Mann–Whitney U-test was
used. Data are shown as median, interquartile range, and minimal and maximal values.
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3.6. SYTOX Staining of NETs in Blood as a Potential Biomarker that Differentiates Patients Prone to Disease
Progression and Metastasis

The ability to release NETs is significantly elevated in patients with an early stage of disease,
and late metastatic stages show a NET release comparable to healthy patients. Therefore, we decided
to test if simple SYTOX staining of blood neutrophils could provide a useful prognostic tool for HNC
patients. We performed SYTOX Orange staining in the DuraClone IM Granulocytes Tube set (Beckman
Coulter) and could observe an elevated percentage of SYTOX+ neutrophils in the blood of I–III stage
HNC patients, as compared to stage IV (Figure 6B). As the percentage of SYTOX+ neutrophils in
the blood of early-stage patients was elevated, we wanted to assess if the amount of released NETs
changed in different HNC stages. Indeed, we could observe significantly elevated NET amounts that
were released by blood neutrophils from early HNC stages in comparison to late stages (Figure 6C).

Figure 6. Elevated NET release in early stages of HNC demonstrated in flow cytometry using SYTOX
staining. (A) Gating strategy for SYTOX expression on blood neutrophils. Neutrophils are gated
as CD45+CD15+CD294−cells. NET-releasing neutrophils are determined as SYTOX-positive cells.
(B) Elevated percentage of SYTOX-positive neutrophils in lower stages of HNC. (C) Elevated SYTOX
expression on neutrophils (MFI) in lower stages of HNC. For comparisons of two independent groups,
a Mann–Whitney U-test was used. Data are shown as median, interquartile range, and minimal and
maximal values.
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4. Discussion

Neutrophils play a key role in cancer development and progression. This was proven in multiple
animal tumor models [12,14,15] and clinical observations [9,16]. While numerous neutrophilic functions
are anti-tumoral [17,18], neutrophils can also support tumor development and progression [19–21].
A recently discovered mechanism of anti-bacterial defense, NETosis, was primarily considered to have
cytotoxic anti-tumor properties, as NET-derived DNA, histones, and granule proteins are described
to be strongly cytotoxic [22,23]. Nevertheless, the ability of such structures to trap tumor cells
and attach them to the endothelium, thus supporting their invasion into distant organs, was also
demonstrated [6,19].

In this manuscript we focused our attention on the ability of blood neutrophils to form NETs
in relation to the stage of HNC disease and to the concentration of plasma G-CSF. The results of the
conducted experiments indicate that formation of neutrophil extracellular traps is generally elevated
in HNC patients in comparison to healthy individuals. HNC patients showed bigger absolute sizes
of NETs after one and after four hours, and spontaneous NET formation in these patients is strongly
elevated. This probably is due to the activation of neutrophils with tumor-derived factors, such as
G-CSF. Elevated sizes of NETs allow more efficient trapping of circulating tumor cells, thus supporting
their spread.

We demonstrated that, particularly in the early stages of disease (T1–2, N0–2), HNC patients
showed higher NET formation by blood neutrophils. This was particularly visible for early NET release
(one hour of co-incubation with bacteria), implicating significant preactivation of neutrophils by the
ongoing disease in early stage patients. Neutrophils isolated from late-stage HNC patients needed
longer bacterial stimulation (4 h) in order to produce comparable levels of NETs. This delayed time to
react on a stimulus implicates the lack of initial prestimulation in blood in such late-stage patients.
The strong spontaneous NET formation in early-stage patients may contribute to their high risk for
developing metastases. A similar phenomenon has been described for oral squamous cell carcinoma,
when the most prominent NET formation in response to LPS and IL-17 stimuli was detected in the
early stages of the disease [24].

Several mechanisms are involved in NET formation. In light of this, classical ROS-dependent
and early/rapid ROS-independent ways of NET formation were described [25]. Rapid NET formation
is claimed to be “vital” as the phagocytotic and migratory capacity of such neutrophils is preserved.
Classic NET release seems to be suicidal, as the neutrophil dies during this process [26]. Here,
we observed more rapid NET formation in early stages of HNC and a correlation between early NET
release and G-CSF in plasma, while in the late stages of HNC, neutrophils reacted slower and reached
high levels of NET formation after four hours of stimulation. The mechanisms responsible for this
phenomenon require further investigation, but one can speculate that early-stage HNC neutrophils
are more prone to vital NETosis due to the stimulation with tumor-derived factors or circulating
tumor cells, while in the late stages the classical ‘suicidal’ NETosis dominates neutrophil responses.
We expect that early vital NETosis can be more supportive for metastatic processes than late suicidal,
due to the ability of such neutrophils to remain motile and potentially to migrate into pre-metastatic
organs [27,28]. In the present study, the group of HNC patients was significantly older than healthy
controls, which may influence NET formation. Nevertheless, literature data has proven that NET
release by neutrophils declines with age [29]. Therefore, the observed increase of NET detected in the
early stages of HNC is not influenced by the age differences between healthy and HNC individuals.

Because various types of tumors produce several cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, TNFα) and growth factors
(G-CSF), which are known to stimulate the activity of neutrophils [30–32], we aimed to investigate
the influence of tumor-derived G-CSF on NET formation by the neutrophils isolated from the blood
of HNC patients. We observed that the levels of G-CSF positively correlated with the number of
NET-producing neutrophils. The increased NET formation in mice bearing G-CSF-producing tumors
was reported previously [5]. To confirm that elevated NET release observed in HNC patients is due to
G-CSF, we stimulated neutrophils isolated from healthy volunteers with G-CSF in vitro. We could
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indeed observe a stimulated NET formation in such conditions, while G-CSF alone in the absence of
bacterial stimulus did not influence NET formation. Importantly, we could also demonstrate that tumor
cells themselves were able to stimulate NET release, possibly due to the high expression of G-CSF.

Monitoring the level of NETs released in the blood of HNC patients could provide a useful,
noninvasive biomarker for early diagnosis and monitoring of disease progression. The number of
NETs in patient blood can be easily assessed using SYTOX staining of whole blood samples instead of
complicated and time-consuming procedures of neutrophil isolation, NET staining, and microscopy [33].
Using this method, we confirmed the results obtained using histological quantification, showing
elevated NET release in the early stages of HNC and its decrease in late stages. Nevertheless, further
investigations should be performed to increase the specificity of this method [26].

Metastasis of the tumor is the major cause of deaths from cancer, so the prevention of metastases
remains one of the most important goals in the therapy of HNC. As NETs are suggested to stimulate
this process, the degradation of NETs should provide a possible therapeutic target. In agreement,
the treatment with DNase or neutrophil elastase was shown to inhibit adhesion of circulating tumor
cells to the endothelium and to reduce development of metastasis in mice [19].

NETs not only take part in killing bacteria or supporting metastasis, but they are also involved
in other pathological events like thrombosis. Elevated white blood cells, particularly neutrophils,
are strongly associated with an increased risk of deep vein thrombosis and mortality in cancer patients
receiving systemic chemotherapy [34]. With their three-dimensional web-like structure, it appears
plausible that NETs in the blood stream can bind thrombocytes and participate in forming thrombotic
material. Therefore, especially after surgeries when the risk of thromboembolic complication is the
highest, NET formation should be therapeutically inhibited.

Clinical observations have proven a worse prognosis of HNC patients treated with G-CSF due to
chemo- or radiotherapy-induced neutropenia [35]. At the same time, released G-CSF is associated
with increased invasiveness of cancer cells themselves [36] or with diminished anti-tumor effects of
chemotherapy. It also promotes re-vascularization and tumor growth [37]. This suggests the prognostic
significance of G-CSF levels in patient plasma and suggests re-evaluating its use in cancer patients.
Moreover, therapeutic inhibition of G-CSF-signaling pathways in cancer patients prone to metastasis
should be considered [12].

5. Conclusions

In sum, we were able to show that NET formation in blood correlates with the progression of
HNC disease. Based on this, blood NETosis may serve as a biological marker that can reveal HNC
patients with a high risk of cancer progression and metastasis. Early identification of such patients
should help to improve disease outcomes via earlier applications of relevant therapies. Moreover,
such patients should be included into strict post-treatment observation programs.
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NETs area using ImageJ software.
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Abstract: Following fifteen years of research, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are widely reported
in a large range of inflammatory infectious and non-infectious diseases. Cumulating evidences from
in vitro, in vivo and clinical diagnostics suggest that NETs may play a crucial role in inflammation
and autoimmunity in a variety of autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA), systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE) and anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA)-associated vasculitis
(AAV). Most likely, NETs contribute to breaking self-tolerance in autoimmune diseases in several
ways. During this review, we discuss the current knowledge on how NETs could drive autoimmune
responses. NETs can break self-tolerance by being a source of autoantigens for autoantibodies found
in autoimmune diseases, such as anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) in RA, anti-dsDNA
in SLE and anti-myeloperoxidase and anti-protein 3 in AAV. Moreover, NET components could
accelerate the inflammatory response by mediating complement activation, acting as danger-associated
molecular patterns (DAMPs) and inflammasome activators, for example. NETs also can activate
other immune cells, such as B cells, antigen-presenting cells and T cells. Additionally, impaired
clearance of NETs in autoimmune diseases prolongs the presence of active NETs and their components
and, in this way, accelerate immune responses. NETs have not only been implicated as drivers of
inflammation, but also are linked to resolution of inflammation. Therefore, NETs may be central
regulators of inflammation and autoimmunity, serve as biomarkers, as well as promising targets for
future therapeutics of inflammatory autoimmune diseases.

Keywords: neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs); autoimmunity; autoimmune diseases; inflammation;
autoantigens

1. Introduction

Known as one of the first responder cells of the innate immune system, neutrophils are described as
phagocytes in textbooks that are involved in initial early host-defence responses during infection/injury.
However, the discovery of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) has shifted the paradigm of our
current understanding of neutrophil functions, and their significance during immune responses, quite
drastically. Upon interaction with an invading microbe/cytokine, neutrophils release their chromatin
material together with a wide range of granular enzymes to form net-like structures known as NETs [1].
NETs cannot only trap the invading pathogen but also degrade them with NET-associated proteolytic
enzymes [1]. NETs are involved in numerous infectious/non-infectious diseases and are believed to be
crucially involved during inflammation. While NETs are beneficial during infections, they may play
a detrimental role in the case of inflammation, autoimmunity and other pathophysiological conditions.
NETs accelerate the inflammatory processes by releasing a wide range of active molecules like danger
associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), histones, as well as active lytic-enzymes in extracellular
space, leading to further immune responses. NETs, therefore, also may serve as a potential source
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of auto-antigens against which the autoantibodies associated with a wide range of inflammatory
autoimmune diseases are directed.

The functions and morphology of neutrophils undergo radical transformation during inflammation,
injury and infection. Neutrophils migrate along vesicles by expressing a wide range of migratory
protein cascades as well as start to express various pattern recognition receptors and secrete a wide
range of cytokines in a process called ‘neutrophil activation’. Over the years, it has become clearer that
only a fraction of neutrophils can make NETs, indicating the heterogeneity of the neutrophil population,
especially during sterile inflammation [2,3] Therefore, it is important to speculate if only a specific
subpopulation of neutrophils can undergo NET formation [2,4]. A distinct population of low-density
neutrophils, for example, are known to be more vulnerable towards NET formation in systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) patients [3,5], possibly explaining a link between this disease and NET formation.
Interestingly, the composition of NETs may differ based on the stimuli and, therefore, the disease with
which it is associated [6]. Furthermore, in certain situations, NETs also might have anti-inflammatory
characteristics [7]. It is, therefore, important to characterize NETs in a disease-specific manner to
understand their specific involvement during the development of autoimmunity and disease.

2. Composition of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs)

Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation can be triggered by a wide range of stimuli in vitro
and in vivo during various pathophysiological conditions [6,8]. The protein cargo of NETs induced by
different stimuli is heterogenous, making comparing research and drawing conclusions challenging.
Due to this, there is an ongoing discussion about the precise mechanisms involved in NET formation,
their composition and, thereby, their functional profile specifically their inflammatory/antimicrobial
properties [6,9,10]. Recently, there have been new insights about how molecular mechanisms of
NET formation may differ in a species specific manner [11,12] but, also based on the location
of neutrophils in the blood stream or tissue, as well as local environmental alkaline or oxygen
conditions [13]. Therefore, in the context of autoimmune diseases, detailed proteomic analysis of
disease-specific NET protein composition (NETome) has the potential to elucidate novel mechanisms
of disease onset and progression. The presence of DNase1 inhibitors in SLE)-associated NETs could
potentially be demonstrated to lead to impairment of NET degradation [14]. Although disease-specific
NETs may have different pathological roles, Chapman et al., recently compared the protein composition
of SLE and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) NETs induced by the same stimulant, and showed that only a small
number of NET proteins were significantly different between the two diseases [10]. Upon phorbol
myristate acetate (PMA) stimulation, RNASE2 was higher in RA NETs, whereas myeloperoxidase
(MPO), leukocyte elastase inhibitor and thymidine phosphorylase (TYMP) were higher in SLE NETs.
Conversely, NETome comparison between NOX2-dependent (PMA) and NOX2-independent (A23187)
showed more distinct protein profiles, irrespective of the disease background of the neutrophils [10].
PMA-induced NETs, for example, were decorated with the annexin proteins azurocidin and histone
H3, whereas A23287-induced NETs contained more granule proteins, such as cathelicidin antimicrobial
peptides CAMP/LL37 and matrix metalloproteinase-8 (MMP8) [10]. This finding indicates that
the in vitro stimulant might be of more influence on the NETome compared to the phenotype of
neutrophils. Another study, however, reported the presence of several proteins that varied between
PMA–NETs of SLE, lupus nephritis (LN) and healthy neutrophils [15]. LN patient-derived PMA–NETs
presented a high expression of α-enolase and annexin A1, compared to SLE PMA–NETs and healthy
neutrophils. Accompanying these contradicting findings, however, it is important to take into account
that most of these in vitro NETome studies are performed using non-physiological stimuli such as PMA
or calcium ionophore A23187 [10,15]. Physiological stimulants might affect protein composition of
NETs differently. More research and more critically designed experiments are needed in this direction
to understand the role of NETs and the stimuli required to form them during autoimmune responses.
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3. Contribution of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs) to Autoimmunity

Since neutrophils and NETs are present in abundance at the inflammatory sites of various
autoimmune diseases, their active involvement in driving autoimmune responses is plausible.
Recent evidences from various research groups indeed suggest that (the impaired clearance of)
NETs themselves, as well as interactions of NETs with other immune cells could be very crucial for
the development of ‘autoimmunity’ and breaking of self-tolerance (Figure 1). These various aspects
associating NETs to autoimmunity are discussed in detail below.

Figure 1. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs.) take the central stage in driving autoimmune
responses. Abbreviations: AAV: Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies associated vasculitis, ANCA:
Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies, C1q: complement factor 1q, C4: complement factor 3, C4:
complement factor 4, DAMPs: damage associated molecular patterns, HMGB1: high mobility group
box protein 1, IFN-α: interferon alpha, IFN-γ: interferon gamma, IL: interleukin, LL37: cathelicidin
antimicrobial peptides, MSU: monosodium urate crystals, NETs: neutrophil extracellular traps, NLRP3:
nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like receptor protein 3, RA: rheumatoid arthritis, SLE:
systemic lupus erythematosus, TLR9: toll-like receptor 9, TNF-α: tumour necrosis factor alpha.
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3.1. Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs) as a Source of Autoantigens

Various neutrophil granular enzymes, together with decondensed chromatin, are present on NETs
besides the anti-microbial proteins captured by them. Nonetheless, many of these NET-associated
proteins are of “autoantigenic nature” in various rheumatologic diseases (Table 1). Examples include
NET-associated MPO and proteinase 3 (PR3) enzymes as major autoantigenic targets of anti-neutrophil
cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis (AAV); NET-derived extracellular nucleic acids
and dsDNA as the targets of SLE autoantibodies; citrullinated proteins namely citrullinated histones
as neoepitopes for anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPA) in RA [16–18]. These NET-associated
autoantigens and their contribution are discussed in a disease-specific manner below. It is noteworthy,
despite numerous evidences, that the exact mechanisms of how exactly NET autoantigens drive
autoimmunity are still in a pre-mature state. There are several missing links and a lack of knowledge so
further research is required to define common mechanisms of NET-derived autoimmune responses.
Evidences from different in vitro and in vivo studies currently support a theory of what we propose
to be a ‘vicious loop of inflammation and autoimmunity’. It implies that inflammation-derived
NET-components could be a source of autoantigens for autoantibody production. These autoantibodies
and associated immune complexes in return may further induce NET formation, leading to
a self-amplifying loop of autoimmune-inflammation [19].

Table 1. Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs)-associated molecules that are known autoantigens in
various autoimmune diseases.

Which Autoantigens Are Found on Neutrophil
Extracellular Traps (NETs)?

To Which Autoimmune Diseases Are
These Autoantigens Associated?

α-enolase [10,15] SLE [20]

Annexin A1 [10,15] SLE [21–23]

RA [22]

Apolipoprotein A1 [10] SLE [24]

Bb [25] AAV [25]

C1q [7,26] SLE [27]

Catalase [10] SLE [28]

RA [28]

Cathelicidin [10] SLE [21]

Citrullinated histones [7,18,29–32]
RA [18],

SLE [33]

dsDNA SLE [33,34]

Histones [10] SLE [35]

HMGB1 [36,37] SLE [33,36,37]

LAMP-2 [38] AAV [39]

LL37 [5,7,10,40–42]
SLE [41]

Psoriasis [43]

MMP8 [10] RA [44]

MMP9 [10,45] SLE [45]

MPO [17,19,46–49] AAV [50,51]

PR3 [17,19,48] AAV [38]

Properdin [25] AAV [25]

TF [52,53] SLE [53]

Abbreviations: AAV: anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) vasculitis, Bb: complement factor b, C1q:
complement component 1q, HMGB1: high mobility group protein B, LAMP-2: Lysosomal membrane 2 protein,
MMP8: matrix metalloproteinases, MMP9: matrix metalloproteinase 9, MPO: myeloperoxidase, PR3: proteinase 3,
RA: rheumatoid arthritis, SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus; TF: tissue factor.
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3.2. NETs as Complement Activators

Complement activation and consumption is a hallmark of SLE [54]. Lower levels of complement
factors C3 and C4, indicating classic complement consumption, was found in sera of a subset of
SLE patients with impaired NETs clearance [26]. Seen in AAV, on the other hand, activation of
the alternative complement pathway by NETs was demonstrated [25,55]. Tumour necrosis factor
alpha (TNF-α)-primed neutrophils stimulated with ANCA lead to C3a, C5a and C5b-9 generation
and could be due to granular protein properdin present on NETs [25]. Also, neutrophils stimulated with
an anti-MPO antibody generated complement factors C5a and C3d, but not C1q [55]. This indicates
that NETs are involved in different complement pathways in specific autoimmune diseases.

3.3. NETs as Damage-Associated Molecular Patterns (DAMPs)

NET-derived products could serve as damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) to initiate
further inflammatory response. Particularly, the presence of extracellular histones is perceived as
a DAMP [56]. Other DAMPs secreted with NETs are the high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) and LL37.
NET-derived HMGB1 is associated with SLE [36,37], but not with AAV [36]. Contrarily, HMGB1
contributed to ANCA-induced NET formation [57]. How NET-associated DAMPs may further contribute
to tissue injury and inflammation needs to be investigated in detail for autoimmune-inflammatory diseases.

3.4. NETs as Inflammasome Activators

Inflammasomes are key players in the activation of inflammatory responses and NETs can mediate
their activation. PMA–NETs activate caspase1 leading to nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like
receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome activation in macrophages of SLE patients [58]. Activation
of inflammasome led to secretion of interleukin (IL)-18 and IL-1β. Besides being pro-inflammatory,
these cytokines also can induce further NET formation. Adult-onset Still’s disease neutrophils, stimulated
with PMA, also were found to activate NLRP3 inflammasome through caspase1 [59]. NET formation
itself was found to be dependent on noncanonical inflammasome activation, as extrusion of NETs by
neutrophils exposed to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or Gram-negative bacteria relied on activated caspase11
and activated gasdermin D (GSDMD) [60,61]. Together, this implies that NET formation may be both
dependent on inflammasome activation and also be able to activate inflammasome.

4. Impaired Clearance of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs)

NETs contain various active enzymes and DAMPs such as extracellular histones [10]. It is,
therefore, important to degrade the NETs by phagocytic cells like macrophages [62]. DNase1 plays
an important role to degrade NETs in physiology [14]. After NETs are pre-processed by DNase1,
macrophages can ingest NETs for degradation [62]. PMA–NET degradation by macrophages takes
place in lysosomes [63]. However, PMA–NET degradation in macrophages also occurs in the cytosol by
three prime repair exonuclease (TREX1) enzymes (or DNaseIII), as well as extracellularly by DNase1L3
secreted by dendritic cells (DCs) [62]. PMA–NET clearance by healthy donor macrophages has been
described as immunologically silent and without secretion of proinflammatory cytokines [63].

Interestingly, degradation of NETs is found to be impaired in several autoimmune diseases, such as
SLE [14,26,64] and AAV [65]. Hakkim et al., reported that reduced DNase1 activity in a subset of SLE
patients dysregulated clearance of NETs [14]. Furthermore, SLE-associated NETs activate complement,
leading to deposition of C1q on NETs which further inhibits DNase1 activity [26]. A mutation in
the DNase1L3 gene also is associated with a familiar form of SLE [66]. Additionally, PMA–NET
uptake by monocyte-derived macrophages [67] and LPS–NETs cleared by SLE macrophages [68] led to
a pro-inflammatory response, suggesting that clearance of activated NETs in autoimmune diseases also
may amplify the inflammatory response. Compromised NET clearance generates the accumulation
of active-NETs at inflammatory sites; leading to more inflammation and prolonged presence of
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NET autoantigens [69]. This could possibly break self-tolerance and, thereby, intensify the existing
autoimmune response.

5. Interplay of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs) and Other Adaptive Immune Cells

5.1. NET and B Cells

NET formation by splenic neutrophils, but not circulating neutrophils, has been found to induce
immunoglobulin class switching, hypermutation and secretion by activating c [70]. Also, type I
interferons (IFN) α and B cell factors produced by bone marrow neutrophils have been shown to
inhibit early B cell development and expansion in SLE, leading to possibly enhanced recruitment of
autoreactive clones into the mature B cell repertoire [71]. Conversely, circulating neutrophils activated
with ANCA caused the release of a B lymphocyte stimulator and promoted B cell survival [72]. Recently,
it also was shown that LL37-DNA complexes in NETs can directly trigger self-reactive memory B
cells to produce anti-LL37 antibodies in SLE [41]. Self-reactive B cells generally do not react to DNA,
however, if the DNA originates from NETs in the form of LL37-DNA complex, it can trigger B cell
activation in a toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9)-dependent manner [41]. Notably, SLE-immune complexes
were found to induce NET formation recently [36]. Thus, it is conceivable that B cell-derived immune
complexes may activate neutrophils by binding to the Fc gamma receptor IIIb (FcγRIIIb) and induce
further NET formation [73], causing a feedback loop of autoimmune responses and disease progression.

5.2. NETs and Antigen Presenting Cells

IFNs play a key role in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases and are described as a hallmark
for SLE [74]. Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC), the main producers of IFN, can be activated by
NETs [40]. Specifically, proteins LL37 and HMGB1 form complexes with NETs DNA, which further
facilitates uptake and recognition of DNA by pDCs and increases production of IFN-α [42]. In g
a RA mouse model, it was shown that T cell response in the presence of NETs is mediated through
DC activation [75]. Spontaneous mouse and human NETs could directly activate DCs to induce
costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86, and proinflammatory cytokine IL-6. Furthermore, mouse
NETs-treated DCs promoted CD4+ Th cell immune response to secrete INF-γ and IL-17. PMA–NETs
activated DCs, on the other hand, were unable to activate CD4+ T cells [76].

NETs also can activate another type of antigen presenting cell (APC): macrophages [77]. However,
prolonged exposure to NETs led to damage of the mitochondrial membrane of the macrophage,
indicating macrophage death [77] Remarkably, the presence of LL37 and C1q on NETs increased
activation of macrophages by RA NETs, leading to secretion of pro-inflammatory IL-8, IL-6
and TNF-α [7]. Activation of inflammatory macrophages also was seen in adult-onset Still’s disease [59].
Contrary, strongly activated macrophages exposed to NETs mediated an anti-inflammatory response
with increased IL-10 secretion and inhibited IL-6 secretion [7].

5.3. NETs and T Cells

Recently, an indirect interaction between NETs and T cells was found in the joint of an RA
patient [78]. Specifically, NETs were shown to be taken up by fibroblasts, which then presented
NET-associated citrullinated peptides to T cells. Also, a direct interaction between PMA–NETs and T
cells was proposed [76]. NETs directly prime CD4+ T cells and lower the activation threshold. Therefore,
T cell response to specific antigens and suboptimal stimuli is increased, which would otherwise not lead
to activation of resting T cells. Interestingly, this T cell priming by NETs seems to involve T cell receptor
(TCR) mediation, but is not TLR9-dependent [76]. Direct interaction also was found between SLE
low-density granulocytes (LDGs) and T cells [79]. Activation of T cells by SLE LDGs induced the release
of proinflammatory cytokines INF-γ and TNF-α. This induction of proinflammatory cytokines was
not detected by normal density granulocytes [79]. The study investigated in vitro activation of T cells
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by LDGs, not NETs. Considering that LDGs in SLE are known to form NETs [5], possibly NETs could
play a role in the T cell activation.

6. Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs) in Various Autoimmune Diseases

6.1. Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA)

RA is a chronic systemic disease characterized by joint inflammation and bone destruction.
Being an autoimmune disease, a distinct feature of RA is the presence of specific autoantibodies
against post-translationally modified proteins known as anti-modified protein antibodies (AMPA)
in serum and synovial fluid samples of RA patients [80] Examples of AMPA include antibodies against
post-translationally modified proteins like citrullinated proteins (ACPA), antibodies against protein
carbamylation (anti-CarP), and antibodies against acetylated proteins (AAPA) [81–83] The presence of
autoantibodies has been associated with disease progression and pathogenesis. ACPA can bind to
citrullinate proteins to form immune complexes, inducing a pro-inflammatory response which further
includes complement activation [84,85], for example. Interestingly, AMPA (for example ACPA) can be
present in circulation for several years before RA onset [86]. These clinical observations indicate that
systemic autoimmunity and development of autoimmune disease are not coupled, and factors driving
the transition from pre-existing autoimmunity to RA pathogenesis need to be determined.

NET formation is strongly associated with inflammatory RA [18]. NETs extrude novel autoantigens,
such as citrullinated histones, which can promote the autoimmune response in RA [18,32]. Certainly
ACPAs are reported to recognize autoantigens on NETs [7,30]; in particular citrullinated histones [31].
The NET-protein MPO was found elevated in RA synovial fluid (SF), skin and rheumatoid nodules,
indicating that NETs are present in these inflamed areas (joint/synovium). Neutrophils of RA patients
show increased spontaneous NET propensity, compared to healthy control neutrophils in vitro [18,87].
NET propensity increases when neutrophils are stimulated with RA SF and ACPA RA serum [18,87].
Several research groups also have reported the potential of ACPA to drive NET formation in vitro,
demonstrating the inflammatory potential of ACPA [18,87]. Elevated MPO–DNA complexes [88]
and cell-free nucleosome levels [89] are detected in RA serum. These serum levels of cell-free
nucleosome in RA patients also correlate with clinical parameters, such as C-reactive protein (CRP)
and positivity for rheumatoid factor (RF) and ACPA [89]. The MPO–DNA complex level also correlated
with the ACPA level in RA patient sera samples [88]. Thus, NETs and NET-derived products could
serve as a biomarker for RA disease activity. Besides potential biomarkers, NET and NET-derived
products also may be promising therapeutic targets for inflammatory RA (Table 2).

6.2. Anti-Neutrophil Cytoplasmic Antibodies (ANCA) Vasculitis (AAV)

AAV is a systemic autoimmune disorder, characterized by inflammation and destruction of small
vessels in various organs. Presence of autoantibodies against MPO and PR3 are the key hallmarks that
are believed to trigger the disease response.

PR3 is expressed on the membrane of resting neutrophils while MPO is stored within the granules
of the neutrophils [122]. Their expression increases when neutrophils are activated by cytokines [123].
NETs also are decorated with MPO and PR3, as shown by several immunofluorescence studies on
in vitro NETs and in vivo NETs in necrotizing lesions of AAV [17]. Colocalization of DNA, MPO and PR3
in kidney tissue of small-vessel vasculitis (SVV) glomerulonephritis patients, for example, indicates
the presence of NETs and ANCA antigens in inflamed tissue [17]. MPO release in the presence of NETs
also was found in kidney biopsies of MPO–ANCA-associated glomerulonephritis patients [49,50].
NETs not only were found in the kidneys of AAV patients, but in other types of vasculitis as well.
Nerve samples of ANCA-associated vasculitic neuropathy, for instance, had citrullinated histones
and MPO identified as NETs [47]. One recent study suggests that NET-protein neutrophil elastase can
digest ANCA in a time-dependent manner, leading to pauci-immune lesions [124].
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Table 2. Potential drug interventions targeting neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) in autoimmune
diseases (in vitro and in vivo evidences).

Potential Drug
Interventions

Mechanism Study Design
Effect on Neutrophil Extracellular

Traps (NET)
Autoimmune

Disease
Effect on Disease
Clinical Endpoint

References

PAD4

CI-amidine PAD4 enzymes
inhibitor

In vitro PMA-induced
NETs Blocked NET formation AAV Not tested [90]

Mouse model with
MPO–ANCA
production

Reduced citrullination and reduced
serum MPO–ANCA level AAV Not tested [90]

SLE mouse model Decreased histone citrullination
and reduced release of NETs SLE Not tested [91,92]

pGIA mouse model Reduced citrullinated proteins RA
Reduced arthritis
severity, but not

significantly
[93]

GSK199 Low-calcium PAD4
enzymes inhibitor

In vitro
ionomycin-induced
mouse neutrophils

Inhibition mouse NETs - - [94]

In vitro S.
aureus-induced

human neutrophils
Partial NET formation remained - - [94]

Collagen-induced
arthritis mouse model Unknown RA

Prevented clinical
and histological
disease severity

[95,96]

DNase

DNase DNA degradation

SLE mouse model Unknown SLE Prolongation of
survival [97]

Phase Ib study Unknown SLE Unaffected disease
activity [14,98]

APS IgG treated mice Decreased NET formation APS Decrease in thrombus
formation [99]

Anti-β2-GP1/β2-GP1
treated rats Decreased NET formation APS Decrease in thrombus

formation [100]

ROS

PRAK inhibitor Inhibition of
ROS-regulating PRAK

In vitro PMA-induced
NETs

Increased neutrophil apoptosis over
NET formation - - [101]

Trolox Antioxidant In vitro PMA-induced
NETs

Inhibited ROS-dependent
NET formation - - [102]

Tiron Antioxidant In vitro PMA-induced
NETs Remained NET formation - - [102]

Tempol Antioxidant In vitro PMA-induced
NETs

Inhibited ROS-dependent
NET formation - - [102]

Vitamin C Unknown In vitro PMA-induced
NETs Decreased NET formation - - [103]

IFN-alpha

Sifalimumab Blocks IFN-α NETs
stimulation

Phase I study Unknown SLE
Inhibited type I IFN

signature and trend in
improved SLEDAI

[104,105]

Phase IIb study Unknown SLE Improved SLE
responder rate [106]

Rontalizumab Blocks IFN-α NETs
stimulation Phase I study Unknown SLE

No effect on IFN
and anti-dsDNA

levels
[107]

Anifrolumab Blocks IFN-α NETs
stimulation

Phase IIb study Reduced plasma NETs complexes SLE Improved cholesterol
efflux capacity

White et al.,
2018

(unpublished,
conference
abstract)

Phase IIb study Unknown SLE Reduced SLE disease
activity [108]

Complement

PA-dPEG24 C1 inhibitor
In vitro PMA, MPO or

immune complex
activated human sera

Inhibited complement activation
and inhibited NET formation - - [109]

Eculizumab Antibody against c5a PNH patients Decreased neutrophil activation - Unknown [110]

Proteases

IcatC
CatC inhibition blocks

PR3 activity
and NET formation

Neutrophil
differentiated CD34+

HSC

IcatC leads to absence of PR3
and suppression of PR3-ANCA antigen - - [111,112]

Chloroquine Inhibits autophagy
AP patients NETs Decreased NET formation - - [113]

AP mouse model Decreased NET formation and improved
survival - - [113]
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Table 2. Potential drug interventions targeting neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) in autoimmune
diseases (in vitro and in vivo evidences).

Potential Drug
Interventions

Mechanism Study Design
Effect on Neutrophil Extracellular

Traps (NET)
Autoimmune

Disease
Effect on Disease
Clinical Endpoint

References

Vitamin D

Vitamin D Unknown
In vitro PMA-induced
NETs and endothelial

cells
Reduced NET formation SLE Reduced endothelial

apoptosis [114]

Vitamin D Unknown SLE patients with low
vitamin D Unknown SLE Improved endothelial

function [115]

Nanoparticles

A2,8-sialylated
nanoparticles

Reduce PMA-initiated
ROS production

In vitro PMA-induced
NETs Inhibited NET release - - [116]

Polysialylated
vesicles

Counteract cytotoxic
characteristic of

extracellular histones,
possibly through

lactoferrin

5B8 cells in presence
of histones

Reduced cytotoxicity reduced in 5B8
cells. Vesicles bind to PMA–NETs - - [117,118]

Existing autoimmune disease therapies and their effects on NETs

-Tocilizumab Antibody against IL-6
receptor

In vitro IL-6
and PMA-induced

NETs
Blocked NET formation RA Unknown [119]

Rituximab
and belimumab Blocking IC formation Phase IIa study Reduced NET formation RA Decreased lupus

disease activity [120]

IVIG-S Mechanisms
unknown MPO-AAV rat model Reduced NET formation and ANCA

titers AAV Unknown [121]

Abbreviations: AAV: Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies associated vasculitis, ANCA: Anti-neutrophil
cytoplasmic antibodies, AP: acute pancreatitis, APS: antiphospholipid syndrome, CatC: cathepsin C, CI-amidine:
chloramidine, dsDNA: double strand DNA, EA: elastase-alpha1-antitrypsin, GSK199: hydrochloride, HSC:
hematopoietic stem cells, IC: immune complex, IcatC: inhibitor cathepsin C, IFN: interferon, IVIG-S:
sulfo-immunoglobulins, MPO: myeloperoxidase, NAC: n-acetylcysteine, NETs: neutrophil extracellular traps, PAD4:
peptidylarginine deiminase 4, pGIA: glucose 6-phosphate isomerase induced arthritis, PMA: phorbol myristate
acetate, PNH: paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria, PR3: proteinase 3, PRAK: p38-regulated/activated protein
kinase, RA: rheumatoid arthritis, SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus, SLEDAI: systemic lupus erythematosus
disease activity index, β2-GP1: β2-glycoprotein.

The presence of NETs in AAV patients is evident, however their potential as biomarkers for AAV
disease activity is inconclusive. Regarding the serum of active AAV patients, higher MPO–DNA levels
were detected compared to AAV patients in remission [125]. Another study, however, did not find
a difference between the serum MPO–DNA levels in active and remissive AAV [126].

While it is becoming clear that NETs may be a crucial source of ANCA-autoantigens, some studies
suggest that binding of ANCA to their target antigens, PR3 and MPO, further activate the neutrophils.
NETs are released in response to ANCA stimulation [17]. A recent study, however, contrasts these
findings. NET formation in vitro, through stimulation of healthy neutrophils with AAV serum, did not
correlate with serum levels of ANCA [127]. Also, after depletion of immunoglobulin (Ig)-G and IgA in
serum, NET formation remained unchanged, raising the question whether ANCA actually influences
NET formation [127]. Added to being antigenic in nature, NETs also influence AAV disease progression
by directly damaging vessels through cytotoxicity of NET-associated histone release [56]. NET-induced
endothelial cell damage can be prevented when NETs are degraded with DNase1 [55]. Intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG) is a potential treatment for AAV patients [121]. Intriguingly, the amount of
PMA-induced NETs was significantly lower when neutrophils were pre-treated with IVIG before
exposure to PMA [121]. Moreover, the inhibitory effect of IVIG on NETs, as well as decreased ANCA
titers and pulmonary haemorrhage, also was seen in peritoneal tissue of MPO–AAV rats treated with
IVIG [121]. To conclude, the presence of NETs and their autoantigenic properties in AAV patients is
well-demonstrated. Therefore, NETs could represent informative biomarkers for disease diagnosis
and targets for future therapeutics (Table 2). Conversely, the role of ANCA-mediated NET induction is
not yet fully convincing. Further research is needed in understanding the interplay of ANCA and NETs
in the pathophysiology of AAV.
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6.3. Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE)

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune disease attacking healthy tissue
across the body. SLE can manifest in milder forms, in skin and joints, while more serious manifestations
impair functions of the kidneys and central nervous system. Regarding the kidneys, autoantigens
and autoantibodies can deposit as immune complexes causing severe lupus nephritis. SLE progression
is a result of autoantibodies against nucleic acids and dsDNA. These autoantigens can be sourced from
apoptotic and necrotic material [128]. Clearance of this material is thought to be defective in SLE [129].

NETs are known to be a central source of SLE autoantigens [5,130–133]. The persistence of NETs also
could extend the exposure time of autoantigens, due to impaired NET clearance and thereby contribute
to SLE pathogenesis [14,133,134]. Removal of NETs by DNase1 was shown to be malfunctioning in
in vitro NETs stimulated with SLE serum [14]. This finding indicates that DNase-1 inhibitors may either
be present in NETs or (auto) antibodies bound to NETs could inhibit NET-degradation by protecting
against proteases. Studies in SLE patients on the relation between NET degradation and disease
manifestation support this hypothesis. SLE patients with impaired NET degradation were found more
likely to develop lupus nephritis, compared to SLE patients with functioning NET degradation [14,135].
Impaired NET degradation also correlated with high levels of SLE-associated autoantibodies [135]. Other
effects of nondegraded NETs are activation of the complement system, thereby driving inflammation
forward [26], as well as priming other neutrophils into NET formation [130]. Notably, SLE patients
possess a distinct set of neutrophils, called low-density granulocytes (LDGs) [3,136,137]. These specific
neutrophils have an increased spontaneous NET propensity, compared to other neutrophils of SLE
patients [5,29,134]. Endothelial damage is a common symptom of SLE and may be due to the actions of
NETs [5], particularly those formed by LDGs [45]. A recent study characterized two subsets of SLE
LDGs, CD10+ LDGs and CD10– LDGs [138]. The phenotype of CD10– LDGs display a more immature
stage of neutrophil differentiation and is less prone to spontaneous NET formation, as compared to
CD10+ LDGs [139]. Together, this points to the importance of NETs in SLE pathogenesis and how
impaired clearance of NETs may prolong the (auto)inflammatory effects of NETs.

6.4. Antiphospholipid Syndrome (APS)

Antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is an autoimmune disease that often occurs together with SLE,
but also presents itself as a primary disease. Autoantibodies targeting phospholipids and phospholipid
binding proteins, such as β2-glycoprotein 1 (β2-GP1) are the hallmarks of APS [140]. Particularly, APS
patients showcase an increased risk of thrombosis. Thrombi consist of platelets and neutrophils, but also
NETs, suggesting the possible role of NETs in APS development [141]. Furthermore, neutrophils from
APS patients were shown to display enhanced spontaneous NET release [134,142]. NET response
might be mediated through activation of TLR4 [100,142], together with reactive oxygen species
(ROS) [100,142,143]. Remarkably, IgG purified from APS patients induced NET release from healthy
neutrophils [142]. Furthermore, NET release did not correlate with APS disease activity, but rather with
the presence of autoantibodies [134]. An increase in NET release in response to autoantibodies could
be explained by the presence of β2-GP1 on the surface of neutrophils [142]. Several studies observed
anti-β2-GP1 to induce NET formation in healthy neutrophils [100,142,143]. Evidences suggest that
NETs may directly mediate APS pathology by featuring as a scaffold for platelets to aggregate [144],
possibly by presenting a tissue factor [53,100]. Moreover, activated platelets can stimulate neutrophils
to NET formation by releasing HMGB1 [141]. Accordingly, this highlights a central role for NETs in
thrombosis and, thereby, APS development.

6.5. Multiple Sclerosis (MS)

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease of the central nervous system with a strong autoimmune
character. Few studies have been performed on the role of NETs in MS pathogenesis [145]. However,
in a MS rodent model it became apparent that NETs could be of importance in MS, as depletion
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of MPO, attenuated rodent MS phenotypes and restored the blood–brain barrier integrity [146].
Elevated MPO–DNA complexes also were detected in the MS serum of patients, but these levels did
not correlate with disease activity [147]. Within MS patients, differences in MPO–DNA complex levels
correlated with the patient’s gender, suggesting that NETs may underlie gender-specific differences in
MS pathogenesis. Moreover, LDGs, CD14-CD15high, were found in peripheral blood of MS patients,
at levels comparable to SLE patients [148]. Whether the propensity of MS LDGs to form NETs
differentiates from normal density neutrophils has not been investigated yet.

6.6. Anti-Inflammatory NETs

While NETs clearly enhance the inflammatory response in various ways, recent evidence suggests
that they also may have anti-inflammatory properties or induce an anti-inflammatory response.
Found in the presence of PMA–NETs, LPS-activated macrophages act in an anti-inflammatory
manner [7]. A downregulation of IL-6 and an increase in IL-10 secretion by these macrophages shows
the anti-inflammatory potential of NETs. This effect was enhanced in presence of C1q and LL37 [7].
Viable and apoptotic neutrophils also mediate an anti-inflammatory response in macrophages through
NF-kB signalling suppression [149], suggesting that an anti-inflammatory response may be mediated by
the type of neutrophil cell death. Certain proteases in NETs also could contribute to the anti-inflammatory
potential of NETs. Regarding gout, where NETs are aggregated in the synovial joint, monosodium
urate crystals (MSU)-induced aggregated NETs were found to degrade inflammatory mediators, such
as IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF [150]. NET-proteases also could act on NET-proteins that are autoantigens [151].
Shown in the presence of the neutrophil protease inhibitor phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF),
autoantigens in PMA–NETs remain present. While without PMSF, PMA–NET proteases degrade NET
autoantigens. More research is needed toward understanding the anti-inflammatory role of NETs
and their association with autoimmunity.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions

Neutrophils and NETs are present in abundance at the inflammatory sites of various autoimmune
diseases and play an active role during the development and persistence of autoimmune responses.
As a potential source of autoantigens and activators of immune-cells, NETs could be crucial attributors
to the development of ‘autoimmunity’ and the breaking of self-tolerance. Further research is required
to understand the physiology and responses of NETs in a disease-specific manner. Therefore, the use
of physiological disease-specific stimulants to induce NETs in vitro, an improved understanding of
the disease-specific NETome, as well as their impact on other immune cells and inflammation will be
crucial for future research. These efforts would provide a substantial basis to target NETs as promising
biomarkers or therapeutics to treat inflammatory autoimmune diseases.
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